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ABSTRACT 

The present investigation is part of a research 

programme, committed to the development of a procedure for 

predicting the effectiveness of film cooling devices. The 

first step towards this objective is an understanding of 

the hydrodynamics and thermal performance of two-dimension-

al film cooling slots with tangential injection, by 

recourse to experimental and analytical techniques. 

The present experimental programme investigated 

the influence of slot to mainstream velocity and density 

ratio and longitudinal pressure gradient on the impervious 

-wall effectiveness and flow-development downstream of a 

plane, two-dimensional slot with tangential injection, and 

the influence of velocity ratio and slot-lip thickness on 

the adiabatic-wall effectiveness and the heat transfer 

coefficient downstream of an axisymmetric slot. 

A modified form of the Prandtl mixing-length 	-‘ 
hypothesis was used within the framework of the solution 

procedure of reference (49) to predict the flow downstream 

of two-dimensional slots. The appropriate physical inputs 

were obtained by examining experimental data and also by 

comparison of predicted and measured velocity and con- 

served-property profiles and wall properties over a 

practically useful range of velocity and density ratios 

and pressure gradients. 

The predicted influence of velocity and density 

ratio, adverse and mild favourable pressure gradients and 

lip-thickness ratio on the impervious- or adiabatic-wall 

effectiveness showed, on the whole, a good correspondence 

with a wide range of experimental data, including those 

from the present investigation. Predictions of heat 

transfer coefficient in the 

also satisfactory. 

The relevance of the 

to a practical film-cooled 

examined. It was concluded 

the flame-tube temperature 

presence of film cooling were 

present predictiOn procedure 

combustion chamber was briefly 

that an accurate prediction of 

required a precise knowledge of 

the conditions within the chamber and a prediction procedure 

for practical slot geometries. The author's suggestions in 

this connection are presented. 
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CHAPTER 

1. Introduction. 

1.1 Applications of film cooling. 

Film cooling is a process for protecting a surface 

exposed to a high temperature gas stream by the injection 

of a cool fluid along the surface, to form a cooling film 

between the surface and the hot gas stream. The coolant 

is generally injected through slots, holes or porous sec-

tions in the surface to be cooled. In most of the appli-

cations the coolant is also gaseous and mixes with the hot 

gas downstream of the injection region. Film cooling 

is widely used in gas turbine combustion chambers, reheat 

nozzles of aircraft engines, turbine blades of gas turbines 

and in ram-jet and rocket nozzles. In all these applications 

the gas temperatures are very high (of the order of 2000°C) 

and film cooling is essential to keep the temperature of 

the surfaces within metallurgical limits. 

The cooling effect of a film is closely dependent 

on the mixing process between the coolant and the hot 

main stream: the greater the mixing, the shorter the 

distance downstream of the injection region which can be 

effectively film cooled. In the applications mentioned 

above, film cooling is supplementary to the more conven 

-tional convection cooling. For example, in the combustion 

chamber of a gas turbirie, the flame tube is cooled on its 

outer surface by convection to the secondary air, part of 

which'is bled into the chamber through slots for film 

cooling the inner surface of the flame tube,ie. the surface 

exposed to the flame. 

Film cooling has been employed since the early days 

of the gas turbine. For example, the combustion chamber of 

the Whittle engine, which was of the counter flow type, 

had slots injecting tangentially in the circumferential 

direction (as opposed to axial). However the designs of 

film cooling slots in gas turbine combustion slots have 

since undergone .considerable change and refinement. As. 

the thermal loading of the combustion chambers has increased 

(ie., an increase in temperature, mass flow and pressure, 

and a decrease in the volume of the combustion chambei"), 



the demands on the cooling system have also continually 

increased. These have been met with improved injection 

slot design and an increase in the number of film cooling 

strips. For example, in the' early turbo-prop engines, 

film cooling was obtained by means of a few large holes at 

two regions of locally high flare in the flame tube, whereas 

a modern combustion chamber may have about -c-igh)film 

cooling strips, each comprising a machined ring designed 

to obtain a specific pressure drop and slot-to-mainstream 

velocity ratio at the slot exit. The design of film cooling 

slots is to date, an art rather than science. 

When injected through slots, the coolant generally 

enters parallel to the surface, and the film can be 

considered as a 'wall-jet' in a moving stream. There are 

some applications closely related to film cooling by virtue 

of their wall-jet nature. These include the process of 

film heating for de-icing of aircraft wings or de-misting 

of windscreens by injection of warm air through slots.or.... 

holes. Another related field is the application of wall 

jets to boundary layer control for example on helicopter 

rotors for increasing lift, or in diffusors to prevent 

separation at the walls. 

The examples mentioned above have two common features: 

first, there is a surface and second, there is a gas 

stream with a principal direction of flow, such that 

the gradients of velocity and temperature normal to the 

surface are much greater than those along it and are 

confined to a narrow region adjacent the surface. These 

features are characteristic of boundary layers near walls 

and so flows downstream of a film cooling slot may be 

considered to be of the boundary-layer type, at least 

in the region far downstream of the injection region. 

Though some aspects are particular to each of 

the above applications, a study of almost any of them would 

serve to high-light the main features of film cooling 

or the associated applications. Thus film cooling as 

applied to gas turbine combustion chambers serves as a 

useful case study for film cooling in general and much 

of the present treatment is biased in this direction. 
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1.2 Basic factors influencing film coolingl.  

This section is devoted to a qualitative description 

of the factors influencing film cooling in a gas turbine 

combustion chamber. The main object in cooling the flame 

tube is to maintain its temperature below the maximum 

acceptable metallurgical limit. To this end, the flame 

tube is cooled by means of the secondary air, which is 

approximately at the compressor delivery temperature. The 

temperature assumed by the flame tube is such that the net 

heat received by it through radiation and convection 

from the flame and heat lost through its outer surface 

by convection and radiation, are equal. Film cooling 

essentially influences the convective mode of heat transfer 

within the flame tube. 

It is convenient to represent the convective heat 

transfer in the presence of film cooling through two quan-

tities. The first is a quantity which depends on the 

mixing characteristics of the injected coolant and the 

main stream and is denoted as the adiabatic-wall effective 

-ness. This is defined as the ratio of the hot gas-to wall 

enthalpy difference at a location downstream of the slot, 

to the hot gas-to coolant enthalpy defference for an 

adiabatic wall. If the specific heat at constant pressure 

is assumed to be uniform within the flow, the enthalpies 

in the last sentence may be replaced by temperatures. 

Thus the adiabatic-wall effectiveness is given by the 

following expression: 

	

h--h 
	TG 	

- Ta,W  = 	 1.2.1 
hG-hC 	TG- TC 	C = const. 

The adiabatic-wall effectiveness can be considered as a 

measure of the preservation of the identity of the cooling 

film: a value equal to unity signifies that the adiabatic-

wall temperature is equal to the coolant temperature while 

a zero- value indicates an adiabatic-wall temperature 

equal to the hot gas temperature. 

The adiabatic-wall effectiveness does not however 

provide any clue to the resistance of the film to heat 

transfer through it: for this a heat transfer coefficient 

based 7(the adiabatic-wall temperature is useful: 



hf = 
qW 

1.2.2. 
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T T a W 7 

where T is the temperature of the surface in the presence 

of the heat flux 4% and TaW is the wall temperature 

which would exist for the same initial conditions, and 

an adiabatic wall from the slot exit. Thus the adiabatic 

-wall effectiveness and the heat transfer coefficient h 

defined in the above manner, serve to characterise the 

convective heat transfer in the presence of film cooling. 

Further, the distribution of these two quantities in 

the downstream direction gives a measure of the performance 

of the cooling slot and also provide part of the informa 

-tion from which the wall temperature can be computed. 

It is to be expected that the effectiveness and 

the heat transfer coefficient will depend on several 

factors including the following: 

geometry of the injection region; 

distance from the slot exit; 

gas velocities through the slot and mainstream ; 

pressure gradients in the streamwise and cross- 

stream direction; 

fluid properties (viz., molecular viscosity, 
conductivity and the Prandtl/Schmidt 
number); 

turbulence intensities in the flow field. 

This list of variables suggests that the flow 

downstream of a practical film cooling slot is very 

complex, since a large number of permutations and 

combinations of the above variables is possible and 

do exist in practice. It is useful therefore to indicate the 

ranges of the above variables which are likely to be 

encountered in gas turbine practice. 

An impression of the wide range of injection 

geometries which are used in gas turbine applications can be 

found in reference (77). An ideal slot from the view of 

good performance is an unobstructed, two-dimensional slot which 

injects the fluid along the surface to be cooled. 

However such a design is not feasible in practice, as• 

the components forming the slot have to be supported. 

The most commonly used designs are the .'wiggle strip' 
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and the 'machined ring'. The former comprises a corrugated 

spacer mounted in an annular gap between two concentric 

overlapping sections of the flame tube, and the latter - is 

a ring with-discrete holes. Numerous variations on the 

design of practical devices is possible, but they have 

all one feature in common: the flow through them is 

invariably three dimensional, ie., apart from varying in 

directions normal to the wall and in the downstream 

direction, there is a variation in the spanwise direction 

also, at least in the region close to the slot. The 

width of the gap for practical slots (ie. the slot height) 

in modern gas turbine combustion chambers ranges from 

about 1.25-mm to 6 mm. The distance to be (or which can be 

sufficiently) cooled is of the order of 50 mm, which for 

the above range of slot heights corresponds from 8 to 40 

slot heights. 

The velocity ratios (ie., the mean velocity at slot 

exit to the main stream value) in practical devices range 

from about 0.5 to about 2.0. There is some incentive to set 

this value in the vicinity of unity and values slightly 

below this are often selected to optimise the coolant 

flow rate and effectiveness. The Mach numbers are generally 

low in combustion chambers (less than 0.3) ankl so 

compressibility is not generally of major importance. Den-

sity gradients due to temperature differences are however 

significant; slot to mainstream density ratios are greater 

than unity and values around three are common. PressUre 

gradients occur due to flare as well as to combustion 

and flow losses. Thus in the flared region near the 

primary zone an adverse presseure gradient is to be ex-

pected, whereas downstream a favourable pressure gradient 

due to combustion- and geometry can be expected. 

Fluid properties such as viscosity and conductivity 

can be expected to vary steeply in the regions of large 

temperature gradients. These gradients occur in the core 

of the flame tube due to combustion, and near the wall 

due to the cooling film and heat transfer. 

The last item mentioned in the list of variables is 

the turbulence intensity. This can be expected to be high 

in the regions behind the fuel burner and colander and also 
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where dilution streams mix with the primary stream. No 

measured values for this quantity are available for the 

case of a gas turbine combustion chamber. 

Thus a considerable simplification of the flow 

downstream of a practical film cooling device is nece-

ssary to render it amenable to a systematic study. 

1.3 Prediction of film cooling performance.  

Procedures for the prediction of the adiabatic-

wall effectiveness downstream of a film cooling slot have 

developed along two different lines. The first is the 

correlation of experimental data on the basis of dimen-

sional analysis and guessed functional relationships 

between the relevant non-dimensional groups. The other 

is based on the analysis of the hydrodynamic and thermal 

flow field downstream of a film cooling slot, and may be 

considered a more fundamental approach than the first. 

The method of empirical correlations has the advantage--

of being simple in use but is severely limited by the 

data on which the correlations are based: their 

extension to include the effects of additional variables 

is tedious and needs a large amount of experimental 

data. Though empirical correlations may give satisfactory 

predictions over the range of experimental data on 

which they are based, the predictions are likely to be 

in error outside the range. The analytical approach, of 

.which there are many variations, are invariably based on 

the equations of motion either in the differential or 

integrated form. It is wrong to suppose that analytical 

methods are superior to correlations because they do not 

need any empirical information. Analytical methods do 

need empirical information but at least some of it is 

of a general nature, and may be valid for a variety of 

flows. The amount of empirical information varies consider-

ably with the method and the complexity of the model on 

-which they are based. In general, the methods using the 

integrated equations of motion need more empirical infor-

mation than those based on the differential equations: 

this matter will be discussed further in chapter 2. It 

should be mentioned that at present, analytical techniques 

are capable of handling only two- dimensional flows. 
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Most of the analytical methods currently available are 

valid only far downstream of the slot (say x/yc  _-30) and 

for a restricted range of velocity ratios (either much 

less or much greater than unity). Thus to date, analytical 

methods have not found much favour mainly because their 

validity is restricted to distances and velocity ratios 

which are not usually of interest to practical film cooling 

applications. 

As regards the prediction of the heat transfer 

coefficient in the presence of film cooling, the present 

state of art is even more inadequate. In general, formulae 

valid for flat plates in zero-pressure gradient or fully 

developed pipe flow are used though, of course, neither is 

likely to be valid in the presence or film cooling. 

1.4 Scope of the present investigation.  

The present study is almost wholly concerned with 

two-dimensional slots. A study of two-dimensional SlOtS'Is.   

a useful step in the understanding of film cooling since 

they are, in principle, amenable to analysis. The use of a 

simple injection geometry also means that the task of 

controlled and independent variation of the individual 

factors is much easier. 

On the experimental side the present investigation 

explores two-dimensional slots with tangential injection 

with particular reference to the adiabatic- or impervious- 

wall effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient, as they are 

influenced by the following parameters: 

slot to mainstream velocity ratio; 

slot to mainstream density ratio; 

longitudinal pressure gradients; .  

slot lip thickness. 

The data 'are obtained in suffient detail to test a prediction 

procedure for two-dimensional flows: this entails 

measurement of velocity and temperature ( or mass fraction 

Of slot fluid) profiles and the wall-shear stress, besides 

the impervious- or adiabatic-wall effectiveness and 

heat transfer coefficient. 

Another objective of the present investigation is 

to apply a recent general prediction procedure due to 
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Patankar and Spalding (49) to the flow downstream of a 

two-dimensional slot.with a view of predicting the influence 

of the factors mentioned above. As mentioned above, no 

fully satisfactory procedure exists, even for two-dimensional 

slots with tangential injection. The prediction procedure 

of reference (49) provides for the first time, a method for 

the solution of parabolic equations for boundary layer flows, 

which is sufficiently flexible, economical and general to 

be used in film cooling situations. This procedure requires 

the specification of the laws of turbulent exchange of 

momentum and mass before any predictions can be made, 

and the correctness of the predictions essentially rests 

on the validity of the exchange hypothesis chosen. The 

implications of the mixing length hypothesis of Prandtl (1925) 

for flows downstream of a film cooling slot are examined. 

A final objective of the present study is to 

examine the relevance of prediction procedures, such as 

the one mentioned above, to practical applications of film 

cooling. An empirical procedure to extend the procedure to 

predict the performance of practical slots is suggested. 

1.5 	Outline of thesis content.  

In order to place the present investigation in 

perspective, it is useful to survey the previous and con-

current investigations in film cooling. The next chapter 

(chapter 2) outlines and summarises the principal investiga-

tions in film cooling with tangential injection through 

two-dimensional slots, as well as available prediction 

procedures for effectiveness and heat transfer. 

The steps leading to the development of a prediction 

procedure for the adiabatic-wall effectiveness and heat 

transfer coefficient may be enumerated as follows: 

1. Selection of the type of prediction procedure 

2. Procurement of experimental data against which 

to test the prediction procedure. 

3. Specification of the physical inputs required 

for the prediction procedure. 

4. Prediction of the effectiveness and heat transfer 

coefficient_ and comparison with the corresponding 

experimental data. 

Chapters 3 to 6 deal with thA4 problem in the above 
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sequence. The salient features of the treatment in' each of 

these chapters will now be briefly mentioned. 

The first of the above steps implies the_ formulation 

of the mathematical and physical aspects of the problem, as 

well as a discussion on the relative merits.of the various 

types of prediction procedures. This task is carried out 

in chapter 3. 

Steps 2 and 3 in the above list need to be accomplished 

before the performance of the prediction procedure can be 

-assesed. Accordingly, chapter 4 describes the experimental 

investigation which provides the requisite data as outlined 

in the previous section and, 'in chapter 5, the task of 

obtaining the appropriate physical inputs is undertaken. The 

latter exercise proceeds in two directions. The first is the 

.direct examination of the physical inputs with reference to 

experimental data. The second (indirect) approach involves 

tne comparison of predictions based on tentative assumptions 

about the physical inputs, with experimental hydrodynamic. 

and conserved property data. For the latter exercise, the 

calculations are commenced from measured profiles, downstream 

of the slot (say x/yc 	20) and consequently the predictions 

are of little direct utility. 

Predictions of effectiveness and heat transfer coe- 

ffiCient, commencing- from the slot exit and based on the 

physical inputs selected in chapter 5 are made in chapter 6 

and compared with a wide range of experimental data. The 

influence of the variables listed in the previous section 

are examined. 

Chapter 6 also examines the conditions within a practical 

_gas turbine combustion chamber and the relative importance of 

the factors influencing the flame tube temperatures are 

discussed. The relevance of prediction prOcedures such as 

the present one are discussed and the chapter concludes with 

the author's suggestions for future research in film cooling. 
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CHAPTER 2  

2. 	Brief review of previous and current investigations. 

The object of the present section is to outline 

the major investigations in film cooling with two-dimen-

sional slots with tangential injection. The various experi-

mental investigations in this field are first briefly 

described, and their main findings are summarised. This 

is followed by a discussion of the various currently 

available prediction procedures. The limitations of these 

prediction procedures, as well as aspects needing further 

experimental investigation are pointed out. 

. Reviews of some of the investigations up to 1965 

are to be found in references (76) and (77), while a 

summary of prediction procedures published before 1964 is 

to be found in reference (71). 

2.1 Experimental studies of film cooling.  

The systematic study of film cooling can be traced 

to the pioneering work of Wieghardt (75) at Gottingen in 

1943. Wieghardt's interest was mainly in de-icing applica-

tions for aircraft wings by blowing through near-tangential 

slots. Brief particulars of Wieghardt's investigation as 

well as other subsequent comprehensive investigations of 

film cooling with two-dimensional tangential slots are 

shown in Table 2.1.1. There appears to be a gap of some 

thirteen years between the work of Wieghardt and the next 

publication on film cooling, after which there has been 

a sustained interest in the process. The general features 

of film cooling were revealed in Wieghardt's investigation 

and so it is appropriate to discuss these at the outset, so 

that the contributions of later workers can be viewed 

against this background. 

The slot used by Wieghardt was designed to be flush 

with the surface (please see Table 2.1.1, col. 10): this 

caused the flow from the slot to emerge at a small angle 

to the surface, but the flow aligned itself to the plate 

within a short distance. As can be seen from the fourth col-

umn of the table, Wieghardt obtained data for a wide range of 

velocity ratios, but only for a very limited range of 

density (col. 5) and pressure (col.6) gradients. 
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One of the important conclusions from his study was that 

the adiabatic-wall effectiveness at a given station 

increased with the velocity ratio for mass velocity 

ratios less than approximately unity, but decreased with 

a further increase in the velocity ratio. Wieghardt also made 

detailed measurements of the velocity and temperature 

fields and came to the conclusion that the temperature 

profiles were relaitvely insensitive to the velocity 

ratio and were similar far downstream of the slot. The 

velocity field on the other hand was complex and allowed no 

simple analytical description. Far downstream of the slot, 

the velocity profiles approached a fully turbulent boundary 

layer shaper (ie., a 'power-law' profile). For velocity 

ratios greater than unity, the velocity profiles exhibited 

a maximum, which decayed in the downstream direction. 

Further, Wieghardt found that the effectiveness for any 

given non-dimensional distance x/yc  and velocity ratio, 

was practically the same for the two slot heights which 	 

he set up (see col. 7 of Table 2.1.1). He also found that 

the effect of a mild adverse or favourable pressure grad- 

ient, commencing fifty slot-heights downstream of the slot, 

was small. 

One can now proceed to examine the other investi- 

gations on a comparative basis. First, some remarks about 

the slot geometries employed (see col. 10 of Table 2.1.1). 

The slots used by Hartnett et.al. (22), (23) and by 

Eckert and Birkeback (13) at the university of Minnesota 

were similar to the one used by Wieghardt.. The slots used 

by all the other investigators shown in the table were of 

a backward facing step type and in principle, injected the 

fluid tangential to the surface. HoweVer, there are diff- 

erences in the details of the various slots shown. The 

significant ones relate to the design of the slot lip; 

for example, its taper,thickness and overhang on the surface. 

The other design feature is the contraction leading to 

the slot exit. For example, in the slot used by Sebanet.al. 

(59), and Chin et. al. (8), the contraction from the 

plenum chamber occurs far upstream of the slot exit and 

the lead-in to the slot is a curved constant-area duct. 

In the other examples shown, the contraction occurs close 

to the slot exit. In all the cases, the flow suffers 

a bend before emerging from the slot, which may introduce 
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secondary vortices in the slot flow, particularly in the 

slot geometries of references (59) and (8). Inthe case of 

references (56), (20), (78), (30) and (5), the over-hang 

of the slot-lip tends to reduce any residual effects of 

this secondary flow. The slot heights used by the various 

investigators are shown in column 7 of Tablp 2.1.1. 

With the exception of references (20), (57) and (7), -

all the investigations were carried out in low speed, turb-

ulent flow (mainstream velocities of the order of 30 m/s), 

and consequently the slot to main stream density ratio 

were in the vicinity of unity, except where foreign gas was 

injected through the slot (20), (5), (6). Gases such as 

helium (20), (5), (6) or Arcton-12 (5), (6) were injected 

through the slot, to obtain large density ratios on either 

side of unity, without incurring the experimerital problems 

associated with large temperatures. In the majority of the 

investigations with air injection (ie. references where the 

density ratios is slightly below unity), the secondary air.,  

was heated by some 30 to 40 deg C, whereas the mainstream 

was nominally at room temperature. This was mainly a matter 

of convenience, as the quantity of air to be heated was 

less if the secondary flow was heated. Reference (22) 

demonstrated that for a given mass flow through the slot, 

the same effectiveness was obtained with slot to mainstream 

temperature differences from 6 to 80 deg C. 

The use of a mass transfer analogy to film cooling 

experiments was introduced by Whitelaw (78); a small quantity 

of helium was mixed in the secondary stream. The mass 

fraction of helium within the flow is analogous to the 

temperature (or enthalpy) field, provided the eddy-diffusi-

vities for enthalpy and species' transport are same (ie. if 

the turbulent Lewis number is equal to unity). The use of 

such a technique implies that mass concentration of the 

injected tracer are measured rather than temperatures. 

In particular, measurement of the mass concentration at the. 

wall permits the evaluation of the impervious-wall effective-

ness, analogous to the adiabatic-wall effectiveness. The 

advantage of the mass transfer analogue is that an impervious-

wall condition can be realised more closely than an 

adiabatic-wall. Such a technique also permits the study of 

equal slot to free stream density. 
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The influence of longitudinal pressure gradients 

have been investigated in references (75), (62), (23), and 

(7). All, except reference (7), have noticed a small 

decrease in the effectiveness when the main stream is 

accelerated or decelerated. Reference (7) indicates a, 

large influence due to favourable pressure gradient but, 

in this case, pressure gradients normal to the flow 

direction were also present (as can be expected from the• 

slot geometry shown in Table 2.1.1). Also, the width of 

the test section of reference (7) was only 13 mm, which probably 

resulted in three-dimensional flow, especially in the 

vicinity of the injection region. In general, the range 

of pressure gradients investigated is small and the 

influence of pressure gradients in the presence of significant 

density gradients has not been investigated. 

Information concerning the development of velocity 

and temperature (or mass fraction) profiles is useful, 

both for a qualitative understanding of the floW field and 

also for devising orasessing prediction procedures. When 

the two-dimensionality of the flow is good, the velocity 

and temperature profiles also permit the evaluation of 

wall-shear stress and eddy viscosity or diffusivity across 

the layer. Profiles of mean velocity and temperature 

(or mass fraction) have been provided by several authors 

shown' in column 8 of Table 2.1.1. 

Some of the other quantities investigated experi- 

mentally will now be briefly discussed. Heat transfer in 

the presence of film cooling has been investigated by Seban 

et. al. (59),(60),(61),(62) and by Hartnett et. al. (22),(23). 

Seban and Hartnett employed electrically heated walls, which 

resulted in nominally constant heat flux boundary conditions. 

The major conclusions reached by these authors was that for 

velocity ratios less than unity and for large distances 

fromthe slot (x/yc  ? 30), the heat transfer coefficients 

(defined by eq. 1.2) approach values corresponding to a flat 

plate. The nature of the heat transfer coefficient near 

the slot was more complex and was a function of the 

velocity ratio. 

The influence of the thickness of the boundary 

layer on the outer surface of the slot lip has been investi- 

gated by. Chin et.al. (8), Seban and Back (61) and by Kacker 

and Whitelaw (27). The thickening of this boundary layer 
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appears to result in a lowering of the effectiveness, but 

the effect is not very large, provided the lip-thickness 

ratio (t/y-c) is above about 0.4. For example, the data of 

reference (27) show a maximum decrease of about 4 percent 

(of unity) in the effectiveness for an increase of, the 

boundary layer thickness from 2.4 to 10 slot-heights. 

The influence of the slot-lip thickness on effective-

ness has been investigated by Whitelaw et.al. (79), (64), 

(30), for uniform density flows and by Burns and Stollery 

(6) for non-uniform density cases. In reference (79), it was 

suggested that the influencing parameter for uniform density 

flows, is the ratio of the slot-lip thickness to the slot height 

(t/yc) and this was confirmed by the work of references 

(64) and (30). Reference (79) describes measurements where 

the slot height was varied for a constant lip thickness, 

whereas references (64), (30),and (6) describe measurements 

for which the lip thickness was varied for a cdnstant 

slot height. These investigations demonstrate that an increase 

in the lip thickness to slot height ratio (t/yc) has a 

strong adverse influence of the effectiveness of film 

cooling. For example, the data of reference (30) show that 

for a velocity ratio of 0.86 and x/yc  of 28,the impervious-

wall effectiveness decreases from 0.85 to 0.45 as the lip 

thickness ratio is increased from 0.128 to 1.14. For large 

downstream distances, the impervious-wall effectiveness 

with a thick lip tends towards the thin lip value. These 

statements are valid for the case of uniform density cases. 

For the case of Arcton-12 injection (pc/pG 	4.17) however, 

the influence of the lip thickness diminishes with increasing 

velocity ratio (6). Another interesting finding of reference 

(79) and (30) is that for values of t/yc  greater than about 

0.4, the maxima in effectiveness for velocity ratios 

in the vicinity of unity, disappears: the value of effec-

tiveness for a given downstream distance remains practically 

constant for velocity ratios greater than approximately 

unity. 

Further variables investigated by Kacker and Whitelaw 

(28), (31) are mainly concerned with the hydrodynamics of the 

flow downstream of film cooling slot, in uniform density 

and pressure flows. These include the measurement of turbulence 

intensities, kinetic energy of turbulent motion, u'-spectra, 
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wall-shear stress and the distribution of the turbulent 

shear stress across the layer. The data provide a basis 

for assesing a hypothesis of turbulent momentum transport 

in the elliptic and parabolic flow regimes. 

An examination of the hydrodynamics of a wall-jet 

in stagnant surroundings has been made by Tailland and 

Mathieu (73) and by Gartshore (17), and for wall-jets in 

a moving stream by Bradshaw and Gee (4). Wall-jets in 

adverse pressure gradients have been investigated by 

Eskinazi and Kruka (26), Patel and Newman(50). Heat transfer 

to a wall-jet in stagnant surroundings has been studied 

by Myers et.al. (40). These studies are relevant to 

film cooling in so far as the velocity profiles have a 

velocity maximum such as thatoccurringin a film cooling 

situation for velocity ratios in excess of unity. 

Though there have been numerous experimental 

investigations in film cooling, all the influencing factors 

have not been systematically investigated. For example, 

there is a need for experiments in which the injection 

geometry (ie. the slot height) and initial conditions at 

the slot exit are kept unaltered while the variables such 

as velocity ratio, density ratio and pressure gradients are 

varied independently as well as simultaneously and sufficient 

measurements concerning wall properties and profiles are 

obtained to asses prediction procedures. A certain amount 

of overlap with previous investigations is desirable in 

order to asses the consensus or otherwise between the 

various sets of data. 

2.2 Brief review of previous prediction procedures.  

Every experimenter at the conclusion of his 

investigation, wishes to see some order or regularity in 

his data, such that a simple analytical expi.ession or law 

can be found to charaterise his findings. On the other hand, 

a designer wishes to predict the performance of a film_ 

cooling device for a projected application. Thus there is 

a need to predict, amongst other things, the film cooling 

effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient downstream of a 

two-dimensional slot. As mentioned in the introduction, the 

distance generally of interest in propulsion applications, 
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is of the order of 40 slot-heights downstream of the slot. 

Prediction procedures may be classified under the 

following categories: 

1. Correlations; 

2. Integral methods; 

3. Differential methods. 

The following three sub-sections briefly outline the 

various proposals in the above categories and a discussion 

on them is included in section 2.2.4. 

2.2.1 	Correlations.  In correlating experimental data, 
use is made of dimensional analysis and some observed 

regularity when the data are plotted in these dimensionless 

groups. They are not generally based on any physical or 

transport hypothesis. There are numerous examples under 

this category. Wieghardt (75) in his pioneering paper on 

film cooling found that all his effectiveness data for 

m < 1, tended to fall on 	single straight 1.ine 

on log-log paper against the parameter (x/myc). Consequently 

he found that the equation shown in column 11 of Table 2.1.1 

correlated his data for large distances from the slot 

(x/yc  > 100) and m < 1. Seban et.al. (60) found a correlation 

Tor the 'potential core' region (ie., the distance from 

the slot for which the effectiveness is unity) and used 

this relation, in conjunction with a power-law relationship,. 

to correlate their data for mass velocity ratios less than 

unity. They found that their data displayed a power-law . 	. 
decay with x/yc  at large distances from the slot: the 

power being 0.8 for m less than unity and 0.5 for m 

greater than unity. Chin et.al. provided another correlation, 

which included a correction for. the hydrodynamic starting 

length (RxC). Three different power law regimes were 

discerned and the coefficients of the equation shown in 

Table.2.1.1 are as follows: 

a= 1 	 b= 0 	h< 15 
a = 1.5 	, b = 0.15 15< A < 72 
a•= 12.7 	, b . 0.65  72< A 	uC/uG< 1 

where. the correlating parameter A is as defined in the table. 

A similar correlation was provided for velocity ratios 

between 1 and 2. Samuel and Joubert (56) correlated their 

data in a similar way but they found that a separate 

correlation was needed for each of the slot heights. 
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A correlation developed by the Lucas Research 

Laboratories, Burnley (34), employed an exponential function. 

The advantage of the exponential function chosen was that 

it indicated a smooth 

value of unity near 

this reference is: 

= 1 - exp 

decrease in the effectiveness 

the slot. The recommended equation 

- 44.1 

from a 

in 

I  m-0.8 (TG/Tc)0.6 	. (x° 8/yc).X 

where X= C 	1.25 	, 

-1.2uG 
X_ [...11_2 + 	0.2 	] 

C 
uC > 1.25 	. 2.2.1 
uG 

(note that x and yc  are to be measured in inches). 

Another simple correlation, provided by Spalding, 

Jain and Nicoll (65), which is valid for velocity ratios 

on either side of unity is as follows: 

2.2.2 

This expression is based on the notion that near the slot, 

the flow is jet-like and reverts to a boundary layer far 

downstream of the slot. 

2.2.2 Integral methods. 	Under this category are implied 

methods which solve the integrated forms of the conservation 

equations applicable to boundary layers. Numerous varieties 

and hybrids of the integral methods exist (see for example 

the introduction in reference (49)). For film cooling 

applications, most of them solve the integral thermal energy 

(or species) conservation equation, after solving (or assuming) 

a solution of.the 'integral hydrodynamic properties of the 

flow. The solution of the integral equations require 

auxiliary relations between the various dependent variables 

and other quantities appearing in the equations. These may 
either be explicit functions derived from experimental data 

(in which case the method is called an 'explicit integral 

method','for example reference (41)) or they may be derived 
from a general hypothesis for eddy transport. The latter 
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variety may be called the 'implicit' type (see for example 

(48)). Integral methods employ assumptions regarding the 

shape of the velocity and temperature profiles, which 

thereby permit some of the relations between the integral 

properties to be worked out. For example, several of the 

methods (Wieghardt (75), Stollery and El-Ehwany (71)), 

assume that the velocity profiles are similar and can be 

described by a power-law relation of the type u/uG  = (y/yG)
n 

 , 
where n is approximately equal to 1/7. Similar assumptions 

are made concerning the temperature or species profiles. 

Again, it is fair to cite Wieghardt's case as a 

typical integral method of the 'explicit' type, and then 

to point out the differences of later proposals. Wieghardt 

solved the energy equation assuming similarity in the velocity 

and temperature profiles - a power law for the former and 

an exponential for the latter. He obtained the result that 

for a power-law exponenent of 1/7, the effectiveness far 

downstream of a film cooling slot is given by the equation 

1 = 2.01 m (yc/yG) 
	

2.2.3 

The x-wise distribution of effectiveness can be obtained 

from this equation if a relation betweent the boundary 

layer thickness yG  and the distance x is assumed. Thus, if 
yG  is taken from the relation 

YG 	0.37 R -0.2 
x 2.2.4 

which is known to be valid for flat-plate boundary layers 

in zero pressure gradient (58), one obtains 

'7? . 5.44 (x/my )-0.8R C0.2  . 	2.2.5 

It should be pointed out that the exponential form for the 

temperature profiles was obtained by Wieghardt by integrating 

the energy equation along with the continuity equation and 

assuming that the eddy viscosity at any station was 

constant across the layer. 

The expressions obtained by Hartnett et. al. (22).1  
Klein and Tribus (32), Stollery and El-Ehwany (71) are 

similar to the above expression and differ essentially in 

the value of the constant in the equation. The procedures 

of these authors differ mainly with regard to the assumption 

of the shape of the temperature profile. 
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One integral method which differs markedly from 

the above methods is that of reference (41). In this 

procedure, three integral equations are solved. These are 

the integral momentum-deficit, integral kinetic-energy-

deficit and the energy (or species) equations. Empirical 

relations, based on experimental data between the 

dependent variables R2
-:and R3  and the other quantities 

such as H,  H32, cf/2 and T are employed, which then permit 
the solution of the three ordinary differential equations, 

for example by forward integration procedures. Further 

empirical relations between conditions at the slot exit and 

the values at a downstream station are provided, which 

permit the prediction of effectiveness, commencing from 

the slot exit. 

	

2.2.3 	Differential methods. Under this category are 

implied methods which solve the parabolic, partial 

,differential equations valid for boundary layers. Methods..  

for solving these equations are of the numerical, finite-

difference type, which may either be of the 

marching integration or 

cross-stream integration 

type. Finite difference methods for turbulent boundary 

layers have only recently found general application (49). 

Procedures available prior to that of reference (49) were 

expensive in computer time and had inherent problems 

such as instabilities due to step size. Previous 

application of numerical methods to film cooling problems 

are not known to the author. Brief particulars of the two 

types of finite difference procedures mentioned above are 

given in the next chapter (3.3). 

It is relevant to mention that methods of the 

'parametric integral' type also solve the parabolic equations, 

after reducing them to a set of first order ordinary 

differential equations (for example Patankar and Spalding 

(48)); however,. the solutions of the integral equations 

tend to that of the parabolic equations only when the 

number of parameters becomes very large. 

	

2.2.4 	Discussion of previous prediction procedures.  

In the above three sub-sections, the various 

methods for the prediction of film cooling effectiveness 
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have been presented without comment. In the present 

section, the advantages, limitations and successes of the 

various procedures are briefly discussed. 

The.correlations of references (75), (59), (22), and 

(72) which are based on assumptions valid for flat-plate 

boundary layers, are valid in the presence of film cooling, 

only at large distances from the slot and for mass velocity' 

ratios less than unity. For example, Wieghardt found his 

correlation was valid for x/yc  greater than about 100. The 

use of such correlations for values of (x/myc) less than 

about 50 appears to be unreliable. Even for large values 

of this parameter, the scatter of data from different 

sources around any of the above correlations is of the order 

of ± 40 percent of the local values of effectiveness (22),(72). 

This clearly indicates the limited use of such correlations 

from a practical view-point, since the distance of practical 

importance in gas turbine applications is seldom more than 

•40 slot-heights and mass velocity ratios greater -or equal-

to unity are common. Further such methods are not capable 

of including the effects of factors in the near-slot region. 

These limitations are essentially due to the over simplifying 

assumptions concerning the velocity profiles: velocity 

profiles in the vicinity of a film cooling slot exhibit a 

maximum and a minimum, whereas the profiles assumed in the 

analysis are monotonic. The correlation of reference (36) 

and (65) do not suffer from these two limitations. 

The explicit integral method of reference(41) is 

based on more intricate equations and a considerable amount 

of experimental data is needed to devise the auxiliary 

relations used in the method. For example, for the simplest 

case of uniform density and preSsure flows, the total number 

of constants to be obtained by reference to experiment is 24. 

Extension to include the influence of further variables 

(such as density and pressure gradients) would increase this 

number even further and the amount of 'experimental data 

required to base the auxiliary equations would be formidable. 

Even so, the method fails to 'provide realistic predictions 

of effectiveness for velocity ratios in the vicinity of unity, 

and in the near-slot region. 
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The main conclusion that can be drawn from the 

above discussion is that, at present, there is no single 

procedure which can satisfactorily predict the effectiveness 

of a two-dimensional film cooling slot for a practically 

useful range of distance from the slot exit, velocity ratio, 

density ratio and pressure gradients and which takes some 

cognizance of the conditions at the slot exit. It is likely 

that further progress in this direction would be made by, 

prediction procedures having as their basis, the partial 

differential equations which describe the flow downstream 

of a film cooling slot. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. 	The flow downstream of a two-dimensionsl, film  

cooling slot..  

The purpose of this chapter is threefold: first, to 

provide a qualitative description of the flow downstream of 

a two-dimensional slot and to identify the different flow 

regimes. Second to introduce the equations governing such 

flows and thirdly, to outline the solution procedure which 

is considered most suitable. The third objective implies" a 

brief discussion of the various calculation procedures 

avilable, to enable a selection to be made. 

3.1 Qualitative description of the flow field.  

The flow development downstream of a film cooling slot 

is sketched in Fig.3.1.1. The figure indicates the shapes 

of the velocity and enthalpy profiles and effectiveness for a 

velocity ratio close to unity, as well as the relevant 

notation. 

The velocity profiles in this figure have been 

normalised with the freestream value. At the slot exit, three 

boundary layers can be discerned: two within the slot and one 

on the outer surface of the slot lip. In the example shown, 
S 

the two boundary layer): within the slot exit are separated by 

a region of uniform velocity. Immediately behind the slot lip, 

there is a region of separasted and recirculating flow. The 

two boundary layers on"either side of the slot lip converge 

downstream of the this separated flow region and develop as 

a 'mixing layer', up to the point where it joins the - 

boundary layer growing on the wall. Thereafter the layer 

develops a wall boundary layer. The shape of the velocity 

profiles near the slot depends mainly on the velocity ratio 

at the slot exit. The example shown in Fig.3.1.1 corresponds 

to a slot to mainstream velocity ratio of approximately unity. 

For velocity ratios less than this value, the velocity 

profiles would have a larger defect near the wall, whereas 

for velocity ratios greater than unity, the velocity profiles 

resemble that of a wall-jet, with a velocity maximum greater 

than the free stream value. Both the peak and trough in the 

velocity profiles decay in the downstream direction as a result 

of momentum exchange, till far downstream, the velocity profiles 

are monotonic and similar to th6se existing on a flat plate 

in a uniforn velocity stream. 
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The enthalpy profiles shown in Fig.3.1.1.have been 

normalised with the free-stream and wall values in the 

following manner: . 

h' - 
h - hG  
hW- hG 

The wall value of enthalpy appears in the adiabatic-wall 

effectiveness, as defined in equation 1.2.1. The temperature 

(or.enthalpy) profile at slot exit is of a 'top hat' shape: 

there is a steep gradient at the lip from the value in 

the slot to the free stream value. As the mixing between 

the coolant and the mainstream progresses, the step in 

the temperature profile is smoothed out and the profiles 

become S- shaped far downstream. The gradient of the 

temperature profile is of course.zero at the wall, for the 

case of an adiabatic wall. The profiles of mass fraction 

of the coolant are similar to the enthalpy profiles and 

are exactly analogous if the turbulent Lewis number is unity. 

This is tacitly assumed to be true in this thesis and, so 

enthalpy and mass fraction of coolant are sometines used 

interchangeably in particular, the adiabatic-wall and 

impervious-wall effectiveness are assumed to be equal, and 

merely referred to as effectiveness. The effectiveness as 

indicated in Fig.3.1.1. is equal to unity near the slot but 

decreases downstream as the coolant mixes with the free stream. 

In the immediate vicinity of the slot, the flow can be 

expected to be significantly influenced by the slot geometry 

and initial conditions such as the thickness of the 

boundary layer on the outer surface of the slot-lip ( 
syG,C)  

or the shape of the velocity profile within the slot. In 

particular; due to the finite thickness of the slot lip 

and the separated flow region behind it, the streamlines 

close to the slot lip would show significant curvature and 

there. would be pressure gradients normal to the predominant 

flow direction. Thus in this region the flow is not of the 

boundary layer type, and departures from it are likely to 

increase with an increase in the lip thickness or as the 

velocity ratio approaches zero. The extent of the 'initial 

region' near the slot is hard to define precisely, and 

several definitions are in vogue. Some authors define it 

as the 'potential core' length, the distance from the slot 

at which the effectiveness begins to depart from unity, while 

others define is as the point of intersection between the 
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mixing layer originating from the slot lip and the wall 

boundary layer. The concept of an initial region is no 

longer of particular significance and in the present work 

it will be taken to mean the region close to the slot 

where the geometry of the injection region can be expected 

to have a significant influence (about 10 to 30 slot-heights, 

depending on the lip-thickness ratio). 

3.2 	Equations governing the flow.  

For the present purpose the flow downstream of a 

film cooling slot will be assumed to be that of a perfect 

gas; steady, incompressible, fully turbulent, with 

negligible body forces and two-dimensional (ie. there are 

property variations normal to the wall and in the 

downstream direction only). The equations which govern 
fluid flow of this type are the following: 

the Navier-Stokes equations in two-dimensions; 

the equation of continuity; 

the first law of thermodynamics; 

the perfect gas relationships between pressure, 

density and temperature. 

The Navier-Stokes equations for turbulent flow have 

to be considered on a time averaged basis to render them 

amenable to present day solution procedures. With these 

restrictions, the releVant set of equations in Cartesian 

coordinates are: 

( 2 	 - 
u 6u + v 	— 1. 	+ 	a2U 	6 u )1— 	D 1.(a  U I2 
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bh 	v ah = It  frh) 	(b2h) 	(b u' h' 	v' h' 

ax 	ay 	p 
	

aye/ j 	(a x 	a y 

3.2.4 
1/p 	= R T/p 	 3.2.5. 

Thus there are five equations and five unknowns 

viz. u, v, h, p and p, and so in principle form a.soluble 

set, provided the turbulent stresses in eq. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 

and the turbulent enthalpy fluxes in eq. 3.2.4 can be 

expressed as functions of the other dependent variables. 

The last proviso, which is an important one, will be 

discussed later in this chapter. 

The Navier-Stokes equations shown above are elliptic 

in nature and are capable of describing flows with or 

without recirculation and pressure gradients in both - 

directions. Consequently the above equations are valid 

in the immediate vicinity of the slot as well as further 

downstream. Numerical methods for the solution of the 

equations of the above type have recently been devised and 

are under development (19). However, they are quite 

expensive in computer time and need considerable experimenting 

before satisfactory solutions can be obtained. 

For slots with fairly thin lips (say t/yc..< 0.5), 

:the factors which cause a violation of the boundary layer 

assumptions due to Prandtl (58), namely recirculation and 

pressure gradients normal to the flow direction, can be 

expected to vanish.faLrly close to the slot (28). Thus 

for practical purposes the flow downstream of a film 

cooling slot can be considered to be of'the boundary layer 

type, except in the immediate vicinity of the slot lip. 

This implies that the elliptic equations (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) 

may be reduced to parabolic ones using the well known 

.boundary layer assumptions. These imply that the thickness 

of the- boundary layer is small in comparison with a 

characteristic dimension of the flow and that there is no 

region of recirculation. An order of magnitude analysis of 
the various terms in equations 3.2.1 and 3.2.21  permits them 
to be reduced to the following: 
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and 
dp 	0 
— 
dy 

-• 3.2.7 

Essentially, the second derivatives of velocity in the x- 

direction have been neglected in comparison with the corres- 

ponding term in the y- dirextion, since the latter is of an 

order (1/yG)2  greater than the former. Eq. 3.2.2 is truncated 

to the above form (eq.3.2.7) due to the fact that all the terms 

in it are of the order (yG) which is small in comparison 

with the terms of eq.3.2.6, which are of order unity. Further, 

the contributions of the normal turbulent stresses have been 

neglected in comparison with the turbulent shear stresses. 

The main implications of the parabolic equations 3.2.6 

are as follows. First, the pressure distribution is no 

longer an unknown: the x-direction pressure gradient 

is taken to be the same as that existing at the outer edge 

of the layer (which is generally known, or calculable from 

the data of the problem) and the y-direction pressure 

gradient is assumed to be zero (eq. 3.2.7). Second, it is 

necessary to specify the boundary and initial conditions 

on only three' sides of the 'flow domain: the wall, the 

free stream and along a normal to the wall at the initial 

value of x, whereas the elliptic equations 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 

need boundary and initial conditions within an enclosed 

domain. The implication of this statement is that for the 

parabolic equations, there is no downstream influence and 

they can be solved by a method of marching integration, 

which is a relatively cheap (in computer time) process. 

The energy equation, 3.2.4 is also further simplified 

as a result of the boundary layer assumptions. In particular, 

the second derivative of h in the x-direction and the 

term containing u'h' are neglected. Further, the dissipation 

term v i is neglected for low-speed flow and for fluids 

of low viscosity. 

However, equations 3.2.6 and the reduced form of 

equation 3.2.4 are still non-linear, partial differential 

equations for which general analytical solutions are not 

available. Possible methods of solution are outlined in the 
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next section. 

In connection with the elliptic equations 3.2.1 and 

3.2.2 it was stated.that they form a soluble set, along 

witileqns. 3.2.3 to 3.2.5, provided the turbulent stresses 

and diffusional fluxes can be related to the other, variables. 

This proviso still holds for the parabolic form of the 

equations, and in fact constitutes the central problem of 

the physical aspects of turbulent flow. 

By far the most common practice is to relate the 

turbulent stresses and heat fluxes to the gradients of 

mean velocity and enthalpy (or the respective scalar 

conserved property), in the manner analogous to laminar 

flow:. 

ie., du 
Teff = Velf  	3.2.8 

and Jh 

dy 
'Jeff dh 

c-eff dY 

3.2.9 

Here Teff and Jh represent the total (ie., the sum of laminar 
and turbulent components) shear stress and diffusive enthalpy 

flux, while peff  represents the effective viscosity and .eeff, 

the ratio of the effective viscosity to diffussivity. Unlike 

laminar flow, !Jeff  and c'eff  are not unique thermodynamic 

properties of the fluid, but are function of the flow field 

as well. Before proceeding 'to the various proposals for the 

effective transport coefficients, it should be mentioned that 

the concept of an eddy (or effective) exchange coefficient 

is not the only possible way of accounting for the turbulent 

quantities. For example, it is possible to obtain from the 

Navier-Stokes equations, a differential equation for the 

turbulent shear stress which in principle, can be solved 

along with the other equations (55). This possibility 

has not been explored to any depth at present. 

Several hypotheses have been proposed in the past for 

eddy viscosity and a fairly comprehensive list of these can 

be found in (68). All of them are empirical, but some are 

based on a heuristic model for the motion of eddies while 

others are based purely on dimensional analysis. In spite 

of. the large number of proposals for eddy viscosity relation-

ships, it is fair to say that no single entirely satisfactory 

and general hypothesis is yet available: each proposal 

has its advantages and limitations. It is not the intention 
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here to discuss the merits and demerits of all available 

hypotheses: instead three hypotheses which have been widely 

used and one which is currently being investigated will be 

mentioned. These are the hypotheses due to Prandtl (1925), 

Clauser (1954) and Kolmogorov - Prandtl (1942-45)..The 

first two of these have been adequately described in reference 

(58), whereas the third and fourth have been described in 

chapter 2 of reference (68). These four hypotheses are 

relevant to the present problem, but a selection from 

these is deferred to chapter 5. 

3.3 Choice of solution procedure.  

The mathematical problem is thus the solution of a 

set of four equations, 3.2.6, 3.2.3, 3.2.4 and 3.4.5, three 

of which are partial differential equations;  in conjunction with 

some specific relations for the eddy viscosity and diffusivity, 

and appropriate boundary and initial conditions. 

As mentioned earlier there are no general analytic 

solutions for the set of equations mentioned above. There 

are two possible lines of attack: the first is to reduce 

the partial differential equations to ordinary differential 

equations, which are soluble by standard techniques and the 

second is the finite-difference type numerical methods. 

There are a number of methods under the first 

category. 	first is to multiply the partial differential 

equations with weighting functions (which may equal unity 

or be functions of velocity etc.) and integrate across the 

layer. The result is a set of ordinary differential equations, 

with the integral properties (such as the momentum thickness, 

shape factc-'r etc.) as the dependent variables and the stream- 
, 

wise distances as the independent variable. These can be 

solved, for example by forward integration, in conjunction 

with certain auxiliary relations. These relations can be in 

the form of explicit functional relations between the 

dependent variables and other variables occuring in the 

equations.(this includes a drag law) or they can be related 

to the shape of the velocity and temperature profiles. The 

latter possibility is the basis of the 'parametric integral' 

technique, for example ref (48). As pointed out by the authors 

of this reference, this method is not an approximate one 

and its accuracy can be increased with the number of free 

parameters (and consequently the numbek of integral equations). 
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The partial differential equation reduce to ordinary 

ones for a certain class of flows which are called equilibr-

ium flows. :n such flows the velocity profiles become 'similar' 

to one another, when non-dimensionalised with a suitable para 

-meter, for example the boundary-layer thickness. Flows of the 

equilibrium type require certain non-dimensional groups, 

representing longitudinal gradients of free stream velocity, 

stream function and mass transfer through the wall, to be 

constant. The derivation of the relevant equations may be 

found in section IV, p. 18 of reference (67). When the 

above conditions are satisfied, the partial differential 

equations reduce to ordinary ones, which can be solved 

numerically by forward integration. 

Under the second category, there are two main varieties: 

one is denoted the 'cross-stream integration' and the other 

is the 'marching integration' procedure. The cross stream 

integration procedure involves the reduction of the partial 

differential equations to ordinary differential equations,. 

valid for successive sections across the layer. This set of 

ordinary differential equations may then be solved numerically, 

for example by forward integration.'Iteration is however 

necessary, since boundary conditions on either edge of the 

domain have to be satisfied.- This latter condition implies a 

considerable increase of computing time and storage over 

methods which do not need iteration. 

The marching integration procedure on the other hand,. 

posses the desirable characteristic that no iteration is 

necessary. In this procedure, the calculation proceeds down-

stream by means of a forward step: commencing with the 

appropriate boundary conditions, the unknowns at a short 

distance downstream are calculated. The computed values at 

the downstream station then become the 'upstream' conditions 

for the next step and thus the calculation progressively solves 

the flow field. The partial differential equations are 

reduced to a set of linear algebraic equations which can 

be solved by matrix inversion or, the cheaper, recurrence 

formulae. Thus the marching integration procedure appears 

attractive since iteration can be avoided and only linear, 

algebraic equations have to be solved. The elements of this 

method have been known for a long time, but it is only 

recently that a form particularly suited for boundary layer- 
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type flows (both laminar and turbulent) has been devised 

(Patankar ans Spalding (49)). This general solution proce- 

dure provides the framework for the solution of the parabolic 

equations valid for boundary layers for a wide range of boundary 

conditions such as heat or mass transfer through the wall, 

or stream-wise pressure gradients. It is equally applicable 

to both free flows and flows in the vicinity of walls. It 

is of the implicit, marching integration type and consequently 

is stable for all step lengths. It is economical in 

computer time and is flexible enough to accomodate almost 

any hypothesis for turbulent exchange. 

The choice of the solution procedure to be used for 

the present problem can now be made on the basis of the 

brief outline of the various methods given above. The 

methods under the first category, which reduce the 

parabolic equations to ordinary ones may be discarded for 

the following reasons. The integral techniques using explicit 

auxiliary relations have the disadvantage of requiring _a.— 

vast amount of experimental data: as mentioned in chapter 

2.2.2. The parameteric integral method has two major draw- 

backs : its complexity increases with the number of free 

parameters used, and secondly, as reported by the authors 

of reference (48), matrix singularity, encountered ocassionally 

during the solution procedure, can be troublesome. The 

procedure valid for equilibrium flows may be ruled out, 

since in general, the flow near a film cooling slot is not 

of this type. 

The choice is then between the two finite difference 

schemes: the cross-stream integration and the forward 

integration procedures. As mentioned earlier, the former 

needs a trial and error forward integration procedure and 

considerable computer storage in comparison with the 

marching integration procedure. Thus the logical choice is 

a marching integration technique, preferably of the 'implicit' 

type, since this is relatively free from restrictions on the 

step length. The procedure of reference (49) provides just 

such a solution procedure, and will be used as the basis 

for the present work. A brief outline of this method is 

given in the next section. 
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3.4 Brief description of the marching integration  

procedure of Patankar and Spalding (49).  

The conservation equations (3.2.3, 3.2.4 and 3.2.6) 

are cast into the von Mises form by the introduction of 

the stream function. These read, in axisymmetric coordinates 

as: 

6( Tr) 
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(J.r) 

a yr  

1 dp 

pu dx 
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3.4.1 

3.4.2 
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ax 

ca 

d3V pur dy 	3.4.3 

where r  is some scalar conserved property (such as mass 
fraction of the coolant or the total enthalpy). Equation 

3.4.1 signifies the conservation of the x-direction 

momentum, and equation 3.4.2, the conservation of- co .— 

The independent variable 11  is transformed to a 

non-domensional stream function w defined as 

?/) - 3.4.4 

r E 

where I and E refer to the internal and external edges of the 

boundary layer. Thus the value of w is 0 at the inner .  

edge and 1 at the outer edge of the layer, a fact which 

ensures that computation is always limited to the boundary 

layer region. Thus equations 3.4.1, 	3.4.3 and 

yield, 

3.4.4 

6 cp ( a + bw) 3 (ccpli 
d 

ax 	I w 	 3u) x 	3u)  Bwilx 

3.4.5 

where 	a = riry 	/ (1Y E  -VI) 

b = (rEq 	.rir5p / 	•-• V I ) 

c = r 2 pupeff  / f(V E  - V1) 2  c'eff l 

The next step is to obtain a finite difference 

form of the above equations. The calculations are based on 

an orthogonal x- w grid as indicated in Fig. 3.4.1. 
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The values of the dependent variables are known 

at discrete points (eg. at U, U+, U) at the upstream 

station, while those at the downstream station are unknown. 

The finite difference equations are obtained by using an integ. 

-rated average over a control colume around a grid line, 

indicated by the shaded area in Fig.3.4.1, of the various terms 

in the partial differential eqUations 3.4.5. The details of 

this averaging procedure are as follows. The finite 

difference expressions fbr the convection terms (ie. the 

left hand side of equation 3.4.5) are obtained by integrating 

the terms in the w- and x- directions over the control 

volume, in conjunction with 

the dependent variable between 

direction. This process is 

equations: 
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where the g's are functions of w, x, a and b, which are 

known quantities. Further, only the downstream values of cp 

appear in the equations, which makes the equations of the 

implicit type. 

The flux terms are similarly treated, noting that 

a step -variation of cp in the downstream direction is 

assumed: cp is assumed to have a uniform value, equal to q9 D, 
except at.x. 	where r  has the upstream value. One obtains 

for the flux terms: 

c 
co) 	2 	c 	g() 	PD— ) (cPD— W++ 	 — c 	AD— )  

UU, bw bw (1.1D+ — WD— wD+ —cub— 	(WD WD—) 
3.4.9 
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g5((PD+-9D 	g6 ( (19D - (1PD-) 	3.4.9 

where the g's are functions of w and the upstream values 

of c, which contains the all-important eddy exchange 

coefficients. 

Finally the finite difference version of the 

source term d, is obtained by a linearising procedure: 

dr) 	du  + ad  

ay U 

3.4.10 

   

For the velocity equation, for which d= -(1/pu)dp/dx, a 

linear variation of d with w is assumed and one obtains: 

' wpm- 
d 	(d) dw  / (wDD+-  wDD-)  

wDD- 
X=X

D 
2 

or 

x=xD -s1uD++ s2uD +s3uD- +..s4 
	3.4.11 

where the s's are known functions of the pressure gradient 

and other variables at the upstream station. 

The final difference equation is of the form 

where 

92D = A (P D+ 	B CaD- 

A = g5 - -gl  

g2 + g5 + g -(3d/dco )u  

g6 g3 
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6
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The coefficients A, B and C are all calculable from known 

quantities at the upstream station. 

The main advantage of the above micro-integral 

formulation is that the conservation across the whole 

boundary layer is automatically satisfied. An equation of 

the form of eq. 3.4.12 is obtained for each of the grid lines 

and the result is.a set of linear, algebraic equations which 

are soluble with standard techniques such as matrix inversion. 

However, since the matrix turns. out to be one with three 

non-vanishing diagonals, a simple recurrence formula of 
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the successive-substitution type is used. For this procedure, 

the computing effort is proportional to the number of equations 

(or grid intervals); whereas for matrix inversion techniques, 

it is proportional to the square or cube of the number of 

equations to be solved. 

Special procedures are adopted near the wall to 

obviate the need of having a large number of grid lines to 

cover the region of steep gradients of velocity and temperature. 

The flow is assumed to be one-dimensional in the vicinity 

of the wall, since the x-convection is locally negligible 

in this region, since the velocities are low. Couette flow 

solutions using the van Driest's hypothesis (74) for the 

mixing length distribution are obtained and expressed as 

explicit algebraic functions. Thus the non-dimensional wall 

shear stress and heat flux are expressed as functions of the 

local Reynolds number R 	uy/9 ), a mass transfer and a 

pressure gradient parameter. The Couette flow solution near 

the wall is matched with the adjacent grid value such_that_ 

the slope and value of ca at the matching point are the same 

for the Couette flow and the adjacent control volume. Two 

types of boundary conditions are permitted at the wall. The 

first is the case where the value of the variable along the 

wall is speffified (eg. u= 0, or Tw  = constant), and the 

second is when the total flux through the wall is specified 

(eg.Erw= constant). The case of an adiabatic wall is a 

boundary condition of the second type when,the heat flux 

through the wall is zero. 

One novel feature of the procedure of reference (49) 

is that the width of the computational grid grows or dimini-

shes in correspondence with the boundary-layer thickness. 

This is accomplished by incorporating an entrainment law 

which is based on the equations of motion and the viscosity 

hypothesis. This ensures that the w= 1 or to = 0 line (depending 

on which is adjacent to a free stream) is located along the 

edge of the boundary layer. For a fluid assumed to obey the 

mixing length hypothesis, the outer edge is defined as. the 

point where the eddy viscosity goes to zero. For such flows 

flows it can be shown that the entrainment is proportional to 

the second derivative of the velocity at the outer edge 

(which is generally non-zero). The assumption of a parabolic 

velocity profile permits the evaluation of this derivative. 



It should be pointed out that any entrainment formula 

would serve, so long as it ensured that sufficient 

number of grid lines were present within the region of 

significant velocity and temperature gradients. 

42 
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CHAPTER 4  

4. 	The experimental investigation.  

The purpose of the present experimental program 

- was to investigate the influence of the velocity ratio 

C /uG  , 	)distance from the slot exit (x/yC2  ) density 

ratio (pc/ PG), and the longitudinal pressure gradient(dp/dx) 

on the effectiveness, heat transfer, velocity and mass 

fraction profiles and wall-shear stress downstream of two-

dimensional slots with tangential injection. 

The measurements were carried out in two low-speed 

wind tunnels; the test section of one was rectangular in 

cross section (apparatus A) and that of the other was circular 

(apparatus B). Apparatus A had a plane, two-dimensional 

slot and an impervious wall, with the provision or the 

injection of air or foreign gases through the slot, in order 

to attain significant density gradients, and an adjustable 

false roof to apply longitudinal pressure gradients. Apparatus 

B had an axisymmetric slot with a heated wall, to permit__ . 

the study of heat transfer. 

The next two section (4.1 and 4.2) describe the 

investigation with apparatus A, and the subsequent two 

(4.3 and 4.4) describe the investigation with apparatus B. 

The description of apparatus, method of operation, presenta-

tion and discussion of results are dealt with in turn for 

each apparatus. For apparatus A, the experiments with 

nominally zero pressure gradient are discussed first, , 

followed by those in non-zero pressure gradients. 

4.1.1 	Description of apparatus A. 

The low speed, once through wind tunnel with 

prOvision for tangential injection through a plane, two- 

dimensional slot is shown schematically in Fig.4.1.1. The 

wind tunnel comprised a primary and secondary circuit: the 

primary circuit included an entry section, the test section, 

the plenum chamber, the centrifugal fan and an exit diffusor; 

the secondary circuit included a source of injected fluid 

an orifice plate for metering the flow, a plenum chamber 

and a slot, venting into the test section. These items, 

together with the auxiliary equipment used for the experimentsi  

are described below. 
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The wind tunnel designed by Nicoll (42) was intended 

for use in the present investigation. Several modifications 

to the tunnel were found necessary and it turned out that 

only the test section, the injection slot and the secondary 

blower from the original tunnel were retained for the 

present investigation. 

The main difficulty encountered with the tunnel of 

ref. (42) was the presence of large, low frequency fluctuations 

in the total and static pressures (around 20 percent of the 

local dynamic head) The cause of the unsteadiness was traced 

to the entrance section which in the original tunnel comprised 

a bell-mouth with a radius of approximately 40 mm. An improved 

entry section (fig,4.1.2 (a)) described' below was installed 

and removed the unsteadiness in the flow, almost entirely. 

Other alterations to the tunnel included a new secondary 

circuit with an orifice meter and arrangement for the 

injection of Arcton-12 and hydrogen through the slot. 

The primary circuit.  

The entry section.(Fig. 4.1.2 (a)) The entry section was 

formed by a plenum chamber leading to a contraction section 

with an area ratio of 19.2. The plenum chamber was fitted with 

a row of 13 mm x 13 mm x 51 mm honeycomb flow straightener, 

followed by two 28 x 20 s.w.g. mesh/ wire screens, 355 mm 

apart. The exit of the ,contraction section was lined with 

a 25 mm- wide strip of coarse emery cloth to act as a 

boundary-layer trip. 

The test section.(Fig.4.1.2 (b)) The test section was 

rectangular in cross-section (152 mm x 127 mm) and 1.8 m 

long, with .a 6.3 mm- thiCk Dural base plate, and perspex 

windows in the side walls. 0.51 mm-diameter static pressure 

holes were located on the centre line of the base plate as 

well as on one of the side walls. The top of the test 

section had a slot for the insertion of probes mounted on 

a traversing gear. 

Provision was made  for mounting of a 152 mm-wide 

Dural plate inside the test section to form a false roof, 

which permitted favourable or adverse pressure gradients 

to be applied. Five holes were located along the centre line 

of this plate for the insertion of probes for measurement of 

velocity and concentration profiles. Falring between the 
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edges of the plate and the tunnel roof was provided by 
flexible sheet-metal sections. 
The plenum chamber and .fan. The plenum chmaber downstream of 
the test section was 620 mm x 620 mm and contained two wire 
screens 355 mm apart and a honeycomb section flush with the 
inlet flange of the fan. The function of the plenum chamber 
was to remove any upstream influence of the fan. 

A radial flow fan, throttled on its pressure side 
and driven by a 6 kW, 3 phase induction motor provided the 
primary stream, continuously variable from 0 to 45 m/s. 
The free-stream turbulence intensity was approximately 0.35 
percent at 20 m/s tunnel velccity. 
The secondary circuit. 
Injected gases. Air, hydrogen, argon and Arcton-12 (di-chloro-
di-fluoro methane) were injectdd in turn through the slot, 
resulting in a slot to mainstream density ratio of 1.0, 0.069, 
1.38 and 4.17 respectively. The secondary air stream was 
provided by a. small radial blower, fitted with a slj.ding..  
throttle on its suction flange. Hydrogen and argon were 
available in high pressure (14 x 106 N/m2 ) bottles, while 
Arcton-12 was available in bottles at relatively low pressures 
( 0.49 x 10-6N/rn2approx).Consequently,regulating valves 
were used with the first two, while care was taken to 
minimise the pressure losses in the secondary line for 
Arcton-12 injection, inorder to achieve sufficiently high 
velocity at the slot exit. Three or four bottles were ,used 
in parallel, each being connected to a manifold upstream of 
a pressure regulating valve. 
Metering section. The manifold (or the exit flange of the 
blower, in case of air injection) was connected to a length 
of 76 mm inside diameter pipe, fitted with a "D and D/2" 
orifice meter designed in accordance with B.S. 1042 (1966). 
This pipe was coupled to a plenum chamber, 71 mm x 150 mm x 
730 mm, leading to the slot assembly. 
The slot. Details of the slot assembly are shown in Fig. 
4.1.3. It comprised a contraction section with an area ratio 
of 35-, froM the plenum chamber to the slot exit. The lip of 
the slot was tapered, with a trailing edge thickness of approx-
imately 0.25 mm. The slot height was set to 2.5 mm with a 
spanwise variation of ± 50 11. This setting' of the slot height 
was used for all the experiments. 
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4.1.2 Auxiliary apparatus.  

Gas sampling devices. Gas samples were drawn through 

static-pressure holes in the base plate of the tunnel by 

means of a vacuum pump and stored in sample bottles shown 

in Fig.4.1.4. Each sample bottle had a gas-tight cock at 

inlet and exit, and a serum cap for the extraction of samples 

with a hypodermic syringe. 

Gas samples from locations within the flow field 

were sucked through a hand-pump arrangement and collected 

over mercury in a bank of cylindrical sample bottles, shown 

in Fig. A.1.1. A detailed description of the sampling 

system is given in appendix A.1.1. 

Gas-chromatographic equipment.  

A Shandon KG-2 gas chrimatograph with a 2 m- long 

molecular sieve column and a ,GOWMAC,  double filament 

thermal conductivity cell was used for the analysis of the 

gas samples. The thermal conductivity cell and the column 

were mounted within a temperature controlled oven and-

nitrogen was used as the carrier gas. The gas samples 

were injected into the chromatograph by means of a 1 ml.  

Hamilton gas syringe and the output of the thermal conducti-

vity cell was recorded on a Honeywell chart recorder, with 

a 1 my full scale deflection. The peak-heights recorded on 

the chart recorder were used as a measure of the concentra-

tion of the respective'constituent; the chromatograph was 

periodically calibrated against samples of known concen-

tration of the relevant gas mixtures. Tago4.1.5 shows 

typical calibrations of the chromatograph for hydrogen-air, 

helium-air, argon-air and .Acton-12- air mixtures; Fig.4.1.6 

shows typiCal chromatograms corresponding to these mixtures. 

Helium-rair mixtures for the calibration were prepared in a 

gas jar of approximately 1000 ml, whereas the other mixtures 

were prepared in the bottles shown in Fig.A.1-1. 

Pressure measuring devices.  

A Hilger-Watt electonic micro-manometer with a 

.variable-icapacitance pressure transducer (range 0 to ±.50mm 

of water), connected to a Honeywell chart recorder was used 

to record total pressure from an impact tube. A bank of 

inclined-tube manometers containing paraffin (specific gravity-

0.787) was used to measure the streamwise static pressure 

distribution and a Betz manometer was used for the measurement 

of the pressure difference across the orifice meter in 

the secondary circuit. Differential pressures between a 
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number of pairs of static pressure holes were measured 

by successively coupling them to a micro-manometer. This 

operation was facilitated by a pressure switch,designed by 

the author which employed a mercury seal. Details of this 

pressure switch are given in appendix A.1..2. 

Traverse gear and impact probe.  

The traverse gear for impact probes etc. is shown in 

Fig. 4.1.7. It comprised a micrometer mounted on a block 

which could be locked at any position along two vertical 

parallel rods. The micrometer which was graduated in 0.001 

inch divisions, propelled a sliding member which carried the 

impact probe at the end of a 6.35 mm-diameter tube. 

The impact tubes were constructed from flattened 

stainless steel hypodermic tubing, 2 mm outside diameter. 

The finished dimensions were approximately 0.35 mm x 1.5 mm 

on the outside and 0.1 mm x 1.0 mm inside. The impact probes 

were also used for the extraction of gas samples from 

within the flow field. In some experiments a rake of...twelve. 

impact probes was used, but its use for sequential measurement 

of total pressure and gas sampling was found to be cumbersome, 

and the use of a single probe was preferred. 

4.1.3 	Operation of apparatus A. 

Apparatus A. was used for the measurement of imper-

vious-wall effectiveness, velocity and mass-fraction profiles 

and wall-shear stress. The procedure for performing these mea-

surementswill now be briefly described. 

The tunnel was set to operate at the desired velocity 

ratio by operating the throttles in the primary and secondary 

circuits: the free-stream velocity was inferred from the 

static and total free-stream pressures in the plane of the 

slot exit, while the slot velocity was obtained from the 

orifice-meter in the secondary line. For the case of air  

injection, a small amount of helium (of the order of 1 percent 

by volume) was introduced into the secondary stream through 

a rake just downstream of the secondary blower, to function 

as a tracer during effectiveness and concentration profile 

measurements. Gas samples were sucked through the static-

pressure holes in the tunnel floor and plenum chamber 

upstream of the slot, and stored in the bahk of sample 

bottles, Fig.4.1.4. The sampling rate was kept sufficiently 
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low to ensure that the measured concentration was not 

influenced by the sampling rate. The gas samples were later 

analysed in the gas chromatograph described in section 

4.1.2 above. 

Velocity and mass fraction profiles were obtained 

by traversing an impact probe across the boundary layer: 

total pressures were recorded through a pressure transducer -

or liquid-manometer, while gas samples were drawn through 

impact probes and collected in the sample bottles described 

in appendix A.1.1 and later analysed with the gas chromato-

graph. The static pressure at the measuring stations was 

obtained from the longitudinal pressure distribution 

existing in the test section in the absence of the 

traversing gear. Velocity profiles were computed from a 

knowledge of the total and static pressure and the local 
density. 

Values of wall-shear stress were inferred from two 

independent procedures: first from the 'Clauser plot' 	----" 

and second from the razor-blade technique: wall shear stress 

measurements were carried out only for the case of air 

injection. The Clauser plot method is well known and will 

not be described here: this method implies a logarithmic 

velocity distribution in the wall layer, characterised by 

two 'universal' constants K and E. 

The use of razor-blades for the measurement of the 

wall-shear stress has been described in reference (46). It 

was demonstrated that a razor-blade segment, fixed over 

a static-pressure hole with adhesive tape or cement, was a 

viable instrument for the measurement of wall-shear stress. 

Razor-blade segments located in this manner were calibrated 

in a fully-developed channel flow, set up for the purpose, 

and then relocated over static pressure holes in the 

tunnel floor, downstream of the injection slot. The repro- 

ducibility of the shear stress measurements was ± 4 percent 

in case of the 229 p- thick blade segments secured with 

adhesive tape. The reproducibility of the 102 p- thick 

blade segments secured with cement was subequently found 

to be worse than that claimed in reference (46) and an 

'in situ' calibration in a fully developed channel flow 

was preferred. The use of the razor-blade technique is 

preferred in wall-jet and wall-wake flows, since they 
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are generally submerged in the sub-layer and are 

relatively uninfluenced by the outer region of the flow, 

or by pressure gradients. 

4.2 Presentation and discussion of experimental tesults-

apparatus A.  

The measurements of impervious-wall effectiveness, 

hydrodynamic and species properties made with apparatus A 

are described in this section. Experiments in nominally 

zero pressure gradient are presented first, followed by 

those in significant longitudinal pressure gradients. 

Some of the present data for the nominally zero pressure 

gradient have previously been reported in references (44), 

(46) and (29), while some of the data for non-zero pressure 

gradients have been reported in reference (47). The present 

data are given in tabular form in appendix 3. 

4.2.1 	Experiments in nominally zero  pressure gradient. 

The test section, in the absence of the false roof, 

was of uniform cross section and provided a small favourable 

pressure gradient in the flow direction (0.5 mm of water in 

a distance of 300 mm at a free-stream velocity of 20 m/s). 

This pressure gradient is negligibly small for present 

purposes. 

Impervious-wall effectiveness. 

Measurements of the impervious-wall effectiveness 

are given in tabular form in appendix .A.3.1. Fig. 6.1.2 (a)* 

to (h) show some of the measured values of impervious- 

wall effectiveness for air injection plotted against the 

non-dimensional distance from the slot, x/yc  for eight 

velocity ratios. The data are represented by the points 

while the lines are predictions which will be discussed 

in chapter 6: this convention is adopted throughout this 

study, wherever experiment and predictions are shown in 

the same figure. Fig. 6.1.3 (a) to (h) show similar plots 

* Footnote: This reference to a figure in chapter 6 is due 

to the intention to present predictionsofavailabledata in 

a sequence in that chapter. This remark also applies to 

references to figures in chapter 5, later in this chapter. 
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for the case of argon and Arcton-12 injection through the 

slot; these resulted in slot to mainstream density ratios 

of. 1.38 and 4.17 respectively. Fig. 6.1.4 (a) to (d) show 

similar data for hydrogen injection, ie. a density ratio 

of 0.069. 

The influence of velocity ratio on the effectiveness 

is clearly indicated in Fig. 4.2.1 (a) to (d). In each of 

these figures, the effectiveness is plotted against the 

velocity ratio for four values of x/yc  and for a constant 

density ratio. The points represent experimental data and 

the lines are smooth curves through them. It can be seen 

that for all the cases, the effectiveness increases with 

the velocity ratio up to approximately unity. For the case 

of air injection, a small decrease in effectiveness for 

velocity ratios greater than unity is noticeable whereas 

for argon injection effectiveness is practically constant 

in this range. For hydrogen and Arcton-12 injection, the 

effectiveness increases for velocity ratios above unity, 

though for the latter case the increase is quite small. The 

figure implies that for density ratios less than unity it 

is highly advantageous to employ a velocity ratio greater 

than unity; for density ratios around unity it can be 

disadvantageous; and for large density ratios it is not 

significantly advantageous. 

Fig. 4.2.2 clearly shows the influence of density 

ratio on effectiveness: in this figure, effectiveness is 

plotted against the density ratio for constantvalues of 

x/yc  and uc/uG. As expected, for a particular velocity 

ratio and distance from the slot, the effectiveness 

increases with the density of the injected gas. 

It is interesting to compare the present measurements 

with those obtained by other investigators. Exact agreement 

is hardly to be expected since, apart from experimental 

uncertainties, differences in geometry and initial conditions 

at the slot exit may cause differences-  in the measured 

values of the impervious-wall effectiveness. Fig. 4.2.3 (a) 

compares the present measurements for air injection with 

those of reference (30) for a lip-thickness ratio (t/y ) of 

0.126. The present slot configuration had a tapered lip, 

whose effective lip thickness was unknown. The good agreement 

between the two sets of data (maximum discrepancy around 
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7 percent of effectiveness at a distance of 52 slot-heights) 

suggests that the present tapered lip effectively 

functioned as a thin lip. However, the presence of other 

differences between the two apparatus, such as the thick-

ness of the boundary layer on the outer surface of the lip; 

the shape of the velocity profile within the slot, render 

a further resolution of the differences between the two 

sets of data, impractical. Fig. 4.2.3 (b) shows a similar 

comparison with the data of reference (5) for the injection 

of Arcton-12 (pc/pG. 4.17). The agreement is again good 

(maximum differences are around 6 percent of effectiveness 

at 112 slot-heights). The geometry of reference (5) was 

similar to the present one and so good agreement between 

the two sets of data was not unexpected. 

Hydrodynamic and species properties.  

Profiles of mean velocity and concentration were 

measured at several downstream locations for representative 

values of density and velocity ratios. These are tabUla-ted 

in appendices A.3.2 and A.3.3 respectively. Values of the 

skin friction coefficient obtained from the razor-blade 

technique are also tabulated (A.3.4). 

Profiles of a repreSentative selection of velocity 

ratios are plotted in Figs. 5.2.3 (a) to (d), (j) and (k). 

The velocity ratios selected for constant-density flows, 

include two values less than, one slightly above and one 

significantly above unity. The experimental data are shown 

as points and the lines are predictions, and will be discussed 

later (chapter 5). In these figures, the velocities have 

been normalised with the free-stream values and the 

concentration values with the corresponding value at the 

wall. 

Velocity profiles corresponding to velocity ratios 

less than unity exhibit a wake-like profile at x/yc  of 20 

(Fig.5.2.3 (b)): the velocity defect is larger than for a 

conventional flat-plate boundary layer and the wake due to 

the 	boundary layers is noticeable. Further downstream 
(x/yc  3 50), the profiles closely resemble conventional 

flat-plate boundary layers in zero-pressure gradient. The 

integral property R2  and the shape factor H, corresponding 

to a velocity ratio of 0.55, are shown in Fig. 5.2.5 (d). 

As expected, R2  increases in the downstream direction and 
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the shape factor H tends towards the value for a flat-plate 

boundary layer in zero pressure gradient (ie. approximately 

equal to 1.28). This figure also shows the skin friction 

coefficient, which is approximately constant for x/yc  greater 

than 50. 

Velocity profiles corresponding to velocity ratios 

greater than unity (Fig.5.2.3*(c) and (d)) exhibit a 

velocity maximum akin to a wall-jet. The wake due to the 

slot-lip is noticeable at x/yc  of approximately 20. For the 

velocity ratio of 1.85 (Fig.5.2.3 (d)), the velocity maximum 

is noticeable at x/yc  of 100, but for the velocity ratio of 

1.23 (Fig.5.2.3 (c)), the maximum has almost vanished at 

x/yc  of 75. The decay of the velocity maximum, as well as 

the growth rate of the layer, as characterised by the in-

crease in YMALF  for the former case is shown in Fig.5.2.5 (a). 
This figure also indicates the downstream distribution of 

the skin friction coefficient: as expected, it decreases with 

x and the values are much greater than those for velocity 

ratios less than unity. 

4.2.2 	Experiments in presence of significant pressure  

gradients.  

The influence of favourable and adverse pressure 

gradients on the flow development and the impervious-wall 

effectiveness was investigated for three cases of favourable 

and one adverse pressure gradient. The pressure gradient 

was applied by means of the straight adjustable roof, . 

resulting in a wedge-shaped flow passage. It is easy to 
duG) show that for such a flow passage, the parameter K 

P u
G
2
dx 

is constant for a particula'r wedge angle and velocity at 

the entry to the wedge, provided the boundary layers are  

thin (on similar in shape). The nominal values of Kp  for 

the four non-zero pressure gradients, and the corresponding 

inclinations of the false roof are indicated an Fig.4.2.4. 

Pressure•gadient designated PG1 may be regarded 

as a mild acceleration, PG2 a moderate and PG3, a strong 

favourable pressure gradient, since it is known that for values 

of K greater than approximately 2 x 10-6, a conventional 
turbulent boundary layer graduallY reverts to a laminar 

state (33), (1). 
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The values of the free stream velocities at slot 

exit were different for the favourable and adverse pressure 

gradient situations: they were 10 m/s and 21 m/s respectively. 

This change in the initial velocity Was necessary to permit 

large values of K to be attained for the favourable 

pressure gradients and to prevent side-wall separation 

for the adverse pressure gradient. However, the different 

initial free-stream velocities resulted in different values 

of the slot Reynolds number RC' 
 for the same velocity ratio. 

Consequently, zero-pressure gradient data needed for 

comparison was obtained for each of the values of the 

initial free stream velocity. 

• The longitudinal static pressure distributions for 

the various settings of the roof and for a velocity ratio 

less than unity is shown in Fig. 4.2.5. The pressure distri-

butions did not vary appreciably with the velocity ratio, 

except in the immediate vicinity of the slot. Fig. 4.2.5 

also shows the symbols used to represent the data for_the.,_ 

various pressure gradients in subsequent figures. 

Impervious-wall effectiveness.  

The influence of pressure gradients on the impervious-

wall effectiveness for constant density flows is described 

first, followed by the case of non-uniform density. 

Fig. 4.2.6 shows the influence of the above-mentioned 

pressure gradients on the impervious-wall effectiveness; 

Fig.4.2.6 (a) refers to the favourable pressure gradients 

and Fig. 4.2.6 (b) to the adverse pressere gradient. It is 

evident that the influence of pressure gradients, both 

favourable and adverse is to reduce the effectiveness below 

the zero-pressure gradient values. Further, this influence 

decreases with increasing the velocity ratio. For the 

favourable pressure gradients, the influence of the 

pressure gradients increases with the severity of the 

pressure gradient. In general, the influence of both the 

favourable and adverse pressure gradient on effectiveness 

is small. (less than 5 per cent of unity), except for the 

case of the strongest favourable pressure gradient, PG3, 

for which the maximum reduction in effectiveness was of the 

order of 20 percent of unity. Am examination of the ' 

hydrodynamics of the flow in the strongest favourable 

pressure gradient (presented later in this section), reveals 

that the flow was no longer fully turbulent in this case. 
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Fig. 4.2.7 shows the influence of the favourable 

pressure gradient PG2 and adverse pressure gradient PG4 

on the impervious-wall effectiveness for the case of 

Arcton-12 and hydrogen injection. The influence of the 

favourable pressure gradient is similar to the uniform 

density case: a small reduction in effectiveness with the 

influence decreasing with increasing velocity ratio. The 

adverse pressure gradient appears to have no significant 

influence for the cases of Arcton-12 and hydrogen injection 

shown. 

Influence of the slot Reynolds number, R. 

As mentioned above, the use of two values of the 

initial free strean velocities resulted in a change of the 

slot Reynolds number, for a given velocity ratio. The 

observed influence of the slot Reynolds number for the case 

of uniform density and pressure flow is shown in Fig.4.2.8 

for two velocity ratios. It is evident that for a prescribed 

velocity ratio, and distance from the slot, the effectiveness 

increases with an increase in RC: far downstream the increase 

is approximately proportional to Rc0.2  . This is in accord 

with the boundary layer model of reference (72). At 

distances closer to the slot, the influence of Rc  appears to 

be greater than that suggested by this relation. The reasons 

for this may be associated with changes in the initial 

conditions at slot exit, such as the boundary layer thickness, 

yGlc  and the shape of the velocity profile in the slot exit, 

brought about by a change in the Reynolds number. 

It should be noted that a change in Rc  brought about by a 

change in Tic  is not necessarily equivalent to that due to a 

change in 'ye, PC  or pc. 

Hydrodynamics and species properties.  

Measurements of the mean velocity and concentration 

profiles and wall-shear stress were obtained for the case 

of uniform density injection only. These are tabulated in 

appendices A.3.2, A.3.3 and A.3.4 respectively. The velocity 

profiles corresponding to velocity ratio less than unity 

and for the favourable (PG2) and the adverse (PG4) pressure 

gradient are shown in Fig. 5.2.9 (a) and (b), while the 

corresponding profiles for a velocity ratio greater than 

unity are shown in Fig.5.2.9 (c) and (d). 

The following observations are relevant in connection 

with these profiles. First for velocity ratios less than 
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unity, the thickness of the velocity profiles decreases' in 

the downstream direction in case of the favourable pressure 

gradient and increases for the adverse pressureOgradient. 

Again, for these velocity ratios, the velocity defect is 

much smaller for the case of the favourable pressure 

gradient than for the adverse pressure gradient case. The 

velocity profiles corresponding to velocity ratios greater 

than unity are not qualitatively different from the corres-

ponding zero pressure gradient profiles. The decay of the 

velocity maxima, grxwth of YHALF  and the wall-shear stress 

are indicated in Fig. 5.2.11. 

The shape and thickn'ess of the concentration profiles 

(Fig.5.2.9) on the other hand are relatively uninfluenced 

by the pressure gradients, for all velocity ratios. Further, 

the thickness of the concentrations profiles tends to be 
larger than that of the velocity profiles in the case of 

the favourable pressure gradients. This is to be expected, 

since the species conservation equation (eq. 3.4.2) does 

not contain a pressure gradient term. 

It is of interest to note the influence of pressure gradients 

on the momentum- thickness Reynolds number R2. These are 

plotted in Figs. 4.2.9 and 5.2.10. It can be seen (Fig.4.2.9) 

that for velocity ratios less than unity, the influence of 

the favourable pressure gradients is to decrease R2  below 

the corresponding zero-pressure gradient value. It can be 

shown that for constant-K flows, there exists an equilibrium 

value of R
2 and shape factor H for each value of K (33). 

Figs. 11 and 12 of this reference permit the equilibrium 

values computed for laminar and turbulent flow (on the basis 

of a mixing length assumption) to be obtained. Though 

equilibrium conditions were•not reached within the test 

section, the values of R
2 and H measured at the last measuring 

station for PG2 and PG3 corresponding to a velocity ratio 

.of 0.54 are shown in Table 4.2.1 below, along with the 

equilibrium values obtained from (33). 



Table. 4.2.1 Measured  and equilibrium  
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values of R and H 

Quan- 
tity. 

K 106 Pressure 
p 	Gradient 

Equilibrium 
value 

lam. turb. 

measured 
value at 
last stn. 

R
2 

1.82 

3.30 

PG2 

PG3 

270. 760 

190 450 

500 

260 

	

1.82 PG2 2.0 1.28 	1.49 

	

H 3.30 PG3 2.0 1.30 	2.50 

From this table it is evident that for the case of 

pressure gradients PG2 and PG3 the flow is tending towards 

a laminar state (please see Fig.5.2.10). Though the criteria 

for reverse transition have not yet been fully established, 

(33), (51), (1), values of K corresponding to PG2 and PG3 

appear to be large enough for the onset of reverse transi-

tion. The value of the measured shape factor for PG3 in the 

above table is seen to be higher than the laminar value of 

reference (33): in fact the value of H for a Blasius-type 

profile is 2.6 (58). Besides, the boundary layer thickness 

was small, causing some experimental uncertainty in the 

value of H. A criterion proposed by Patel (51) for the onset 

of reverse transition is that the value of A 	-K p r.f  ( /2)-3/2 - 

of A 7  departures 

and the velocity 

log-law line. 

The present velocity profiles in the vicinity of the 
slot (x/yc  30) indicated an overshoot above the log-law 

line for all the cases with the initial free stream velocity 

of 10 m/s. The reason for this is probably the low Reynolds 

number as well as the effects of the slot-geometry, resulting 

in a low wall-shear stress in the region. For the case of 

the strongest pressure gradient PG3 and for velocity ratios 

less than and greater than unity, the .downstream profiles 

indicated a prominent overshoot above the log-law line, 

at locations where A- exceeded- --0.0 245. Thus the present 

data for wall-jet and wall-wake flows are in accord with 

Patel's criterion for the onset of retransition. 

should exceed about-0.0245. For this value 

from the aogarithmic law of the wall occur 

profiles indicate an "overshoot" above the 
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4.2.3 Precision and accuracy of the experimental data.  

The uncertainties in any experimental data in fluid 

flow are of two kinds: -those due to departures of the flow 

from that which the experimenter believes it to be and those 

due to the imprecision and inaccuracy of the measuring 

techniques. In the present context, departure from two-dimen 

- sional turbulent flow is implied in the first category 

while errors in the measurement of pressure, concentration 

etc., are implied in the second. These will now be examined 

in turn. 

Two dimensionality of the flow implies that there are 

no spanwise variations in the hydrodynamic or species 

quantities, such as mean velocity, shear-stress, intensity 

or scale of turbulence, or concentration. Clearly in a 

plane "two-dimensional" tunnel, this is possible only in the 

vicinity of the central span of the slot. Some of the obvious 

factors influencing the two-dimensionality of the flow include 

the spanwise uniformity of the slot-height, uniform tripping---.  

of the boundary layers on the slot lip and the squareness 

of the test section. In the present apparatus, the slot height 

was uniform to within 2 percent, the boundary layers were 

tripped at the entry to the test section and the squareness 

of the tunnel cross section was better than one percent. 

Further, velocity profiles were measured at three 

spanwise locations, 10 slot- heights on either side of the 

centre line and on the centre line, for a velocity ratio 

-equal to 1.85, and for four values of x/yc  (x/ye. 0, 43, 93 

-and 200). The salient information from these tests was as 

as follows: 

The maximum spanwise variation in the value of the 

velocity maxima, wall-shear stress (as obtained from 

'Clauser plot'), and momentum thickness Reynolds number 

R2 were ± 1.5, ± 3.0 and ± 20 percent respectively. 

The mean velocity profiles at a constant x/yc  exhibited 

good agreement in the log-law region: whence the good 

agreement in the wall-shear stress; but they showed a 

relatively large variation in the outer region of the layers. 

This is reflected in the large spanwise variation of the 

integral property, R2. Agreement with the two-dimensional 
integral momentum equation was erratic: values of the wall-

shear stress deduced from the momentum balance between adja- 
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cent profiles were in agreement with those deduced 

from 'Clauser plot' in some instances, but differed by 

as much as 100 percent for the case for velocity ratios 

less than unity and x/yc  less than about 50. The discrepancies 

were attributed to the non-two dimensionality of the flow, and 

the uncertainty in obtaining x-derivatives of the 

measured integral quantities, which change but slowly 

in the x-direction. 

Measurementerrors in the experimental data relate 

to the primary and secondary mass flow rates,_ the imper- 

vious- wall effectiveness, velocity and concentration 

profiles. These will now be briefly discussed. 

Errors in the flow measurement were estimated to be 

around 2 percent; the values of the mean slot velocity Tic  

obtained by the integration of the slot-velocity profile 
agreed with that obtained from the orifice meter within 

about 2 percent, for air injection.  

Errors in the measurement of effectiveness arose 

from the sampling technique and chromatographic analysis. 

Tests at a number of sampling rates indicated that the 

measured values of the wall concentration were insensitive 

to the sampling rate. The precision of the values of the 

impervious-wall effectiveness was around 3 percent of unity 

for the case of air (plus helium tracer) injection. This 

is in agreement with the observation of Whitelaw(78). 

Marginally worse precision was obtained for the injection 

of Arcton-12, argon and hydrogen, since in these cases, 

there was no oxygen peak to provide an additional check on 

the quantity of sample .injected each time. 

Errors in the measurement of velocity profiles were 

due to errors in the probe location, pressure and density 

measurement and the interaction between the flow and the 

probe. The accuracy of the probe location was of the order 

of ± 25P in the y- direction. Total pressures were measured 

with a pressure transducer whose linearity was found to be 

better than 2 percent; the transducer was periodically 

calibrated with a Betz manometer, graduated in 0.1 mm of 

water-column. In case of foreigagas injection, the errors 

in density measurement corresponded to the error in 

concentration measurement, discussed below. It is known 

impact tubes are influenced by the proximity to the wall, 
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velocity gradients, turbulence intensity and the Reynolds 

number. The influence of the last three factors was 

expected to be negligibly small for the present experiments. 

The y-values of the probe were increased by 15 percent of 

the outside dimension of the impact probe, in order to 

allow for the influence of the first two of the above 

factors, as suggested by McMillan (37). 

Errors in the measurement of the concentration 

profiles were due to errors in the probe location (as far 

the velocity profiles ) and errors in the concentration 

measurement. The latter were similar in magnitude to the 

errors in the effectiveness measurements discussed above. 

4.2.4 Summary of results with apparatus A.  

To conclude the present section, the main results 

with apparatus A are enumerated below. 

1. Measurements which demonstrate the influence of 

velocity ratio, distance from,  the slot exit, density 

ratio and pressure gradients on the impervious-wall 

effectiveness, velocity and concentration profiles 

and wall-shear stress are presented. (Tabulated in 

appendix A.3) 

2. The qualitative influence of the velocity and 

density ratio on the impervious-wall effectiveness 

is as follows: 

UC/uG 	oC  Lo - 	.G Effectiveness at const-

ant x/yc  

0.069 to 4.17 increases with uC/uG. 

decreases with increasing 

u /u C G. 

  

  

   

   

increases with uC/uG.  

    

3. The present data of the impervious-wall effect- 

iveness for air injection are in good agreement 

(within 7 percent of unity) with those of reference (30) 

for t/yc  of 0.126 and suggest that the present 

tapered lip functions as a thin lip. The present data 

for Arcton-12 injection (p
d
(p(3 . 4.17) :are in good 
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agreement (within 6 percent of unity) with those of reference 

(5). 

4. The influence of favourable and adverse 'iongitudinal 

pressure gradients in the range -1.0 < K x 106 < 1.8 for 

constant-density flows was to cause a small reduction in 

the impervious-wall effectiveness (less than 5 percent of unity). 

The influence of pressure gradient decreases with increasing 

velocity ratio. 

5. The influence of a strong favourable pressure gradient 

(K x 106 3.8) was to decrease the impervious-wall 

effectiveness by a maximum of about 20 percent of unity, 

for velocity ratios less than 1.2. 

6. The influence of pressure gradients (K x 106 -1.0 

and 1.8) on the impervious-wall effectiveness in the 

presence of density gradients (pc/pG  = 0.069 and 4.17) 

was similar to that for the uniform-density case. 

7. Velocity profiles, for which €he pressure gradient 

parameter A was greater than -0.0245, showed an over-shoot 

above the lag-law line, indicating the presence of 

re-laminarisation. This phenomenon was also indicated for 

the case of uC  /uG  < 1.0, by values of R2 below and H above,  

the equilibrium values for turbulent flows with constant K . 

8. The influence of an increase in Rc  in constant 

density flows, due to a change in u only, was to 

increase the impervious-wall effectiveness. This increase 

was approximately proportional .to Rc0.2 far downstream, 
but was greater closer to the slot. 



4.3.1 	Description of apparatus B. 

The once-through, low speed wind tunnel with an 

axi-symmetric slot configuration is shown schematically 

in Fig.4.3.1 and a photograph of the same appears in 

Fig. 4.3.2 (a) and (b). This apparatus was designed to 

obtain measurements of the adiabatic-wall effectiveness 

and the heat-transfer coefficient in the presence of 

tangential injection. 

The wind tunnel comprised a drum assembly (see 

Fig.4.3.1) concentric with a test section of inside 

diameter approximately equal to 73 mm. The test section 

was coupled to a source of vacuum through a run of 51 mm 

'Durapipe' with an orifice meter (designed in accordance 

with B.S. 1042, 1966) installed within it. 

The plenum chamber was connected to a source of 

compressed air through a run of 38 mm-Durapipe and an 

electric air heater. An orifice meter was included in the 

Durapipe section to meter the secondary air. 

The drum assembly, the test section and the auxiliary 

equipment will now be described in. -turn. A discussion on 

the design and development of the apparatus follows 

thereafter (section 4.3.2). 

The drum assembly. (Fig.4.3.3 (a)) comprised a drum, 355 mm 

in diameter, one side of which carried a bell-mouth made from 

fibre-glass. The bell-mouth terminated in a cylindrical 

pyrex tube of 1.6 mm-wall-thickness and 63 mm-outside 

diameter, to form the 'slot lip'. A ring of 6 mm-thick 

plywood, was fixed in the plenum chamber to diffuse the 

air entering it. A wooden fairing ring provided a smooth 

contraction from the plenum chamber to the slot exit. 

The test section, Fig. 4.3.3 (b) was formed from a 126p- 

thick stainlesS steel sheet rolled into a cylinder, 73 mm 

in diameter and 510 mm long, with its longitud nal 

extremeties bent outwards. The s.s. sheet was bonded with 

Araldite to the inner surface of a split- 'Tufnol' pipe 

of 73 mm-inside diameter and 510 mm long. Two copper 

bars, 510 mm x 28 mm x 6.3 mm were clamped along the 

extremeties of the s.s. sheet and were separated from 

one another by a 1.6 mm-thick bakelite sheet. Thermocouples 

made from 35 s.w.g copper and 34 s.w.g. constantan enamelled 

wires were spot-welded on the outer surface of the sheet 
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at locations indicated in Fig.4.3.3 (c). The thermocouple 

wires were laid on the sheet at right angles to the axis 

of the test section before bonding to the Tufnol halves. 

Three thermocouples were located at the slot exit, 120 

degrees apart. The thermocouple wires led-to a set of 

selector switches and a reference junction at room 

temperature. 

Auxiliary equipment.  

A high amperage (0 to 1000 amperes), variac was 

used to supply the current for heating the s.s. sheet in 

the test section. A calibrated, temperature compensated 

resistance (equal to 333 po) was connected in series with 

the s.s.heater; the voltage drop across it was a measure 

of the current through the heater. A "Solartron" precision 

a.c. valve mili-voltmeter was used for measuring a.c. 

potentials and a "Fenlow" digital voltmeter with a resolu 

-tion of 10 Pv was used for recording the thermo-e.m.f.-s. 

Manometers filled with water or mercury were , 

used for the measurement of differential and absolute 

pressures at the two orifice meters. 

4.3.2 	Design and development of apparatus B. 

The measurement of heat transfer coefficients in 

the presence of film cooling was not envisaged in the 

early stages of the present investigation. The realisation 

of the lack of sufficient experimental data of this 

important quantity coincided with the availability of -a 

test section witha large number of heat-flux meters, 

previously used by Mukerjee (39) for the investigation 

of heat transfer in a supersonic-parallel diffuser. It 

was decided to design a suitable annular slot to match 

this test section, to study theadiabatic-wall effectiveness 

and heat transfer in the presence of film cooling, under 

subsonic conditions; the College supply of compressed 

air and vacuum provided a ready source for the two air 

streams. 

With this intention the drum assembly and the 

rest of the apparatus described in the last section 

was constructed. Fibre-glass and pyrex were selected 

for the bell-mouth and slot-lip to reduce the heat 

transfer bewteen the mainstream and secondary stream , 
upstream of the slot. The thickness of the slot lip was 
dictated by the minimum wall-thickness of the pyrex tube 
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which could be readily fabricated. The slot-height was 

chosen to obtain areasonable percentage uniformity (± 5 

percent) of- the annular gap with the available test section. 

Details of the test section used by Mukerjee (39) 

are shown in Fig. 4.3.4. It comprised a 73 mm-inside 

diameter Tufnol pipe, with 47 heat-flux meters located 

along a line parallel to its axis. Each of the heat flux 

meters comprised a 0.8 mm-thick polypropelene sheet, sand 

- wiched between the two copper studs, one of which was 

flush with the inner surface of the Tufnol pipe and the 

other immersed in a water-jacket. A copper-constantan thermo- 

couple was located in each of the copper studs. 

In principle, the steady state heat flux through 

the meters could be inferred from the temperature difference 

across the plastic material, its thermal conductivity and 

its thickness. 

Experiments conducted with the above test section 

yielded values of the heat-transfer coefficient•which-were - 

about seven times larger than that expected on the basis 

of previous experiments (62), (22). The reasons for this 

large discrepancy was attributed to the following: 

i. Thermal starting length effect; 

ii. Uneven contact between the plastic sheet 

and copper studs (ie. air gaps); 

iii. Errors in temperature measurement. 

The first of the above reasons appeared to be most 

important, since the leading edge of each of the copper 

studs presented a step in the wall heat flux; the Tufnol 

was a near-adiabatic surface, followed by a region of 

finite .heat flux through the copper studs. Thus a new 
thermal boundary layer was initiated at the leading edge 

of each of the heat flux meters. It is well known that for 

such.a boundary condition, the heat transfer coefficient 

is locally much higher than that for the case of a thermal 

layer starting coincidentally with the velocity- boundary 

layer (53), (12.). It can be expected that the arrangement 

used would lead to high local heat fluxes, and consequently 

to a high heat transfer coefficient. It is not possible 

to allow for this effect on a theoretical basis, mainly 

because the thermal boundary layer was three-dimensional. 

Attempts were made to calibrate the heat flux meters 'in 
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situ', by making the test section a part of a fully 

developed pipe flow. Details of the calibration procedure 

and the results obtained are given in appendix A.2. 

The main conclusion from these tests was that an 

'in situ' calibration of the heat flux meters is essential 

and that an adiabatic wall with intermittent heat sinks 

(or sources) was not adesirable boundary condition for 

the measurement of heat transfer coeffiencient. It is 

interesting to note that other investigators using similar 

heat-flux measuring devices have also reported inexplicably 

high values of the heat-transfer coefficient (2), (11). It 

seems probable that the discrepancies. can be partly 

explained on the basis of a thermal starting length effect. 

Thus the test section described in the previous section, 

with an electrically heated wall was developed. 

One important consideration in the design of an 

electrically heated test-section was the heat loss through 

the buss bars which renders the heat-flux into the flow in 

the vicinity of the buss-bars difficult to determine 

precisely (21). A design in which the buss-bars are attached 

at right angles to the ends of pipe section is more 

susceptible to this error than the design shown in Fig.4.3.3, 

in which the influence of the buss bars is limited to a 

narrow, circumferential region of the flow, not in the 

vicinity of the measuring thermocouples. The 50 mm- lead-in 

between the buss bars and the interior of the test section 

ensured that the electric field within the s.s.sheet was 

uniform. The thin s.s. sheet provided a sufficiently high 

elecrical resistance and minimised axial heat-conduction 

effects. - 

4.3.3 	Operation of apparatus B.  

The test section was subjected to a heat loss test 

to determine the heat transfer coefficient between the 

heated s.s. sheet and the surroundings. For this test, the 

ends of the test section were sealed with 12mm-thick ply- 

wood disCs and a certain current passed through the s.s. sheet. 

Under steady state conditions, the electrical power input 

into the s.s. sheet was equal to the heat lost by it to 

the surroundings. Measurement of the temperature distribution 

on the sheet surface permitted the heat transfer coefficient 
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between the s.s. sheet and the surroundings (h2) to be 

determined. The s.s. sheet Was heated by some 15 to 25 deg C 

above room temperature and the heat transfer coefficient h2 
was found to be practically independent of the temperature 

difference in this range. 

The procedure for obtaining the adiabatic-wall 

effectivness and the heat-transfer coefficient was as 

follows. The desired velocity ratio (deduced from the 

readingsof the two orifice meters) was set and the secondary 

air stream heated by some 22 deg C above room temperature. 

When conditions were steady (in about one and a half hours), 

the temperature distributions in the s.s. sheet and the slot 

were recorded by noting the thermo-e.m.f.-s developed 

by the thermocouples. Next, a current of approximately 

250 A was passed through the sheet. The velocities and 

temperatures at the slot were maintained at their previous 

values. When conditions were steady, (in approximately 

one hour), the thermo-e.m.f.-s, the a.c. potential 

distribution in the s.s. sheet, as well as the voltage 

drop across the standard resistance in series with the 

s.s. sheet were recorded. The data reduction procedure was 

as follows. The rate of heat generation was calculated 

from the product of the current through the s.s. sheet and 

the local a.c. voltage gradient across the s.s. sheet. The 

latter was obtained by a least-squares fit between the 

a.c. potential distribution and the spanwise distance 

measured along the curved surface of the sheet. The potential 

distribution on the s.s.sheet was measured with an a.c. 

milivoltmeter, using the spot-welds of the thermocouples 

as. the measuring nodes. The heat loss to the surroundings 

was computed foom the heat transfer coefficients on the 

outer surface of the s.s. sheet (h
2) and the local wall-

to- room temperature difference. A heat balance for an 

element of the s.s. sheet leads to (neglecting axial heat 
conduction) the relation 

-1  gen h1  (TW 	a,W T 	) 	h2 (TW 	TG). 	4.3.1 

Since for each velocity ratio, the experiments 

were carried out for two values of 4,1gen (equal to zero -  
and one non-zero value), the two unknowns in the above 

equation, h1  and Ta W (whence 11) could be readily computed. 
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This assumed that the heat transfer coefficient h1 was 

independent of CI"gen : this was - confirmed by obtaining h1 

for two different, non-zero values of (71"gen. 

4.4 Presentation and discussion of experimental results - 

apparatus B.  

The following section describes the results obtained with 

apparatus B and corresponding to a lip thickness 

ratio t/yc, of 0.35. Experiments conducted with a lip 

insert which resulted in a lip thickness ratio of unity 

are described in section 4.4.2, which is followed by a 

discussion of the experimental inaccuracies (section 4.4.3), 

and a summary of experimental results (section 4.4.4). 

The density ratio was approximatley 0.93 and the pressure 

gradient negligible, for all the runs. 

4.4.1 Influence of the velocity ratio on the effectiveness  

and heat-transfer coefficient.  

Effectiveness. The solid circles in Fig. 6.2.3 (a) to (g) 

represent the measured values of the adiabatic-wall effective-

ness for seven velocity ratios in the range 0.389 to 3.55, 

and for a lip thickness ratio of 0.35. The data shown were 

obtained from the bottom row of thermocouples (Fig.4.2.2 (b)). 

The qualitative behaviour of the adiabatic-wall effectiveness 

is similar to the impervious-wall effectiveness measured Jith 

the plane- slot, apparatus A. Fig.4.4.1 shows the adiabatic- . 

wall effectiveness for three values of x/yc  plotted against 

the mass-velocity ratio. The points refer to measurements 

with apparatus B (interpolated for the values of x/yc  shown), 

and the broken lines represent faired curves through the 

corresponding measurements with apparatus A. Despite the 

numerous differences between the two apparatus, the agreement 

in the measured impervious / adiabatic- wall effectiveness is 

remarkable: the largest discrepancy is about 5 percent of 

unity at x/yc  of 32.5 and about 10 percent of unity at x/yC  . 

of 52.2. This essentially indicates that the differences in the 

two apparatus had compensating influences on effectiveness. 

For example, the lip thickness ratio for apparatus B was 0.35, 

whereas the corresponding value for apparatus A (with a 
tapered lip) was probably lower. Thus in this respect, 

apparatus B would have a lower effectiveness than that of 
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apparatus A. On the other hand, apparatus B was axisymmetric, 

with a radius ratio (inner radius of slot annulus to test 

section radThs) equal to 0.825 as compared with the value 

of unity for the plane slot. This means that in the vicinity 

of the slot, the interface area between the mainstream 

and secondary stream was roughly 20 percent less in apparatus 

B than for apparatus A. Other factors remaining the same, 

this would lead to a lower degree of mixing between the 

two streams for apparatus B, and consequently higher 

effectiveness. Though the good agreement between the 

effectiveness measured with the two apparatus cannot be taken 

as conclusive evidence for the unity-value of the turbulent 

Lewis number, it does indicate the plausibility of this value.  
Heat transfer coefficient. The solid circles in Fig.6.2.3 (h) 

to (n) represent the measured values of the heat transfer 

coefficient (expressed as a Nusselt number based on slot-

height and conductivity at slot temperature) corresponding 

to the velocity ratios indicated in Fig. 6.2.3 (a) to (g). 

The heat transfer coefficient is based on the adiabatic-wall 

temperature defined in eq.1.2.1. The lines in Fig.6.2.3 (h) 

to (n) are predictions which will be discussed in chapter 6. 

Some scatter is evident in the data, especially in 

the vicinity of the slot (x/yc  < 5), but the trends in the 

range 10 < x/yc  < 50 are clearly indicated. For velocity 

ratios less than about 1.2, the Nusselt numbers tend to a 

value lower than the value corresponding to fully-developed 

pipe flow, for the same bulk-Reynolds number, based on 

the pipe diameter (obtained from the Colburn-analogy(26)) 

by some 15 percent. The latter are indicated by the short 

chain -dotted lines in the figures. For velocity ratios 

greater than 1.2, the Nusselt numbers are higher than the pipe 

flow valaes. The authors of references (23) and (60) have 

found that, for velocity ratios less than unity and x/yc  

greater than about 30, the heat-transfer coefficients agree 

with flat -plate values within t10 percent. The present 

data do not support this conclusion; these are lower than 

the flat plate values (Rx  based in the distance from the 

slot exit) by about 30 percent for velocity ratios less 

than unity and x/yc  greater than 30. The agreeement with 

flat plate values based on the distance from the 'effective 

origin' of the boundary layer rather than the slot exit, 
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is likely to be better : this has not been examined partly 

because the prediction method described later (chapter 6) 

does not require this information and partly because the 

effective origin of the velocity boundary-layer was .not 

known in'the present instance. 

The influence of the velocity ratio on the heat 

transfer coefficient is clearly demonstrated in Fig.4.4.2, 

in which the Nusselt number for three values of x/yc  is 

plotted against the mass-velocity ratio. The figure shows 

that, at a particular location, the heat-transfer coeff-

icient increases with the velocity ratio - or,since the 

free-stream velocity was approXimately the same for all the 

runs, with the slot Reynolds number. This increase is 

rapid for velocity ratios in excess of unity and is 

relatively small for velocity ratios less than unity. 

This implies that for velocity ratios greater than unity, 

the velocity of the secondary stream is the governing 

parameter for the heat-transfer coefficient while, 

for velocity ratios less than approximately unity, the 

free stream velocity is of primary importance. 

4.4.2 	Influence of slot-lip thickness.  

The influence of the slot lip thickness on the 

impervious-wall effectiveness has been shown to be 

significant (79), (64), (30). The object of the present 

experiments was to examine the influence of this 

parameter on the heat-transfer coefficient and the 

adiabatic-wall effectiveness. The measurements of 

adiabatic-wall effectiveness and heat transfer coefficients 

in presence of a lip insert resulting in a lip thickness 

ratio of unity, are indicated by the open squares for 

two velocity ratios in Fig.6.2.3 (b), 	(i) and (m). 

It is clear that the adiabatic-wall effectiveness is 

reduced by an increase in the lip thickness ratio, t/yc. 

On the other hand, the influence on .the heat-transfer 

coefficient in the range 10 < x/yc  < 50 is practically 

negligible. Ih the immediate vicinity of the slot (x/yc<10) 
the behaviour of the heat transfer coefficient is 

complex: for velocity ratio less than unity, there appears 

to be a small increase whereas for the velocity ratio 

greater than unity, there is a significant reduction 
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over the thin lip case. 

The above finding concerning the insensitivity of 

the heat transfer coefficient to the lip thickness is of 

considerable engineering utility. It is compatible with 

the observation of Kestin et. al. (24) that the free-

stream turbulence intensity has little influence oh the 

heat transfer coefficient in the fully turbulent regime 

of a flat-plate boundary layer in zero pressure gradient, 

since one of the effects of the increased lip thickness 

is an increase in the turbulence intensity (see for example 

reference (31)). It also indicates another advantage of 

basing the heat transfer coefficienton the adiabatic wall 

temperature (which is influenced by the lip thickness ratio). 

It should be noted that though the heat transfer 

coefficient is not appreciably altered due to an increase 

in the lip thickness, the value of the heat transferred 

for a given boundary condition would alter, since the 

adiabatic-wall temperature (on which the heat-transfer ...  

coefficient is based ) is altered. For example, in the 

case where the wall temperature is maintained at a certain 

value which is below tht adiabatic-wall temperature, an 

increase in the lip thickness would result in a reduction 

in the heat flux through the wall. 

4.4.3 	Experimental uncertainties.  

The uncertainties in the experimental data for 

effectiveness and heat-transfer coefficient were mainly 

due to non-two dimensionality of the flow, errors in the 

measurement of temperature and heat-flux and effects of heat 

conduction within the s. s. sheet. The slot height was 

uniform to within 2 percent, as estimated by the insertion 

of a tapered plug. The spanwise variation in effectiveness, 

as measured by the thermocouples at three circumferential 

locations (Fig.4.2.2(b)) was of the order of 6 percent 

of unity. 

The errors in the observed temperatures were 

mainly due to errors in the measurement of the thermo-

e.m.f.-s. These were measured with a digital voltmeter 

with a resolution of 10 yv (equivalent to 0.27 deg C for 
the copper-constantan thermocouples used). This corresponds 

to about 1 percent of the temperature difference between 
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the slot and the free stream. Variations up to 3 deg C 

occured in the ambient temperature during the day: the 

influence of this variation was minimised by keeping the 

reference junction at the temperature of the mainstream, 

ie., the room temperature. Conduction errors through the 

thermocouple leads was negligible since they were placed 

along isotherms for a length of at least 60 mm along the 

s.s. sheet. 

Uncertainty in the value of the heat flux was 

mainly due to instrument errors in the a.c. valve voltmeter 

and errors in thadetermination of the voltage gradient 

across the s.s. sheet. The accuracy of the ACVM was 

estimated at around 2 percent at full scale deflection, 

the resulting error in the power input being 4 percent. 

The scatter of the voltage gradient across the sheet at 

four x- stations was around ± 2 percent about the mean 

value. The estimated error in the wall temperature due 

to axial conduction was less than one percent. Thus 

the cumulative error in the heat transfer coefficient 

was approximately ± 6 percent. 

4.4.4 Summary of results with apparatus B.  

The main results of the investigation with apparatus 

B are enumerated below. 

1. Measurement of the adiabatic-wall effectiveness 

and the heat transfer coefficient downstream of an 

axisymmetric slot are presented. (Tabulated in 

appendix A.4) 

2. Measurements of the adiabatic-wall effectheness 

with apparatus B show good agreement (within 5 

'percent of unity) with the impervious-wall 

effectiveness measured with apparatus A. This 

suggests compensating differences between the 

two apparatus and the plausibility of a unity-value 

of the turbulent Lewis number. 

3. The heat-transfer coefficient, in the presence 

of film cooling, is a function of the velocity 
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ratio and cannot be represented accurately either 

by the flat-plate or pipe-flow formulae. 

4.. An increase in the lip-thickness ratio from 

0.35 to 1.0 leads to a significant decrease in the 

adiabatic-wall effectiveness (up to 20 percent of 

unity), but the heat-transfer coefficient (based 

on the adiabatic-wall effectiveness) in the range 

10 < x/yc  < 50 is negligibly influenced. 
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CHAPTER 5.  

5. 	The physical inputs to the prediction procedure.  

Introduction.  

In chapter 3 the mathematical problem associated 

with the prediction of the flow downstream of a two-

dimensional film cooling slot was identified and a solution  

procedure for the purpose was selected. It was pointed 

out that the relevant parabolic partial differential 

equations can be solved provided relations are available, 

linking the total (ie., sum of laminar and turbulent) 

shear stress, and the diffusive flux of conserved property 

such as enthalpy to some time averaged quantity. This 

implied the specification of an eddy transport hypothesis, 

The assumption of an eddy transport hypothesis (equations 

3.2.8 and 3.2.9) tacitly implies that the shear stress and 
diffusive fluxes can be related to the gradients of mean 

velocity and conserved property respectively. The invalidity 

of this assumption is in some instances obvious. For 

example, it is known that in a wall-jet there is a 

finite shear stress at the location of zero mean-velocity 

gradient (73), (16). However, there are many cases of 

boundary layer and pipe flows where such a turbulent 

exchange postulate, in conjunction with a specific 

eddy transport hypothesis yields satisfactory solutions. 

The implications of any hypothesis have to be worked out 

by comparing calculations 

experimental data. As 

eddy viscosity hypotheses 

relevance to the present 

and 1942), Clauser 	(1954) 

These hypotheses are represented 

equations: 

P'eff 	P.+ 

peff.. p 	const. 

peff 	p 	0.018 

1 
peff 	p 	k2t 

du 

mentioned 

based upon it with the relevant 

in chapter 3, four 

which are likey to be of 

problem are those of Prandtl (1925 

and Kolmogorov-Prandtl (1942-45). 

by the following 

Prandtl 	(1925) 	5.0.1 

tpl(umax- umin)1 

Prandtl (1942) 	5.0.2 

pUGoi 	Clauser (1954) 	5.0.3 

1 
Kolmogorov (1942) 

5.0.4 Prandtl' 	(1945) 
fkpk2t/p4 

The ti-s in the above equations denote length scales 

which have to be specified empirically. The second 
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term on the right hand side in the above equations 

represents the turbulent component which far out-weighs 

the laminar viscosity except very close to the wall. 

Equation 5.0.1 above has been used with some 

success for turbulent flow in pipes and boundary layers 

on flat plates (58), (35), It is applicable to flows with 

or without velocity maximal  except for the deficiency that 

it indicates a zero-value for the turbulent viscosity at 

a location of zero velocity gradient. 

Equation 5.0.2 was formulated by Prandtl for free 

flows such as jets and wakes. It may thus be of relevance 

in a film cooling situation for the wake region behind the 

slot-lip. 

Equation 5.0.3 was devised by Clauser (9) for 

boundary layers in adverse pressure gradients, for which 

the displacement thickness 6/  is positive. In a film cooling 

situation, this is the case only for velcoity ratios less 

than unity. Since velocity ratios on either side of unity____ 

are of practical importance, it would be unwise to select 

this hypothesis for the present problem. 

The potential of the last of the hypotheses mentioned 

above (eq. 5.0.4) has only recently been investigated to 

any extent (70). Its aesthetic superiority over equation 

5.0.1 lies in the fact that it predicts a finite eddy 

viscosity at the point. of zero mean velocity gradient, and 

that it is also capable of taking into account, the influence 

of free-stream turbulence. However, it requires the solution 

of an additional partial differential equation for the 

conservation of k, the kinetic energy of turblulent motion. 

The empirical information needed is in no way less than 

that for the simple mixing length theory, eq.5.0.1, since 

the length scale of turbulence has still to be specified. 

In fact, the empirical information needed is greater since 

the constants expressing the transport of the kinetic 

energy of turbulence have to be specified. Further it 

provides no explanation for the existence of a finite 

shear-stress at .a zero-velocity gradient location mentioned 

earlier in the chapter. Thus it would appear that the 

use of eqution 5.0.4 in a film cooling situation would be 

justified only if the performance of the simple mixing length 

theory, eq. 5.0.1 is found to be seriously inadequate. 

The previous sentence implies that the objectives 
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of any prediction procedure need to be clealy stated. 

The quantities which are of direct interest in the present 

study of film cooling (in order of practical importance) 

are the following: 

properties at the wall (ie., adiabatic- or impervious- 

wall effectiveness, heat transfer coefficient 

and skin friction); 

profiles of time-mean quantities (such as yelocity, 

ma.s-fraction or enthalpy); 

and 	integral properties (such as momentum thickness, 

shape-factor, energy thickness). 

The above discusiion suggests that the Prandtl 

mixing-length hypothesis (eq. 5.0.1) with some modification 

may suffice to permit the prediction of the above 

quantities. The implications of any eddy transport 

hypothesis should be regarded in the manner in which they 

influence the above variables. For example, the implication 

of a vanishing eddy diffusivity at a zero velocity _gradient_. 

prevents the diffusion of the conserved property (enthalpy 

or mass-fraction) across the velocity maximum or minimum, 

resulting in kinks in the conserved property profiles. 

Another implication of the Prandtl mixing-length 

hypothesis is that it tacitly assumes local equilibrium 

between the production and dissipation of the kinetic energy 

of turbulence. This is approximately true in the fully 

turbulent region of flows near walls in mild pressure 

gradients, but not for example, in flows with strong favourable 

pressure gradients.or in which abrupt streamwise changes 

in the wall boundary conditions occur. In such cases, the 

predictions of all the quantities mentioned above are 

likely to de deficient. 

Finally, distributions of the mixing length and 

effective Prandtl or Schmidt number have to be specified 

before calculations can be performed. This is essentially 

an empirical process since the mixing length and the 

effective Prandtl or Schmidt number are not fundamental 

physical properties. There are two ways by which suitable 

mixing length and effective Prandtl/Schmidt number 

distributions can be obtained. The first is to deduce the 

distributions of these quantities by reference to experimental 

data. This may be referred to as the direct approach. 
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The indirect approach is to perform calculations on the 

basis of a certain tentative distribution of the mixing 

length and the effective Prandtl/Schmidt number and to 

compare the resulting profiles of mean velocity, 

conserved property and the wall properties with the 

experimental data. The assumed distributions may be 

considered satisfactory if the comparison with the experi-

mental data is satifactory. Both these avenues are 

explored- in the present chapter. 

5.1 Determination of the mixing coefficients from  

experimental data.  

Introduction. Inorder to deduce mixing lengths and the 

effective Prandtl/Schmidt numbers from equations 3.2.8, 

3.2.9 and 5.0.1, profiles of mean velocity, conserved 

property, shear stress and diffusive flux across the 

boundary layer are required. In the absence of direct 

measurements of the last two quantities, it is possible, 

in principle, to obtain them by applying the conservation 

equations for mass, momentum and energy (or species). 

Such an exercise for the determination of mixing 

length distributions in boundary layers and wall-jets 

has been previously carried our by Escudier (14). The 

tentative conclusion reached by him was that the mixing 

length distributions in a number of boundary layers and 

a liMited number of wall-jets examined by him could be 

approximately represented by a ramp function of the 

form 

K y 
	

0< y yGx/K 

t = X 	 XYG< y 	yG  . 	5.1.1 

K 

The mixing length distributions presented in this 

reference show considerable scatter and values of K from 

0.28 to 0.6 and X from 0.05 to 0.11 are prevalent. These 

numbers refer to.experiments in which the shear stress 

was -measured with hot-wire equipment; the scatter was even 

greater for experiments in which the shear stress was 

obtained by momentum balanace. The representative values 

suggested by Escudier were K = 0.41 to 0:45 and X = 0.075. 
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Though the ramp-distribution (eq.5.1.1) is by no 

means conclusive, it does provide a simple and reasonable 

.approximation to available data in boundary layers and wall-

jets. However, its validity to flows downstream of a 

film cooling slot remains to be demonstrated. 

Evaluation of the effective Prandtl or Schmidt 

number for flows downstream of a film cooling slot have 

not previously been reported except in reference (29), 

whose findings are presented later in this chapter. The 

status of the experimental information on the turbulent 

Prandtl number in boundary layers and pipe flows has been 

reviewed in references (25) and (3). Despite several 

experimental investigations, two basic questions, namely, 

the influence of the molecular Prandtl or Schmidt number 

on the turbulent counterparts (if any), and the distribution 

of the turbulent Prandtl or Schmidt number across the 

boundary layer, remain to be conclusively answered. For 

example, reference (3) indicates values of the turbulent.- --

Prandtl number for gases (of molecular Prandtl number in 

the vicinity of unity) ranging from 0.15 to 1.5, with 

the majority of the data points between 0.7 and 1.0, 

while referencee(25) indicated values of the turbulent 

Prandtl number from 1.1 to. 2.0 for mercury (molecular 

Prandtl number of 0.025). Results from recent experiments 

have been equally conflicting. The data of reference (63), 

for air flow over porous flat-plates with air injection 

and suction, indicate that the turbulent Prandtl number 

lies between 0.8 and 1.0 for a substantial part of the 

boundary layer (0.1 < y/yG  < 0.8). On the other hand, data 

of reference (18) for the turbulent diffusion of foreign 

gases into air indicate variations of the turbulent Schmidt 

number ranging-. from 1.0 to 3.0 for helium, 0.6 to 1.4 for 
carbon dioxide and 0.17 to 1.0 for n- octane. 

5.1.1 Measurements with apparatus A:  

The data for two velocity ratios, equal to 0.55 and 

1.85 (Runs 9 and 10) for air injection with nominally 

zero pressure gradient were examined with the view to 

obtaining mixing length and effective Schmidt number 

distributions. Since there were no measurements of the 

shear stress or diffusional flux of species across the 
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layer, these quantities had to be obtained by the use of the 

two-dimensional conservation equations. It was found that good 

integral momentum balance was not obtained at all locations. 

Fig.5.1.1 (a) and (b) shows the values of wall-shear stress 

obtained by four methods, viz. : Clauser plot, calibrated 

razor-blades, momentum balance between adjacent profiles 

and momentum balance using a least-squared cubic fit 

through measured values of R2, H and uG in the streamwise 

direction. It may be seen that while there is reasonable 

agreement between the values of skin friction obtained 

by Clauser plot and razor-blade methods, there is considerable 

scatter in those obtained through momentum balance. This is 

a combined effect of non-two dimensionality in the flow, 

errors in the measurement and the procedure for obtaining 

x- wise derivatives of quantities that change slowly in the 

x- direction. 

Fig. 5.1.2 (a) and (b) show a selection of the 

mixing length distributions deduced from the data of runs 

9 and 10 respectively. The mixing lengths and the y-values 

have been non-dimensionalised with the boundary layer 

thickness yG  (defined as the distance from the wall where 

the velocity is 0.99 times the free-stream value). In 

general the ramp mixing length distribution, eq. 5.1.1 

(indicated by the broken lines in Fig.5.1.2) is not a bad 

representation of the majority of the data points shown, 

except in the vicinity of the velocity maxima (run 10) and 

the outer edges of the boundary layer. Near the velocity 

maximum the mixing length tends to infinity since the 

shear stress is finite at this point. A short distance 

from the velocity maxima towards the wall, the mixing 

length goes towards zero, at the location of zero- shear 

stress. Towards the outer edge of the layer, the mixing 

length tends to large values: significance can hardly be 

attached.to this in view of the experimental uncertainties 

in this region. 

In obtaining the mixing lengths, the shear stress 

distribution was obtained by momentum balance between 

adjacent profiles; the velocity gradient (du/dy) was taken 

as the mean between the adjacent profiles (for a constant y) 
and was obtained by fitting a parabola through three 

adjacent points in each profile: 
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Fig.5.1.1 (c). and (d) shows the integral mass 

balance at different x-locations at which concentration 

profiles were measered. A unity- value of the ordinate 

(RV' n/RC ' ) indicates an exact balance. The majority of the 

points are within ±,10 percent of this value and the worst 

deviation is about 20 percent. 

Effective Schmidt numbers were obtained by evaluating 

the diffusive flux at each y-location through species 

balance between adjacent profiles and the y-direction 

gradient of the concentration profiles smoothed 'by eye'. 

Some of the deduced Schmidt numbers, between locations 

where reasonable over-all species and momentum conservation 

were obtained, are shown in Fig. 5.1.3 (a) and (b). There 

is considerable scatter and the results allow only the 

limited conclusion that the majority of the points are in 

the range 1.0 ± 0.3. 

5.1.2 Results with the data of reference (29).  

Mass fraction profiles measured by the author in the 

wind tunnel of reference (30) indicated a good integral 

species balance (within 2 percent). Consequently, mixing 

lengths and the effective Schmidt number were deduced in 

the manner described and presented in reference (29). In 

this case the shear stress distribution across the layer 

was obtained with an inclined, constant temperature hot-wire 

and the diffusive flux by a species balance between 

adjacent profiles. Typical mixing lengths obtained in this 

investigation are shown in Fig. 1 of reference (29). Though 

there is considerable scatter, the data suggest that, 

except in the vicinity of the velocity maxima, a ramp 

mixing-length distribution is a fair representation of 

the data. There seems to be a tendency for the value of X to 

increase downstream. Fig. 3 of this reference shows the 

typical effective Schmidt numbers deduced from the data. 

Again, the scatter is large and the allows the limited 

conclusion that an effective Schmidt number of 0.5 ± 0.3 

is representative of most of the data points. 

5.1.3 	Discussion of procedure and results.  

The above results emphasise the difficulties in 

deducing the mixing lengths and turbulent Schmidt numbers 

from profile data in non-equilibrium flows. The problem 
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may be expected to be somewhat simpler in equilibrium 

flows, such as fully developed flow in pipes and channels, 

where the x-derivatives are zero and the shear-stress 

distribution across the layer is precisely known. 

The reasons for the large scatter in the mixing 

length distributions presented above and elsewhere (14),(29),. 

may be attributed to the following: 

1. that. similarity in the mixing length, 

normalised with the thickness of the boundary layer, does 

not exist; 

2. sensitivity of the deduced mixing lengths to 

data-reduction procedures and experimental inaccuracies 

of the dependent variables, namely 

i. Determination of yG  from experimental data; 

ii. differentiation of experimental velocity 

profiles to obtain the velocity gradients, (du/dy); 

iii. Errors in the shear-stress distribution 

deduced from the integral momentum equation,' ' 
due to the non-twodimensionality of the 

flow and differentiation of the experimental 

integral quantities in the x-direction. 

Although reason 1 'above is likely to be true, the 

uncertainties under 2 make it difficult to asses the 

lack of similarity. The assumption of similarity in 

mixing length distribution is a very useful simplification 

in the development of prediction procedures. 

There is no conclusive evidence on the value of. 

the turbulent Prandtl or Schmidt number. While it is 

likeky that a unique value for the turbulent Prandtl 

or Schmidt number does not exist, difficulties in the 

experiments prevent this to be proved one way or other. 

However, there seems to be considerable experimental 

and theoretical reason to suggest that for the turbulent 

flow of air over solid surfaces, the turbulent Prandtl 

or Schmidt number is in the vicinity of unity. 

The use- of the two dimensional conservation 

equations to obtain the shear stress and the diffusional 

fluxes appears to be unreliable, unless the two-dimensionality 

of the flow is exceptionally good. The use of an inclined 

hot-wire to measure shear stress distribution can be 
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expected to be more reliable. The use of hot wires to 

measure the turbulent heat and species fluxes may 

eventually yield more reliable information about the 

distribution of these quantities. 

The relative importance of the quantities appearing 

in equations 3.2.8, 3.2.9, and 5.0.1 are indicated in the 

following equations, obtained by differentialing the above 

equations: 

dt 	1 dT 	d (u') 
5.1.2 

2 T 	 u' 

eff 	• d(u1 ) 
	

d c' 	dT 
	

djt 5.1.3 

O'eff 

 

u' 

 

C r 

  

J 

In these equations the primes denote differentiation with 

respect to y. From equation 5.1.2 it is evident that the 

percentage error in the mixing length is the sum of half 

the percentage error in the shear stress and the error in 

the velocity gradient. For the effective Schmidt number, the 

influence of an error in the shear stress is twice as 

significant, and two additional sources of error are present. 

The percentage error in the velocity gradient is likely 

to be large near the velocity maximum and near the wall, 

while the error in shear stress is likely to be large near 

a velocity maximum. The error in the diffusive flux J is 

likely to be large near the wall (for an impervious wall), 

while errors in the concentration gradients are likely to be 

important in the outer part of the layer. Thus meaningful 

results may be expected in a limited region between the 

velocity maximum and the outer edge of the layer. 

Finally it is appropriate to enumerate the main 

findings of the present section. 

1. 	The mixing length distribution presented in the 

two preceding sub-sections provide additional plausibility 

to the ramp-mixing length distribtuion for flows downstream 

of a film cooling slot, except in the vicinity of velocity 

maxima. Though the uncertainties in the data preclude the 

positive confirmation of the constants in the ramp-function, 

the values K = 0.41 and x = 0.09 appear to be a reasonable 
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first approximation to the data. 

2. 	The present experimental data do not reveal a 

universal value of the turbulent Schmidt number. The 

data from apparatus A suggests a value of 1.0 4- 0.3 

in the outer region of the boundary layer, while that 

of reference (29) suggests a value of 0.5- 0.3. However 

the uncertainties in the data and data reduction 

procedures preclude a resolution of this difference. 

5.2 Predictions based on the mixing length and effective  

Prandtl/Schmidt number hypothesis.  

Some guidance about the mixing length distributions 

and the effective Prandtl/Schmidt number was obtained in the 

previous section: this was by no means conclusive or 

universal. However, it remains to ascertain whether 

it is possible to obtain acceptable predictions using the 

mixinglength and the effective Prandtl/Schmidt number 

hypothesis, within the framework of the calculation 

procedure of reference (49), described briefly in chapter 

3.4. This possibility is examined'in the present section 

by comparing predictions based on tentative distributions 

of the mixing length and effective Prandtl/Schmidt number, 

with available experimental data. 

5.2.1 Procedure.  

A finite difference grid was located on measured 

profiles of velocity and concentration (or enthalpy) 

downstream of an injection slot, in a region where the 

effects due to slot-geometry could be expected to be 

small (about 20 slot-heights downstream). The appropriate 

boundary conditions along the wall and the free stream 

were specified. Integration of the momentum and species 

(or enthalpy) equations was commenced using the procedure 

of reference (49), which yielded doinnstream profiles 

of velocity and species, along with the quantities such 

as the impervious-wall effectiveness, wall-shear stress, 

momentum thickness etc. The object of the exercise was to 

perform these calculations for a specific distribution 

of the mixing-length and effective Prandtl/Schmidt number 

and to alter the chosen distribution, if necessary, to 
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obtain the best over-all agreement with selected experimental 

data. 

At this stage it is desirable to quantify the 

' criterion for satisfactory prediction of the impervious-

adiabatic-wall effectiveness, because of its importance to 

film cooling. Two quantities are sufficient to characterise the 

the quality of prediction: (a) the maximum deviation (Dmax) 

between the prediction and the experimental data over a 

specified distance from the slot and (b) the quantity 

defined by 

112 	fL  
L.0 (71PRD 	71EXPT)2 dx 5.2.1 

where nEXPT{x)  represents a smooth curve through the data- 
ponts and r RD  the predicted distribution of effectiveness. P 
ThusA can be considered as the root-mean square deviation 

between the predicted and experimental effectiveness, with 

the streamwise distance as the weighting function (see Fig. 

5.2.1). A mean value of /k for a number of sets of data (say 

NSETS) can be evaluated through the expression: 

NSETS 	NSETS 
2 

A 
	

- 	2 
L 

a. 
. 	L. 	5.2.2 
/ 

A. 
. i=1 	i=11  

5.2.2 Data for comparison.  

For the present exercise only those measurements 

which include downstream profiles of velocity and concentration 

(or enthalpy) are of interest. This considerably limits 

the number of experimental data available. The data of 

references (5), (56), (61), (23).  and (29) are relevant 

and along with the present measurements, are used for 

comparison with predictions. The above data cover a useful 

and wide range of conditions: 

0.36 	< uC/uG 	< 1.85 	; 

0.88 < p
c
/pG 	< 4.17 ; 

1970 < RC 	< 17400 ; 

-1.0 < K 106< 3.8 
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Besides the above data, references (28), (73), (16), 
(4) and (17) present hydrodynamic quantities such as profiles 
of meanvelocity and wall-shear stress. The case of ti-epure 
wall-jet (uG  OD ) isincluded (73) and (17). The prediction 
of these data is also examined, to extend the range of 
variables covered. 

A check on the internal consistency of the data is 
provided by evaluating the integral of the species or 

Y4 
enthalpy flux, ipucpdy for each set of velocity and concentra-
tion profiles, which should equal the enthalpy or mass flux 
through the slot. Such a check was carried out and the 
results showed discrepancies in the integral species (or 
enthalpy) conservation of upto 30 percent, and the majority 
of the points were within 10 percent. This may be considered 
satisfactory in view of the compounding of the errors 
which occur in the evaluation of the integral and inaccuracies 
in the measurement of concentration /enthalpy profiles in 
the outer region of the flow. 

5.2.3. The choice of the mixing length and effective  
Prandtl/ Schmidt number distribution.  

The ramp mixing-length distribution discussed in chapter 
5.1.1 was tentatively adopted for the present calculations. 
The value of K and x are taken as 0.419 and 0.09 respectively. 
The former is a fairly well accepted value for turbulent 
boundary layers (51), (14) and shown to be valid for 
wall-jets (45). The latter is a value representative of the 
experimental data examined in references (14) and (29) and 
the data presented in the previous section. 

In view of its importance to film cooling, it is 
preferable to optimise the predictions for the impervious-
adiabatic- wall effectiveness, by examining the predictions 
corresponding to a number of plausible distributions of the 
effective Prandtl or Schmidt number. Various values of the 
effective Prandtl /Schmidt number were tried, including 

eff of 0.5 and 1.0, as suggested by the experiments in 
the previous section. 

The mixing-lengththeory yields zero eddy viscosity 
and diffusivity at the point of zero-velocity-gradient. 
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As this is unrealistic, the simple expedient of bridging 

the region of zero eddy diffusivity with a straight line 

between the points of highest eddy diffusivity was employed 

(please see Fig. 5.2.2) 

The distributions of mixing length and the procedure 

near zero velocity gradient outlined above appear crude 

over simplifications of the processes taking place within 

the flow and indeed this is so. It is the object of the 

present exercise to examine the predictions that result 

with this crude hypothesis and to outline areas where a 

more sophisticated hypothesis is necessary. It is in the 

nature of turbulent flow that its gross properties are not 

alway's sensitive to assumptions about its complex internal 

structure. 

5.2.4 Comparison of predictions with experimental data:  

flows in uniform pressure.  

The results of computations using the above mixing 

length and effective Prandtl/Schmidt number are presented 

in this section. Fig.5.2.3 (a) to (m) shows predicted profiles 

of mean velocity and concentration (or enthalpy) for 

thirteen sets of data from the references mentioned in 

section 5.2.2 above, along with the measured profiles. 

The corresponding predictions of effectiveness are shown 

in Fig. 5.2.4 (a) to (m). The predictions are shown as full 

lines and the data as points. The constants used for these 

computations, K, X,' and dadeff  are 0.419, 0.09 and 1.0 

respectively. Table 5.2.1 presents a summary of the data 

along with the quantitative measure of agreement between 

predicted and measured values of effectivenees mentioned 

previously, viz. ii and D
max' 

It can be seen from Fig.5.2.3 that the predictions 

of velocity profiles is on the whole satisfactory for all 

the cases, including a wall-jet,, a wall-wake and a weak wall- 

jet which decays to a normal turbulent boundary layer, far 

downstream. There are small discrepancies between the .-

predictions and measurements but these do not appear to 

be systematic. The largest discrepancy (around 8 percent 

of'velocity) in Fig. 5.2..3 (h) occurs for the lowest velocity 

ratio considered C/uG 	0.36). 

Before proceeding to examine the predictions of 

effectiveness and concentration profiles, the predictions 



TABLE 5.2.1 Summary of comparison of predicted and measured effeciiveness.  

No. DATA ' ti /u 
C 	6 

R 
C P 	i,P c 	G 

d
t= 1.0 

-AL D  max =b.() 

. - 0.5 °it.-  

in ' Ak,. 	Dmax 
0 

(5j'eda 

21- 	= /00 

Tr  . 
l..75 

D  max 

a Run 9 0.55 1970 1.0 0.030 +0.03 GOOD 0.090 -0.07 FAIR 0.103 +0.12 FAIR 

b Run 4 0.76 2620 1.0 0.034 + -0.03 GOOD 0.143 -0.15 POOR 0.037 +0.04 GOOD 

c Run 1 1.23 4170 1.0 0.024 +0:02 GOOD 0.090 -0.10 FAIR 0.075 +0.10 FAIR 

d Run 10.  1.85 6330 1.0 0.063. +0.07 FAIR 0.055 -0.05 FAIR 0.122 +0.08 POOR 
e Ref(29) 0.76 5570 1.0 	• 0.099 +0.11 FAIR 0.048 -0.03 GOOD 0.174 +0.22 POOR 
f Ref(29) 2.30 17400 1.0 0.107 +0.14 FAIR 0.024 + -0.02 GOOD 0.176 +0.24 POOR 
g Ref(23) 0.67 5670 ;1.0 0.038 -0.06.  GOOD 0.153 -0.17 POOR 0.043 +0.07 GOOD 
h Ref(61) 0.36 4300. 0.091 ,,,;1.0 +e1.0 +0:10 FAIR 0.025 -0.03 GOOD 0.148 +0.17 POOR 
i Ref(56) 0.88 4580 ,1.0 0.021 + -0.03 GOOD 0.102 -0.12 FAIR 0.080 +0.08 FAIR 
j Run 2 0.58 5150 4.17 0.012 + 

-0.02 GOOD 0.112 -0.15 POOR 0.012 +0.05 GOOD 
k Run 6 1.65 14250 4.17 0.018 -0.07 GOOD 0.093 -0.15 FAIR 0.048 ±0.02 GOOD 
1 Ref(5) 1.01 9800 4.17 0.013.  -0.05 GOOD .0.085 -0.13 FAIR 0.027 +0.03 GOOD 
m Ref(5) 1.01 1990 1.38 0.028 ±0.03 GOOD 0.080 -0.15 FAIR 0.087 +0.08 FAIR 

A 0.054 0.112 0.101 

RATINGS 

< 0:05 	,GOOD 

0.05 < 	< 0.11 	;FAIR 

0.11 < A 	:POOR 	 ao 
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of some additional hydrodynamic quantities will now be 

discussed. Fig. 5.2.5 (a) and (b) show predicted and 

measured growth rate, decay of velocity maxima and wall- 

shear stress for two velocity ratios greater than unity. 

The data shown in (a) are present measurements and those 

in (b) are from reference (28). The predictions are satisfac- 

tory. Fig. 5.2.5 (c) shows the prediction of integral 

properties and wall-shear stress for the case of a weak 

wall-jet where the velocity maxima disappears downstreat 
and R2 passes from negative 

to positive values. There is 
also a discontinuity in the shape factor H. Fig. 5.2.5 (d) 

and (e) show similar predictions for two velocity ratios 
less than unity. Again one set of data is from reference (28), 

and the other is present measurement . The agreement between 

the predictions and experiment is satisfactory. 
The largest velocity ratio examined so far is 2.74 

and the predictions found to be satisfactory. It is of 

interest to see whether this is valid for the case of the 

wall-jet in still surroundings (uC/uG 	oo) Fig. 5.2.6 

shows predictions of the growth rate of YHALF  and decay 

of uMAX for the data of Gartshore (17) and Tailland and 
Mathieu (73): wall-shear stres data is also shown for the 

data of reference (73). The corresponding velocity profiles 

are shown in Fig.5.2.7. It may be seen from the full lines 

in Fig.5.2.6' that the use of the constants K. 0.419 and x=0.091  

lead' to satisfactory predictions of YHALF  and umAx  and the 

wall-shear stress. The predicted velocity profile is 

defective, as shown in Fig.5.2.7,in that the velocity 

maximum occurs too close to the wall and exhibits a peaky 

shape. The velocity profile can be corrected by reducing 

X to give K/X of 7, but this leads to excessively low 

rates of spread and velocity maximum decay. This is shown 

by the broken lines in Fig.5.2.6 and 5.2.7. It may be 

concluded that for the case of the pure wall-jet, no 

one set of values of K and x will result in satisfactory 

predictions of more than two of 

the shape of the mean velocity profile, 

YHALF and umAx  

and 	cf/2 . 
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Since the shape of the mean velocity profile is the least 

important of these, the value of 0.419 and 0.09 for K and 

x.are considered most satifactory. The data of Bradshaw 

and Gee (7) and Eskinazi and Kruka (16) for a velocity ratio 

of 10 were also examined and similar conclusions were 

found to be appropriate. 

Thus it may be concluded that the simple ramp- mixing- 

length distribution gives fairly satisfactory predictions 

of the hydrodynamic quantities over a wide range of velocity 

and density ratios. For high velocity ratios the mean 

velocity profile is incorrectly predicted but this is 

not considered a serious draw back. 

Returning to the problem of predicting concentration 

profiles and effectiveness, it is evident from Figs. 5.2.3 

and 5.2.4 that both these quantities are well predicted with 

an effective Prandtl/Schmidt number of 1.0. The shape of 

the concentration profile (normalised with the value at 

the wall) is in good qualitative agreement with the.experlf, 

mental profiles. The discrepanciss are mainly in the outer 

regions of low, concentrations where the accuracy of the 

measurements is low. 

The predictions of effectiveness carried out with 

three different specificatiOns of the turbulent Prandtl/ 

Schmidt number, viz. o' of 1.0 (full lines), 0.5 (broken 

lines) and a linear distribution across the layer from 

1.75 at the wall to 0.5 in the free stream (chain dotted 

lines) are shown in Fig.5.2.4. It can be seen that the 

best over-all agreement is obtained with io".t.= 1.0. This may 

be substantiated by comparing the values ofh(as explained 

in section 5.2.1) . Table 5.2.1 (p. 85) indicates the 

value of 1A. evaluated at a distance of 100 slot-heights 

along with the maximum deviation between the predicted 

and measured effectiveness, for each of the above specifica 

-tions for 0"t. It can be seen that there is a certain amount 

of compensation amongst the predictions for the different 

sets of data, ie., no one specification of itet  predicts 

all the data equally well. However, the predictions 

obtained withotof 1.0 gives the lowest value for the 

11 , equal to 0.054 percent of effectiveness as compared to 
1. of 0.112 and 0.101 for o'

t of 0.5 and the linear distribution 

of 0't respectively. 
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The present conclusion regarding the best value for 

ce is at variance with the suggestion of reference (29), 

of the linear disttibution across the layer. There are two 

reasons for this reconsideration. First, that certain 

data (shown in Figs  5.2.4 (e), (f), and (i)), examined 

since the writing of the report, were poorly predicied 

with the linear distribution of 04t. The second reason 

stems from the use of the Couette-flow assumption in 

the procedure of reference (49). The consequences of this 

assumption were (a) that the conservation of species 

across the flow was not precisely observed and (b) it 

caused the non-dimensional concentration profile to 

bulge outwards due to the incorrect slope at the first 

grid interval near the wall. Subsequently, the formulation 

near the wall was revised (69) to allow for the convection 

in the half-interval near the wall. An example of the 

velocity and concentration profile obtained with the 

original and modified procedures, for a constant cet.of-

1.0 is shown in Fig. 5.2.8. The new formulation results 

in a higher value of the effectiveness and a 'flatter' 

non-dimensional concentration profile. A similar effect 

was previously obtained by the use of a linear distribution 

of o. 

5.2.5 	Flows in the presence of streamwise pressure gradients.  

In chapter 4.2.2 data pertaining to the flow 

downstream of a two-dimensional film cooling slot in 

the presence of pressure gradients were presented. It is 

of interest to examine the prediction of these data with 

the simple mixing-length hypothesis, in conjunction with 

the mixing length and effective Prandtl or Schmidt number 

adopted in the previous section. 

The procedure for the calculations was basically 

similar to the one for the zero-pressure gradient flows 

discussed in the last section. The appropriate boundaty 

conditions along the free stream implied that the free-

stream velocity was varied in the streamwise direction 

to correspond with the experimental data. The value of the 

free stream velocity at a downstream station during the 
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marching integration procedure was obtained from polynomials 

fitted to the experimental values of K . 

Before proceeding to examine the results of these 

computations, two factors pertinent to flows with pressure 

gradients should be mentioned. First, that the wall 

functions incorporated in the calculation procedure of 

reference (49) were based on the van Driest's hypothesis 

(74), extended to include the influence of pressure 

gradients and mass transfer, on the drag and heat transfer 

in turbulent flow. The validity of these functions for 

heat transfer in adverse pressure gradients has been examined 

by the present author (43) and by the authors of ref.(49) 

for Several boundary layers with favourable and adverse 

pressure gradients. They have been found to be satisfactory 

for all the cases except those in presence of strong 

favourable pressure gradients. 

The second remark' is to note that predictions 

obtained with the mixing-length distribution used in-the- 

previous section are not valid as such, to flows in strong 

favourable pressure gradients, such as PG2 and PG3 (described 

in chapter 4), in which re-transition to laminar flow is 

imminent. In such cases, the deviation between the 

predictions and experiments is an indication of re-transition. 

It is also pertinent, to note that in majority of the 

applications of film Cooling, the favourable pressure 

gradients are unlikely to be strong enough to induce 

re-transition. 

The calculations and comparison with the experimental 

data will now be presented. Fig. 5.2.9 (a) and (c) show 

predicted and measured profiles of mean velocity and 

concentration(of helium tracer) corresponding to the 

favourable pressure gradient PG2 (K (nominal) = 1.8X10-6),  

for two velocity ratios. Fig. 5.2.9 (b) and (d) present 

similar information for the case of the adverse pressure 

gradient PG4 (K
P 
 (nominal) 	1.0x10-6  ).The velocity 

•  
profiles, have been normalised with the local free stream 

velocity. 

It is evident from Fig. 5.2.9 (a) that significant 

discrepancies exist between the prediction based on the 

assumption of fully turbulent flow and the experimental 

velocity profiles for the case of the favourable pressure 

gradient, PG2. In particular, the predicitions underestimate 
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the thickness of the viscous sub-layer and indicate a 

greater velocity defect than that shown by the experimental 

data. However, for the velocity ratio greater than unity, 

and for the same nominal value of K y(Fig.5.2.9 (c)) the 

velocity profiles appear to be well predicted. It should 

be noted that the value of the pressure gradient parameter 

A for this velocity ratio is lower than that for the 

lower velocity ratio (Fig.5.2.9 (a)); consequently, PG2 

constitutes a milder pressure gradient for this case. 

The above observations are also reflected in the 

predictions of integral quantities and skin-friction 

coefficient. Fig.5.2.10 (a) shows measured and predicted 

values of R2, H and cf/2 for the run shown in Fig.5.2.9 (a) 

(ie. PG2, lic/uG  = 0.58). The predicted value of R2  tends 

towards the equilibrium value for turbulent flow, corresponding 

to the prevailing value of K 7  as obtained from Fig. 11 of 

reference (33), while the experimental data tend towards 

the corresponding asymptote for laminar flow. The predicted 

and measured values of the shape factor H, do not show 

much change except far downstream,.where the experimental 

values begin to rise towards a laminar asymptote and the 

predictions towards a turbulent asymptote. The measured 

skin friction coefficients are everywhere below the 

predictions based on the assumption of turbulent flow. The 

trends shown in Fig.5.2.10 (a) are more clearly illustrated 

in Fig.5.2.10 (b) for the stronger favourable pressure gra-.  

dient PG3, and for the same velocity ratio. In this 

figure, the experimental values of R2 and H are close to 

the equilibrium laminar values while the corresponding 

predictions tend towards the turbulent asymptotes. The 

uredictad skin-friction coefficients increase with the 

downstream direction, while the measured values indicate 

a sharp decrease at about 100 slot-heights. 

The predicted.and measured growth of vHALF'  decay -  
in the velocity maximum and the skin-friction coefficient 

for the favourable pressure gradient PG2 and a velocity 

ratio greater than unity, are shown in Fig.5.2.11 (a). 

The agreement between the predictions and experiment are 

excellent. This is not surprising since, as as suggested 

above, the pressure gradient PG2 constitutes a mild 
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pressure gradient for this velocity ratio. The predictions 

and measurement indicate a decrease in the velocity maximum 

upto a distance of about 70 slot-heights, followed by an 

increase further downstream. This suggests that in the 

initial region the. loss of momentum due to viscous forces 

is dominant, but far downstream, its increase due to the 

acceleration is greater. The predictions also indicate a 

decrease in the thickness of the layer from x/yc  of approxi 

-mately 130. The good agreement between the predicted and 

measured skin friction coefficients suggests that the flow 

is still turbulent in the wall region. 

The above comparison of predictions based on the 

assumption of turbulent flow and the experiments in flows 

with imminent re-transition does not provide any positive 

criterion for the onset of reverse transition. The reason 

for this is partly because reverse transition is a gradual 

process and there can be a lag in space and time between 

its manifestations in the various mean properties. For__ 

example, a decrease in the skin-friction coefficient does 

not always coincide with the minimum in the shape factor 

(see for example, Figs. 5 and 9 of reference (1)), which 

has been cited as an approximate criterion for the onset 

of reverse transition (52). However, in the present problem 

of wall-jet and wall-wake flows, numerical values of 

quantities such as R2'and H do not always connote the same 

meaning as corresponding values for conventional boundary 

layers and thus the criteria for reverse transition based 

on these quantities has limited relevance. For present 

purposes, significant departures from predictions based 

on turbulent-flow assumption is a fair indication that 

reverse transition is taking place. 

Predictions of the hydrodynamic quantities in the 

adverse pressure gradient PG4 will now be examined. As 

mentioned earlier, Fig.5.2.9 (b) and (d) show measured 

and predicted profiles for two velocity ratios on either 

side ofunity..In general, the mean velocity profiles are 

well predicted, except for some discrepancy far downstream, 

in the outer regions of the layer and for the case of velocity 

ratio less than unity. Part of this discrepancy may 'be 

attributed to the non-two dimensionality of the flow in 

this region. The rapid increase in the layer thickness 
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is well demonstrated by the predictions and experimental 

data. Fig.5.2.10 (c) shows the predicted and measured 

values of integral properties R2  and H and the skin-friction 

coefficient. The prediction for R2  and H are satisfactory, 

while the skin friction is well predicted far downstream. 

Closer to the slot, the experimental data for skin friction 

are lower than the predicted values. Fig.5.2.11 (b) shows 

predicted and measured growth of yHALF'  decay of velocity -  
maximum and the skin-friction coefficient corresponding 

to a velocity ratio greater than unity, and for the 

adverse pressure gradient PG4. Again the agreement between 

the predictions and experiments is very satisfactory. 

• Finally, Fig.5.2.12 (a) to (d) show the predicted 

and measured values of the impervious-wall effectiveness 

in the presence of pressure gradients. Fig.5.2.12 (a) and 

(b) correspond to the favourable pressure gradient PG2 

while (c) and (d) correspond to the adverse pressure 

gradient PG4. Predictions for the case of the strong-

favourable pressure gradient over-estimate the effectiveness 

far downstream. This demonstrates the unsatisfactoriness 

of the mixing length and effective Schmidt- number concept 

in flows in which reverse transition is either taking 

place or is imminent. It is plausible that for such flows, 

the laminar Schmidt number (Cr'. 0.22 for the diffusion of 

helium into air) will influence the effective Schmidt 

number over a considerable part of the flow. 

The prediction of the impervious-wall effectiveness 

and concentration profiles for the case of the adverse 

pressure gradient PG4, shown in Figs. 5.2.12 (c), (d) 

and 5.2.9 (b) and (d), are very satisfactory. 

5.2.6 	Conclusions and summary.  

The main object of this section was to asses the 

validity of the simple mixing-length theory to predict 

the time-mean properties of turbulent flow downstream-

of a film cooling slot. Available experimental data, 

corresponding to a wide range of velocity ratios, density 

and pressure gradients, have been compared with the 

predictions of mean velocity and concentration (or enthalpy) 

profiles, the impervious- or adiabatic- wall effectiveness, 
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wall-shear stress and integral properties. 

The principal conclusion that can be drawn is that 

the ramp-distribution of the mixing-length (eq.5.1.1) and 

a unity value of the effective Prandtl or Schmidt number 

can provide acceptable predictions of the above quantities 

for all the cases examined, except those in favourable 

pressure gradients, strong enough to re-laminarise the 

boundary layers. 
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CHAPTER 6  

6. The prediction of effectiveness and heat transfer 

downstream of  a film cooling slot.  

Introduction.  

In the previous chapter, the validity of the mixing 

length hypothesis was examined in the region sufficiently 

downstream of the slot, where the effects of the slot 

geometry were likely to be of less importance. For this, 

exercise, integration was commenced from measured profiles 

of velocity and conserved property downstream of the slot. 

However in most practical situations profiles at a 

downstream station are not available and only the 

conditions at the slot exit are known. For example, the 

velocity and temperature prevailing in the slot and 

main -stream may be known or deducible and it is desired 

to predict the adiabatic-wall effectiveness and heat- 

transfer coefficient downstream of the slot exit. In 

some applications, neither the wall temperature nor'the 

heat flux are known a priori; these can be determined from 

the predicted adiabatic-wall temperature and a heat-transfer 

coefficient based on this temperature. 

In this chapter the .possibility of obtaining predictions 

of film cooling effectiveness and the heat-transfer coefficient 

from the slot exit, using the prediction procedure 

discussed in the previous chapter is examined. It must be 

pointed out that close to the slot exit, the assumptions 

leading to the parabolic, boundary-layer equations, are 

not strictly valid, due to the presence of cross-stream 

pressure gradients and recirculation behind the slot 

lip. This region is more accurately represented by the 

Navier Stokes equations in'their entirety: these equations 

are partial, elliptic differential equations and their 

solution involves greater computer time and complexity.1  

It is therefore interesting to examine the performance 

of the marching integration procedure for parabolic 

equations, commencing from the slot exit. However, in view 

of the inconsistency of using parabolic equations in the 

1. This approach has been concurrently examined at Imperial 

College. See for example, Kacker, S.C., Ph.D. thesis (1969) 
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vicinity of the slot, discrepancies between the predictions 

and experiment are to be expected; it is to be hoped however, 

that these will affect the details of the flow pattern rather 

than the wall properties, such as the effectiveness of 

film cooling and the heat-transfer coefficient. 

As suggested by the experimental data presented in 

chapter 4 and the literature survey of chapter 2, the 

effectiveness of a film cooling slot is influenced by 

several variables. The important ones were shown to be • 

the slot to mainstream velocity and density ratio, the geometry 

of the injection region and to a lesser extent, the 

longitudinal pressure gradient and the initial conditions 

at the slot exit, such as the thickness of the boundary 

layer on the outer surface of the slot lip. Further, in 

most applications of film cooling, heat transfer through 

the film cooled wall is present and it is to be expected 

that this quantity will also be influenced by the variables 

mentioned above. Out of these variables, the geometry 

of the injection region is probably the most complex, 

since the number of geometriaal parameters is large; only 

a few of them have been systematically investigated 

(79), (30), (64). Most geometries used in practical 

applications render the flow three dimensional and thus 

go beyond present analytical capability. One variable which 

has been experimentally investigated for two dimensional 

flows and shown to have a practically important influence, 

is the slot-lip thickness to height ratio, t/yc  (79), (30). 

In the present chapter, the predicted trends with 

respect to the above-mentioned variables and their 

agreement with available experimental data for two-dimensional 

flow are examined. Where a serious shortcoming of the 

turbulence model used is encountered, attempt has been 

made to overcome it by empirical means. This artifice 

was found to be necessary, for example in the prediction 

of the influence of the lip thickness on effectiveness. 

A further exercise which has been attempted in this 

chapter relateS to the prediction of wall temperatures in 

a gas turbine combustion chamber. The motivation for this 

exercise is two fold: first to demonstrate the relative 

importance of the variables which influence the temperature 

of a film cooled surface', and second, to outline the role 

of prediction procedures such as the P resentone,  in the 
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prediction of wall-temperatures in practical devices. 

The chapter commences with the case of tangential 

injection through a plane two-dimensional slot with .a 
nominally thin slot lip, and in flows with uniform 

density and pressure, bounded by an adiabatic or impervious 

wall. The effects of density ratio and slot lip 

thickness are examined next. Film cooling in the presence 

of heat transfer at the wall is then considered, followed 

by the effects of longitudinal pressure radients on the 

effectiveness of film cooling. This is followed by a 

brief discussion on film cooling in gas turbines. 

Comparison with available data is made for each of the 

factors mentioned above. The chapter concludes with the 

author's suggestion for future research in film cooling. 

A listing of the computer programme for the prediction 

of the flow development, effectiveness and heat transfer 

coefficient is given in appendix A.5, together with 

explanatory notes. 

. 6.1 Prediction of adiabatic- or impervious- wall effective-

ness:.case of uniform pressure and thin slot lip.  

The flow downstream of a film cooling slot has been 

qualitatively described in chapter 3.(see Fig. 3.1.1). 

Three boundary layers growing in the vicinity of the slot 

may 'be distinguished: one on either side of the slot lip and 

one on the surface to be cooled. The ones growing 

on the slot lip merge just downstream of the slot exit, 

and develop as a mixing layer. This mixing layer merges 

with the wall boundary layer further downstream. There 

is also a region of separated flow immediately behind 

the slot lip. 

In order to apply the prediction procedure in this 

region, one has to decide on two matters: first the 

location of the grid, and second, the choice of characteristic 

lengths in the various regions of the flow. These will 

be discuSsed in turn. 

The grid location.  

The simplest possibility is to locate the finite 
difference grid from the wall to the outer edge of the 

boundary layer on the outer surface of the lip. This is 

procedure adopted here and a typical grid is shown in 
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Fig.6.1.1. The grid lines are not uniformly spaced: a 

larger number is provided in regions of large velocity 

gradients. In the region directly behind the lip, a small 

forward velocity (say 10 percent of the free stream value) 

is assumed. This is incorrect, but preserves compatibility 

with the parabolic nature of the solution procedure. 

With this set-up, it is necessary to specify the profiles 

of velocity and conserved property (enthalpy or mass 

fraction) across the slot. This can be obtained from 

measured profiles or guessed from a knowledge of the 

mass flow rates through the slot and free stream and 

assumed profile shapes. For instance, in the example 

shown in Fig.6.1.1, the velocity profile at the slot 

exit is composed of three power-Llaw profiles, representing 

the three boundary layers mentioned above. The two 

boundary layers within the slot are separated by a region 

of uniform velocity. The advantage of the present 

practice of grid location is that the presence •of the- 

boundary layer within the slot and on the outer surface 

of the lip is taken into consideration. A different 

approach was used by the authors of reference (10): 

the development of a mixing layer originating from a 

point near the tip of the slot lip was calculated, up to 

the station where this layer impinged on the wall. 

Thereafter the calculation proceeded as for a wall boundary 

layer. The initial conditions assumed in this method 

were unrealistic as they do not include the effects 

of the boundary layers at the slot exit. Consequently, 

the predictions from this procedure are poor in the 

initial region, particularly for velocity ratios close 

to unity. 

Characteristic lengths. 

The mixing lengths are generally specified in 

relation to a characteristic width of the layer being 

calculated. For 

characteristid 

the wall to the 

the free stream 

arises, whether 

region near the  

example, in the previous chapter, the 

length was taken as the distance froth 

point where the velocity differed from 

value by one percent. The question 

this practice should be retained in the 

slot, where two  layers can be identified, 
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ie., the mixing layer and the wall boundary layer. It 

might be more appropriate, for example, to use two 

characteristic lengths, one for each of the two regions. 

Further downstream where the velocity defect due to the 

lip has vanished, only one characteristic length would 

suffice. This possibility has been investigated by the 

present author in reference (45). Fairly satisfactory 

predictions of the impervious-wall effectiveness were 

obtained for velocity ratios outside the range 0.9 to 

1.5 and for a desity ratio of unity. Within this range 

of velocity ratio, the effectiveness was over estimated. 

It is also worth while to explore the possibility of using 

the' width of the whole layer, ie. from the wall to the 

outermost point where the velocity differs from the 

free stream value by say one percent , as the characteristic 

length. This practice, apart from being simpler, has the 

advantage that there is no abrupt change in the 

characteristic length: the two-layer model suffered, from 

this at the station where the velocity defect behind the 

lip disappeared. Resluts of calculations performed with 

with the width of the whole layer as the characteristic 

length are discussed below. 

Details of the calculation yrocedure.  

The prediction of impervious-wall effectiveness 

and heat transfer coefficient were made with the following 

values of the numerical and physical parameters: 

number of grid lines 	.35 

K 	 0.419 

0.09 

Opt 	 1.0 

Step length 	Such that mass flow entra-
ined in each forward step 
is 2.5 percent of the mass 
flow in the layer, provi-
ded the step legth does 
not exceed the following: 
dx < .05 yG; 0<x/yc<10 

< .15 yG;10<x/yc<20 
< .30 yG;20<x/yc. 

The characteristic length was taken as the distance 

from the wall to the point where the velocity differed 

from the free stream value by one percent. Further, the 

eddy diffusivity profile was bridged.across the peaks 

as explained in chapter 5. 
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Comparison of predicted and measured impervious-wall  

effectiveness.  

Fig. 6.1.2 (a) to (h) show predicted and measured 

values of the impervious-wall effectiveness for eight 

values of the velocity ratio, ranging from 0.37 to 3.12 

and for a density ratio of unity. The experimental data, 

shown by the solid circles are present measurements for 

air injection through a 2.54 mm-plane slot (apparatus A, 

chapter 4). This slot had a tapered lip and for present 

purposes can be considered as a lip of vanishing effective 

thickness. The diagrams are plotted on a semi-logarithmic 

axes and unlike Fig.5.2.4, the predictions extend from 

the.slot exit. It can be seen that the agreement between 

the predictions and experiment is, on the whole, good. 

This is true even for the case of velocity ratio in the 

vicinity of unity((d) and (e)). For the lowest velocity 

ratio (-11C/uG = 0.37), the predictions are pessimistic in 

the initial region but agree with the experimental data 

further downstream. For the two highest velocity ratios, 

the predictions overestimate the effectiveness far down 

-stream. In fact the predicted effectiveness for a constant 

downstream distance is practically the same for velocity 

ratios greater than about 1.2, whereas the experimental 

values decrease slightly with increasing velocity ratio. 

It may be noted that this decrease has been observed only 

for unobstructed slots with thin lips (t/yc  4 0.4) (30), 

(79). In spite of this deficiency, the predictions are 

acceptable. It may be noted that the two-layer model (45) 

did indicate a decrease of effectiveness with an increase 

of velocity ratio in excess of unity. However, the 

predictions shown in Fig.6.1.2 are to be preferred, in 

view of their better agreement with experiment especially 

for velocity ratios in the vicinity of unity. 

Fig.6.1.3 shows similar computations for cases of 

density ratios greater than unity. Fig.6.1.3 (a) to (d) 

show predicted and measured impervious-wall effectiveness 

for the injection of argon through the slot; this corresponds 

to a density ratio of 1.38. Figure 6.1.3 (e) to (h) 

relate to a density ratio of 4.17, obtained by the injection • 

of Arcton-12. Again the agreement between the predictions 

and experiment is satisfactory: the pi.edictions differ from 
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experiment by less than ten percent of unity. In most 

cases there is a tendency for the predictions to 

slightly underestimate the effectiveness far downstream. 

Predictions for the case of density ratios much less 

than unity (for example hydrogen injection, which resulted 

in a density ratio 0.069) present a special difficulty, since 

the flow is likely to be not fully turbulent in the initial' 

region, due to the low Reynolds numbers. Predictions 

obtained by assuming fully turbulent flow, with the eddy 

viscosity and diffusivity augmented with the laminar 

values are shown for four velocity ratios in Fig.6.1.4. 

It can be seen that the predictions are of the right order, 

but tend to over estimate the effectiveness in the downstream 

region. It is possible that for low Reynolds numbers, the tur- 

- bulent Schmid number may be appreciably influenced by 

the laminar value (0.22 for hydrogen diffusing into air). 

The mixing length distribution is also likely to be 

significantly different from the one assumed here. For 

such a possibility to be examined, detailed information 

of the velocity and concentration profiles as well as the 

wall-shear stress are needed. Such information is not 

available at present. Light-gas injection has no immediate 

film cooling application and so the prediction of 

hydrogen-injection-data will not be pursued further in 

this study. 

Before proceeding to examine the influence of other 

variables, it is instructive to examine briefly the predictions 

for the above data for density ratios greater and equal 

to unity, obtained from some of the empirical correlations 

mentioned in the literature survey of chapter 2. Three of 

these are of particular interet: that of Spalding et. al. 

(65), Stollery and El-Ehwany (71) and that developed 

by the Lucas Gas-turbine Equipment Ltd. (36). The expression 

of reference (65) is chosen in view of its validity 

for velocity ratios greater and less than unity, and that 

of reference (71) for its theoretical foundation. The Lucas 

correlation has been included in view of its wide use in 

industry. 

Predictions of the impervious-wall effectiveness 

obtained from the above correlations for the initial 
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conditions appropriate to the present data are shown in 

Fig.6.1.5 (a) to (p). It should be mentioned that the 

expression of reference (65) has been generalised to 

non-uniform density cases-by replacing the velocity ratio 

171/uGl 
by the mass-velocity ratio, m. The following conclusions 

can be drawn concerning theagreement of these predictions 

with the present measurements. For the uniform density 

case, the Lucas correlation seems to give the best 

agreement with the data, except for the lowest velocity 

ratio, where it tends to over estimate the effectiveness. 

For the lowest velocity ratio, the boundary layer model 

of Stollery and El-Ehwany gives good agreement, but the 

predictions from this model deteriorate rapidly with 

increasing velocity and density ratio. The correlation 

of Spalding et. al. appears to give good predictions for 
the uniform density case, for velocity ratios not close to 

unity. For thehigher velocity ratios, the correlation of 

Spalding et. al. tends to overestimate the so called 'poten__, 

-tial core' region by a significant amount. The predictions 

for the cases with density ratios greater than unity show 

greater discrepancies and all except the data for the 

lowest velocity ratio for argon are poorly predicted with 

the correlations of references (65) and (71). Also the 

Lucas correlation greatly under estimates the effectiveness 

for velocity ratios greater than about 0.5. Thus the 

general conclusion that can be drawn regarding these 

three correlations is that they provide acceptable 

predictions in 	certain limited ranges of velocity and 

density ratios, but that outside these ranges, the 

predictions are poor. In particular the Lucas correlation 

can under estimate effectiveness by about 25 percent of 

unity for density ratios greater than unity and x/yc  of 

approximately 30. 

6.2 	Influence of the slot lip thickness on effectiveness.  

In specifying the velocity profile at the slot exit, 

the region hehind the slot lip was represented by a region 

of low forward velocity of corresponding width. Computations 

of adiabatic-wall effectiveness for a constant velocity 
ratio and varying lip thickness indicated very little influence• 

of this parameter. This is contrary to the experimental 
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findings of references (30) and (63), which report a 

significant decrease in effectiveness with increase of the 

slot lip thickness-to-height ratio. The discrepancy between 

predicted and experimental trends can be attributed partly 

to the turbulent exchange hypothesis and partly to the use 

of the boundary layer equations in the vicinity of the slot 

The former reason seems to be more important: an increase 

in the lip thickness leads to higher turbulent kinetic 

energy in the mixing layer behind the lip (as substantiated 

by the measurements of reference (31)). One would expect on 

the basis of the hypothesis of Prandtl and Kolmogorov (eq.5.0.4) 

that the eddy diffuSivity (and hence the mixing) would 

consequently increase and result in a lowering of the 

effectiveness. The mixing length theory does not indicate 
. - 

a marked increase in the diffusivity, since the velocity 

gradients are not very different for the thick and thin 

lips. Thus logically one must abandon the simple mixing-

length theory and adopt a more general theory of turbulence 

which would, amongst other things, predict quantitatively, 

the observed decrease of effectiveness with an increase 

in the slot lip thickness. Unfortunately such a model of 

turbulence is not yet forthcoming: the higher order models 

of turbulence invariably need a greater number of empirical 

constants whose specification and generality is, to date, in 

a nebulous state. Thus one is tempted to retain the mixing 

length concept, particularly in view of satisfactory predic-

tions for the thin- lip configuration. It is however 

necessary to introduce further empiricism with respect to 

the eddy diffusivity, such that the predictions of 

effectiveness accord with experiment. One such attempt will 

be described presently. It is based in the notion that there 

is a relationship between tha eddy diffusivity downstream 

of the lip and the lip-thickness to slot-height ratio. 

The other tacit requirement is that the effect due to the 

lip diminishes in the streamwise direction. Thus one 

could, as a first approximation, merely add to the eddy 

diffusivity specification used in the last section, a term 

which is related to the lip thickness and which diminshes 

in the downstream direction. 

The present procedure for enhancing the diffusivity 

in the wake region in indicated in Fig.6.2.1. 	represents 
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the effective viscosity or diffusivity profile resulting from 

the Prandtl mixing-length hypothesis, as modified by the 

bridging procedure described in chapter 5.2.3. In the region 

between the two outer peaks of the eddy diffusivity profiles, 

an additive diffusivity r'add is imposed to represent the 
effect of the lip thickness. add  is computed from a form of 

the eddy viscosity hypothesis suggested by Prandtl (58) for 

free flows: _ 	, 
radd 	

wuw 
 6.2.1 

where § represents a function to be specified empirically, 

tw is a characteristic width and uw is a characteristic velocity 

of the wake. In the region between the two inner peaks of 

the diffusivity profile, the diffusivity is assumed to vary 

linearly from the value at the innermost peak to the 
augmented value at the adjacent peak. Thus the resulting 

eddy diffusivity profile is continuous across the layer and 

exhibits an increased value on the wake region behind the,, 

lip. The additive term I/dd  decreases to zero as the wake a 
disappears. 

The next problen is the specification of the quantities 

in equation 6.2.1. p is taken as the local density, which 

therby permits the application of the above expression to 

cases of non-uniform density; tw  is taken as the distance 

between two points near the edges of the wake region where 

the velocity differs from the free stream and velocity 

maxima by one percent, and uw  is taken as the velocity 

difference between the minimum velocity in the wake and the 

mean of the free stream and velocity maxima (see Fig.6.2.1). 

As mentioned above is a quantity to be specified empirically. 

It would be convenient for example, to obtain a relation 

between 	and the lip thickness to slot height ratio, which 

would result in satisfactory predictions of the adiabatic-

wall effectiveness over a useful range of velocity ratios. 

An attempt has been made to obtain this function by trial and 

error, so as to obtain agreement with the measured values 

of effectiveness for the data of Kacker and Whitelaw (30) for 

the following range of variables: 

.0.13 < t/yc  < 1.1 

1.0 < x/yc  < 100 

0.75 < C/uG< 2.3 

and 	PC/ PG= 1.0 
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This may be considered a useful practical range of 

variables for film cooling application, except that the 

density ratio is frequently greater than unity. The following 

power-law relationship between and t/yc  has been found 

to yield reasonable'predictions of the impervious-wall 

effectiveness: 

. 0.28 (t/yc)2 	6.2.2 

According to this expression varies from 0.0047 

to 0.34 for the range of t/yc  indicated above. 

Predictions of the impervious-wall effectiveness 

obtained with the above expression for in conjunction 

with the eddy diffusivity distribution described in Fig.6.2.1 

are shown in Fig.6.2.2, along with the experimental data 

from reference (30). Predictions and measured values of 

effectiveness for five values of lip thickness ratio and 

five values of the velocity ratio are shown in this figure. 

The predictions for the velocity ratio up to 1.27 and-t/yc   

of 0.63 are highly satisfactory. For the highest velocity 

ratio, the predictions overestimate the effectiveness in 

the far downstream region (x/yc  >70 ). The predictions 

for the largest value of t/yc  (of 1.14) can be considered 

satisfactory for all the velocity ratios, but the predictions 

for t/yc  equal to 0.89 are conservative for velocity 

ratios greater than unity. The experimental data for this 

lip thickness ( 0.89 ) and the largest velocity ratio 

shows a rather unexpected (high) value of effectiveness 

around 30 slot-heights downstream. 

In general, the ability of the above simple 

expression for to provide acceptable predictions over 

such a range of velocity and lip thickness is encouraging. 

However, its ultimate utility depends on its ability to 

predict data from other sources, with or without density 

gradients. It may be noted that the present data discussed 

in the previous section, were obtained in a plane two-

'dimensional slot with tapered lip, whose effective thitkness 

is not known. In light of the present predictions indicating 

the effect of lip thickness, such a tapered lip is 

suggestive of a vanishing effective lip thickness. Further 

available data will now be examined. 
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Fig. 6.2.3 (a) to (g) shows measured and predicted 

values of the adiabatic-wall effectiveness for a density 

ratio of 0.93. The data points are present measurements 

made in an axisymmetric flow configuration presented in 

chapter 4.4 (apparatus B). The slot-lip thickness to height 

ratio was 0.35 for all the runs except the data indicated 

by the square symbols in (b) and (f). These correspond to 

tests conducted with a lip insert which resulted in a lip-

thickness ratio of unity. Predictions corresponding to a 

value of t/yc  of 0.35 and a value of obtained from equation 

6.2.2 are shown as full lines. These predictions agree 

very satisfactorily with the experimental values, except 

for the lowest and highest velocity ratios, where the 

predictions tend to overestimate the effectiveness by about 

10 percent of unity. The discrepancy for the largest velocity 

ratio C  /uG 	3.54) is not surprising as the present 

procedure does not predict a significant lowering of 

effectiveness for velocity ratios in excess of unity.'fihe 

discrepancy for the lowest velocity ratio is rather unexpec- 

ted as this suggests an effect of the circumferential radius 

of curvature for low velocity ratios which is contrary to 

the predicted trend: the broken line in Fig.6.2.3 (a) 

represents a prediction for a plane slot with identical 

initial conditions. The measurements are not sufficiently 

detailed to explain this discrepancy. The chain-dotted lines 

in (b) and (f) represent predictions corresponding to a 

slot lip thickness to height ratio of unity. Agreement with the 

measurements, represented by the square symbols, is 

satisfactory for distances greater than 20 slot-heights. 

Thus the predictions shown in Fig.6.2.3 (a) to (g) lend 

further support to the prediction procedure described in 

this chapter. 

Finally, Fig.6.2.4 (a) to (i) show predicted and 

measured effectiveness for the data of Seban (60), Samuel 

and Joubert (56), Burns and StollerY(5),(6). For the 

tapered lip of references (56), (5) and (6), the value of 

has been calculated from equation 6.2.2 corresponding to 

a small lip thickness (t/yc  of 0.1). The predictions for the 

thin lip cases and all the density ratios are satisfactory. 

The preditions for the data of Burns and Stollery (6) 

for a value of t/yc  of unity (see Fig 6.2.4 (f),(g) and (i)) 
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are fair only for velocity ratios less than 0.5. For the two 

higher velocity ratiosy the predictions over-estimate the 

detrimental influence of the lip thickness. 	This would 

suggest that for large density and velocity ratios the simple 

formula given by equation 6.2.2. fails to give acceptable 

predictions. 	However, the density ratio for Arcton 12 is 

4.17, which is greater than that likely to be found in gas 

turbine practice. It would therefore be interesting to 

examine the largest value of density and velocity ratio for 

which the present procedure will provide acceptable 

predictions. Beyond these limiting values the empirical 

expression, eq. 6.2.2, will have to be modified and further 

free parameters' introduced. 	This has not been attempted at 

present. 

It is, however, interesting to note the predicted 

influence of the density ratio on effectiveness for various 

lip thickness ratios, on the basis of equation 6.2.2. Fig-

6.2.5(a) shows the predicted values of effectiveness at a 

distance of 32.5 slot-heights corresponding to a velocity 

ratio of 0.8 and for three values of the lip thickness ratio 

(t/yc  = 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0), plotted against the density ratio. 

Fig. 6.2.5(b) shows similar predictions for a velocity ratio 

equal to 1.5 and a slot Reynolds number of 5000. The 

predictions indicate, as one would expect, that the influence 

of the lip thickness ratio decreases with increasing density 

ratio. This trend is more pronounced at the larger velocity 

ratio. Further judgement on the validity of equation 6.2.2 

should await additional experimental data for a range of 

density ratios between 1 and 4, in order to confirm or negate 

the accuracy of the trends predicted in this figure. 

In making the above predictions, the thickness of the 

boundary layer on. the outer surface of the lip (yG,c)-was 

chosen to correspond with the experimental value,where 

available. The present procedure indicates a lowering of 

effectiveness with increasing thickness of the boundary" layer. 

This trend is in accord with the measurements of Kacker and 

Whitelaw (27). The predictions indicate that the effect of 

the boundary layer thickness is significant for YG,C/YC less  
than about 2.5. For the value of this ratio greater than 
about 3, the predicted effectiveness appears to be only weakly 
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dependent on this quantity. The predicted influence of v 
-G,C 

is greater than that indicated by the measurements of ref. 

(27). However, these' predictions refer to a thin lip 

configuration, whereas the measurements of reference (27) 

correspond to a lip-thickness to slot-height of 0.42. It is 

possible.that for values of this parameter above a certain 

value, the influence of the lip boundary layer diminishes and 

the influence of the lip thickness itself becomes the 

controlling factor. 

6.3 Prediction of heat transfer in presence of film cooling: 

So far the predictions have been made for an adiabatic- 

or impervious-Wall boundary condition, but frequently film 

cooling is accompanied by heat transfer at the wall. 	If the 

thermal boundary condition at the wall is known a priori, a 

prediction of the unknown quantity can be readily made using 

the prediction procedure of reference (49). For example, if 

the heat flux at 'the wall is prescribed, the wall temperature. 

can be predicted using the prediction procedure, or vice-versa. 

Thus, the conventional concept of a heat-transfer coefficient 

becomes unnecessary. However in some situations, neither the 

heat flux at the wall nor the wall temperature is known in 

advance, and in such situations, it is convenient to define 

and compute a heat transfer coeffident based on the adiabatic-

wall temperature. The adiabatic-wall temperature has thus to 

be initially computed: this follows readily from a prediction 

of the adiabatic-wall effectiveness on the lines outlined in 

the previous section. 	For fluids with Prandtl number close 

to unity and for small values of the heat flux at the wall, 

the heat transfer coefficient defined in the above manner is 

likely to be independent of the wall temperature or heat flux 

distribution.'Thus, a possible sequence for the computation of 

the heat transfer coefficient corresponding to a set of 

initial conditions at the slot exit is as follows: first, a 

prediction of the adiabatic-wall temperature is made on the 

lines outlined in the previous two sections, and the values 

stored as a function of the distance from the slot. Next, a 

calculation of the wall temperature is made, commencing from 

the•slot exit and corresponding to a (arbitrary) constant heat 

flux at the wall. The heat-transfer coefficient can then be 

readily calculated. 
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Calculations in this sequence were carried out corres-

ponding to the initial conditions of runs 1 to 7 with the 

axisymmetric test-section (Apparatus B, chapter 4) and a 

realistic boundary condition. A constant heat flux equal to 

, 630 W/m2 extending from the slot exit was used for the 

computations. A check calculation with a heat flux equal to 

950 W/m2 yielded practically the same values of the heat 

transfer coefficient, thus confirming the insensitivity of 

this-quantity to the magnitude of the heat flux for the range 

of the experiments. The mixing length constants were the same 

as used previously. 

The results of these calculations are shown in Fig..  

6.2.3..along with the experimental data which are shown as 

points: (a) to (g) display the predicted and measured adiabatic-

wall effectiveness which have been discussed in the previous 

section. (h) to (i) show the streamwise distribution of the 

heat-transfer coefficient (expressed as a Nusselt number based 

on the slot height and conductivity at slot temperature) for - - 

the initial conditions indicated in (a) to (g). 	For distances 

greater than about ten slot heights, the agreement between the 

predicted and measured heat-transfer coefficients is very 

satisfactory; the maximum discrepancy is of the order of 10 

per cent. For distances less than ten slot heights, the 

measured values are below the predictions. At least part of 

the discrepancies in this region is due to the use of the 

parabolic equations in the vicinity of the slot. Another • 

feature of interest is that for velocity ratios less than 1.3, 

both the measured and predicted heat transfer coefficients tend 

towards values which are lower than the fully-developed pipe 

flow values-(indicated by the short dashed chain-dotted line) 

by some 15 per cent. For velocity ratios greater than 1.3, the 

predicted and measured heat transfer coefficients at a distance 

of 50 slot heights are higher than the fully-developed pipe 

flow values. 

A further feature is that the predictions for the 

heat transfer coefficient for the thick lip case (t/yc  = 1.0) 

corresponding to (i) and (m) of Fig. 6.2.3 do not differ 

appreciably from t he prediction for the thin lip case. For 

run.2 (Tic/uG  = 0.616) this is in good agreement with the 

experimental finding and for run 6 (TIG/uG  = 2.88) it is a 
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reasonable approximation. The implication of this statement is 

that for a given wall-heat-flux, the departure from the 

prevailing adiabatic-wall temperature is independent of the 

.lip thickness. 

6.4 Influence of longitudinal pressure gradient on the  

effectiveness of film cooling: 

The cases considered so far have been those of uniform, 

or nearly uniform, pressure. It is interesting to examine the 

predictions for the case where the flow downstream of the slot 

is either accelerated or decelerated. Experimental data for 

such flows was presented in chapter 4 for three favourable and 

one adverse pressure gradients. The main experimental findings 

were that the influence of moderate pressure gradients, both 

favourable and and adverse (K - 1.0 x 10-6) and for density 

ratios equal or greater than unity, was quite small. Decreases 

in effectiveness of around ten per cent were recorded and the 

effect was less for velocity ratios greater than unity.-For the--

case of the large pressure gradient (K = 3.3 x 10-6), the flow 

was no longer fully turbulent and the reversion towards a 

laminar state occurred. For this case, a larger decrease in 

effectiveness for velocity ratios less than unity was observed. 

Predictions of impervious-wall effectiveness with 

initial conditions corresponding to the experiments, described 

in chapter 4 (Apparatus A), with a variable free stream 

velocity were carried out. The free stream velocity was varied . 

to keep the value of the parameter Kp  constant and equal_to the 

nominal values existing in the experiment. These computations 

indicated only a small effect of the pressure gradients on the 

effectiveness. In particular, a small increase in effectiveness 

with favourable pressure gradients (about 3 per cent of local 

value at x/yc  = 32.5 and Kp  = 3.3 x 10-6) for velocity ratios 

less than unity was indicated. For the higher velocity ratios, 

the predicted effect was less than 1 per cent. Thus, the 

insensitivity of the predicted effectiveness to favourable 

pressure gradients is in keeping with the experimental 
observations for the moderate pressure gradient PG1(Kt.<1.0 x 

10 6), though the trend for low velocity ratios is opposite to 

.that observed. The reason for this behaviour may be found by 

examining the energy equation which is repeated here in 

Cartesian coordinates: 
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For an adiabatic wall in the presence of turbulent flow, 

the molecular transport terms may be neglected near the wall. 

Also, for an adiabatic wall, both 1-1/by and v may be expected 

to be small in the vicinity of the wall. Thus the predominant 

terms near the wall are the x-wise convection and the 

turbulent diffusion term. The latter may be expected to 

increase in a favourable pressure gradient since the 

(dimensional) velocity gradient increases and the eddy 

viscosity, given by the mixing-length theory is proportional 
to the velocity gradient. However, the increase in the 

eddy viscosity due to an increase in du/dy would be partially 
off-set by a decrease in the characteristic length, yG. 

The gradient of h in the y-direction is unlikely to be 

sensitive to the pressure gradient, since dp/dx does ,not 

appear in the energy equation. Thus, it follows that an 

increase in the diffusion term is compensated by an increase 

in u on the left-hand side, leaving ?,11/6x relatively 

unaltered near the wall. The effectiveness is of course 

directly influenced by bh/x. 

For the, large pressure gradient, PG3 (K - 3.3 x 10-6) 

the predictions are at greater variance with the experi-

mental obServations; the latter indicate a deerease in 

effectiveness of the order of 20 percent of the local 

value at a distance of 32.5 slot-heights. For such values 

of K , the flow is no longer fully turbulent and, in fact, 

is undergoing reverse transition to laminar flow. The use 

of the mixing length hypothesis in the manner used for 

fully turbulent flow in this situation is incorrect'and 

undoubtedly is the major cause of thes discrepancy between 

prediction and experiment. The transport hypothesis valid 

for such flows is not fully known. It is to be expected 

that the laminar viscosity and the laminar Schmidt number 

will play an increasing role as the reverse transition 

progresses. It should ne noted that the laminar Schmidt 

number for helium (which was used as a tracer in the 
experiments) is around 0.22 and so the effective Schmidt 

number could have been significantly lower than unity 

for the low Reynolds numbers prevailing in such flows. 

This would explain tha fact that the predictions using 
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an effective Schmidt nuber of unity over estimate the 

effectiveness for the strong favourable pressure gradient 

case. Thus satisfactory prediction of film cooling with 

strong favourable.pressure - gradients would appear to be 

possible only after a fuller understanding of the process 

of relaminarisation and a realistic exchange hypothesis 

for such phenomena is available. The flow downstream of 

a film cooling slot is not a suitable one for a fundamental 

study of this phenomenon since the distribution of velocity 

and shear stress across the layer are complex. Such a 

study is best carried out in a simple boundary layer flow of 

the equilibrium type (33). 

The predictions for the adverse pressure gradient 

(K p— -1.0 x 10-6) indicate a small decrease (about 2 percent 

at x/yc  of 32.5) in effectiveness for velocity ratios less 

than unity. For velocity ratios greater than unity, the 

decrease in effectiveness is less than one percent. Thus 

the predicted trends are in accord with experimental__ 

observations, though the predicted effect of adverse 

pressure gradient is lower than the measured one for low 

velocity ratios. On the above basis; the present procedure 

appears to be satisfactory for predicting the effectiveness 

of film cooling in the presence of moderate favourable or 

adverse pressure gradients. It is not, however, in its 

present form suitable for flows with favourable 

pressure gradients which are strong enough to cause 

retransition to laminar flow. 

6.5 	Review of predicted trends.  

A number of aspects of film cooling with two 

dimensiorlal slots operating under controlled conditions 

have now been dealt with. It is appropriate to review the 

contents of the thesis so far, before proceedigg to an 

examination of practical applications of film cooling. 

The modified Patankar-Spalding prediction procedure has been 

used for predicting the flow development starting from 

the slot exit. The Prandtl mixing-length hypothesis has 

been used, taking the width of the whole layer as the 

characteristic length and a bridging procedure for the 

eddy diffusivity, to overcome the unrealsitic result of 

zero eddy diffusivity at a zero-velocity-gradient location. 
Integration of the momentum and species (or enthalpy) 
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conservation equations was commenced from the slot exit, 

using realisitic profiles of velocity and mass fraction 

(or enthalpy). The appropriate boundary conditions were 

imposed: these comprised an adiabatic or a heated wall on 

one side and a free stream with constant or varying fluid- 

velocity on the other. Density variations within the flow, 

resulting either from temperature or mass fraction variations 

were taken into account. The downstream development of the 

flow was computed and in particular, predictions of the 

impervious- or adiabatic- wall effectiveness and the 

heat-transfer coefficient (based on the adiabatic-wall 

temperature) were made. Comparison of predictions with 

available data for these quantities was carried out in 

order to asses the utility of the procedure using the 

mixing-length constants selected in chapter 5. A summary of 

this exercise follows presently. 

A representative selection of predictions and 

relevant experimental data are cross plotted in Fig.6.5.1 

to show the influence of the variables considered in 

this chapter. Fig.6.5.1 (a) shows the predicted and 

measured influence of velocity ratio on the impervious- 

wall effectiveness for three values of the distance from 

the slot. The data shown are present measurements for air 

injection through -a plane two-dimensional slot (apparatus A). 

The smallest value of x/yC  shown in the figure (x/yc  of 32.5) 

corresponds to a measuring station and the largest distance 

:that is likely to be of interest in gas turbine practice. 

The agreement between the predictions and the measurements 

is good throughout except for velocity ratios greater 

than about two, where predictions tend to over estimate the 

effectiveness. The predictions for velocity ratios in the 

vicinity of unity are also satisfactory. 

Fig. 6.5.1 (b) indicates the influence of the slot 

to mainstream density ratio on the effectiveness for 

density ratios varying from 0.069 to 4.17. and for a 

-velocity ratio of 0.8. The predicted trends agree well with 

the present measurements. There is however a tendency for 

the predictions to under estimate the effectiveness for 

large density ratios. 
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Fig. 6.5.1 (c) shows the effect of favourable and 

adverse pressure gradients for constant density flows: the 

ratio of effectiveness in the presence of pressure gradients 

. to the zero-pressure- gradient-value is plotted against the 

velocity ratio for a value of x/yc  of 32.5. The predictions 

are essentially insensitive to the pressure gradients: for 

velocity ratios less than unity, a small increase (about 2 

per cent) in effectiveness is predicted for favourable 

pressure gradients (K < 3.3 x 10-6) and a small decrease 

of the same order for the adverse pressure gradient (K --1x10
-6) 

is indicated. The predicted trend is thus in accord with 

with the present experimental data for adverse pressure 

gradient, though the predicted effect is smaller than the 

observed one for velocity raios less than unity. For 

moderate favourable pressure gradients (Kp< 1 x10-6), the 
insensitivity of the predicted effectiveness is again in 

agreement with the measurements, but for the strong 

pressure gradients (K > 2 x 10-6), the predictions on the 

basis of turbulent flow are inadequate. 
Fig. 6.5.1 (d) shows the influence of lip thickness 

on the impervious-wall effectiveness .at a density ratio of 
unity and a velocity ratio of 0.8. The data points correspond 

to the measurenents of Kacker. and Whitelaw (30), inter- 

polated for the values of the velocity ratio and x/yc  

shown. The predictions were obtained with an empirical 

procedure to enhance the eddy diffusivity behind the lip 

in relation to lip thickness. to slot height ratio. Briefly, 

the diffusivity was augmented with a value obtained from 
Prandtl's formula for mixing layers (eq.6.2.1). The 

multiplying coefficient in this expression was empirically 

related to the lip thickness (eq.6.2.2) so as to give 

good predictions of effectiveness for a particular set 

of experimental data (30), which covered a useful range of 

velocity ratios and lip thicknesses. Prediction of 

data from other sources yielded mixed results: the present 

data with a plane slot and a tapered lip (assumed to have 

a nominally zero effective lip. thickness) as well as present 

data with the axisymmetric slot configuration with a lip 

thickness ratio of 0.35 and 1.0 are well predicted, except 
for the lowest and the highest velocity ratios. Prediction 

of the data of Burns and Stollery (5), (6), for a plane 
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slot with a tapered lip and a density ratio of 1.38 and 4.17 

respectively are satisfactory, and so are the predictions 

for the data of Seban (60), Samuel and Joubert (56). 

However, the predictions for the recent data of Burns and 

Stollery (6) for a density ratio of 4.17 and a lip 

thickness ratio of unity are poorly predicted. This suggests 

that the present procedure would have to be modified 

for the case of high density and velocity ratios. 

Sufficient data to place upper limits of the velocity, 

density and lip thickness ratio for the present procedure 

do not exist. 

Fig.6.5.1 (e) shows the predicted and measured 

influence of velocity ratio on the heat transfer coefficient 

(expressed as a Nusselt number based on the slot height 

and the conductivity at slot temperature) for the values of 

x/yc. The data are present measurements obtained with the 

axisymmetric flow configuration (apparatus B) with a heated 

wall. Again, the agreement between the prediction., and............;  

experiment is very satisfactory, the largest discrepancy 

being of the order of 10 percent. The predictions are 

insensitive to an increase of the lip thickness, a fact 

which is borne out by the experiments. 

Fig.6.5.1 (f) shows the influence of the thickness 

of the boundary layer on the outer surface of the lip ( 
sYG C)  

for a velocity ratio of 0.8 and a density ratio close to unity 

for three 'values of x/yc. The predictions indicate that 

the effect of the boundary layer thickness yG7c  diminishes 
for (yG C  /yC  ) greater than about 3, and is significant ,  
for values of this ratio below about 2.5. The present data 

with apparatus A, the data of references (30)(t/yc  = 0.128), 

(60) and (56) support the predicted trends for a range of 

YG C/YC from 0.8to 7.0. These data correspond to relatively 

thin lip configurations, and the agreement with the present 

predictions seems to suggest that the thickness of the 

boundary layer is significant for such-geometries. 
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6.6 	Film cooling in gas turbines.  

The df.scussion so far has mainly been concerned 

with film cooling through unobstructed two-dimensional slots 

in low turbulence wind tunnels and in the absence of 

combustion. It is important however, to examine the 

conditions under which film cooling slots have to operate 

in practice, for example in gas turbine combustion chambers 

or reheat nozzles of aircraft engines. The object of the 

present discussion is two-fold. First, to place the thermal 

aspects of film cooling in perspective by identifying the 

importance of the various parameters involved, and second, 

to define the relevance of the prediction procedures of the 

type discussed in the previous section. 

The flow inside a flame tube of a gas turbine combustion 
chamber is characterised by the following features, not 

normally present in wind tunnels in which film cooling 

slots are tested: 

a) large radiative heat-fluxes, 

b) three-dimensional flow resulting form assymetry 

and irregularities in the geometries and pressure 

field, 

c) periodicity in the flow caused by instabilities 

in the recirculating-flow pattern, 

d) large gradients of temperature and concentration 

in the radial direction due to combustion and 

mixing in the primary and dilution streams_.  

Thus the flow is of a very complex nature and, particularly 

in view of (c) above, any time averaged quantity has to be 

regarded with caution. Although the solution of the flow 'in 

toto,is unlikely to be accomplished in the near future, the 

prediction of the•mean wall-temperature and other time-mean 

properties is-a feasible and challenging task. 

The temperature assumed by the flame tube is such 

that the heat received by it through radiation and convection• 

from the interior• of the chamber is balanced by the heat 

loss to the surroundings by convection and radiation. For 

practical purposes the following equation represents this heat 

balance: 
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The major empiricism and simplification in the above equation 

is involved in the gas radiation term, R1. The derivation of 

this term is discussed in reference (34) and assumes, among 

other things, that 

aw 	T L5 

(1-2)  

where eG  is the flame emissivity at flame temperature and aw  

is the flame absorptivity at wall temperature. The effects of 

reflection and re-radiation at the wall are approximately 

allowed for by terms(1-Fe.)/2. For simplicity, equation 6,6-1. --

assumes the equality of the emissivities of the flame tube 

and tl-eouter casing (ew) and that the outer casing is at a 

temperature T. 

It is convenient to consider the wall-temperature (Tw) 

as being directly determined by the seven quantities appearing 

in equation 6.6.1, viz. the adiabatic-wall temperature, Ta w 

(determined by the adiabatic-wall effectiveness, 71), the flame 

and coolant temperatures (TG  and Tc), the two convective heat-

transfer coefficients (h1 and h2) and the two emissivities 

(eG  and ew). Some idea of the relative importance of these 

quantities can be obtained from Fig. 6.6.1, which shows the 

variation of the wall temperature as each of these quantities 

is varied in turn from a set of datum values indicated in the 

same figure. The abscissa at the bottom of the figure'indicates 

the value's of these variables as a fraction of the datum, and 

the corresponding dimensional values are shown by the scales 

at the top. The datum values chosen may be considered 

representative of conditions existing at some point within 

a modern high-compression-ratio aero engine. The wall temper-

ature was computed from equation 6.6.1 by an iterative 

solution procedure. 
It can be seen from Fig. 6.6.1 that the wall temperature 

eG 
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is strongly dependent on the gas temperature, TG, and the 

adiabatic-wall effectiveness;  11.. The least important factor 

appears to be the emissivity of the wall, while the influence 

of the two heat-transfer coefficients and the flame 

emissivity are comparable in magnitude and on a percentage 

basis, equal to Flbout a fourth of the influence of the 

effectiveness and gas temperatures. If one assumes an error 

of ± 10 per cent in each of the quantities, the worst 

resulting error in the wall temperature would be about ±155°C 

(i.e. about 16 per cent of datum value). Conversely, if one 

wishes to predict the wall temperature to say within ±20°C 

(i.e. 2 per cent of datum), all the controlling quantities 

(except the emissivity of the wall) need to be known to an 

accuracy better than 2 per cent. This is undoubtedly a 

stringent requirement. 

It should be noted that the trends shown in Fig. 6.6.1 

refer to a particular set of datum conditions. Trends for 

other datum conditions are likely to be similar, except. for 

particular case when the effectiveness is close to unity and 

a large radiation flux is present. In such a case, the 

direction of the convective heat flux. inside the flame tube 

can be reversed (i.e. into the main stream) 'and a high heat-

transfer coefficient in fact decreases the wall temperature. 

The computational or experimental uncertainties in 

these seven factors will now be briefly discussed. The 

adiabatic-wall effectiveness and the two convective heat 

transfer coefficients can, in principle, be obtained from the 

prediction procedure described earlier in this chapter. As 

mentioned previously, the adiabatic-wall effectiveness is 

influenced by a number of factors including the velocity and 

density ratio, the geometry of the injection region and to a 

lesser extent, by.pressure gradients. The prediction procedure 

described earlier has been shown to provide reasonably good 

predictions for two-dimensional slots with and without 

density and pressure gradients, and to a limited extent, the 

effect of the slot lip thickness to height ratio. However, 

slots used in practice are not-two-dimensional and have a 

significant and complex effect of geometry. The present 

procedure, without modification, is therefore unlikely to 
provide satisfactory predictions for such geometries. The 
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deficiencies of the present procedure may be judged from the 

example given later in this section. The film-heat-transfer 

coefficient,on the other hand, appear to be a weak function of 

the lip thickness, at least for the case of unobstructed slot 

described in chapter 4. Thus, predictions of the heat-transfer 

coefficients on the film-cooled surface obtained with the 

present procedure, can probably.be used, unless three-

dimensional effects are dominant. The heat-transfer coefficient 

on the outer surface of the flame-tube can also be obtained as 

a first approximation from the boundary-layer prediction 

procedure. Here a suitable boundary condition which does not 

differ a great deal from the actual one would have to be 

assumed. Of course the flow in the annulus between the flame 

tube and outer casing is not strictly two-dimensional, 

especially for tubo-annular arrangements and near dilution 

holes. 

The next important factor is the flame emissivity. 

There is considerable uncertainty in its value, especially•at. 

high pressures (say thirty atmospheres). The gas emissivity 

is a function of the pressure, temperature, the fuel and its 

burning characteristics. The current industrial practice seems 

to be its evaluation from an empirical formula due to Reeves, 

referenced in (34). However, reliable experimental data for 

this quantity at typical engine conditions is urgently needed. 

It is conceivable that the value given by the empirical 

expression may be in error by as much as 100 per cent, the 

resulting error in the wall temperature being about 55°C for 

the datum conditions shown in Fig. 6.6.1. 

Finally, the two gas temperatures, the mainstream and 

coolant temperatures need to be known accurately for the wall 

temperature to be computed. The compressor delivery temper-

ature is probably a good approximation to the coolant
. 
 temper-

ature at least for the cooling strips near the primary zone. 

Estimation of the flame temperature,on the other hand, is 

fraught with uncertainties. The practice of obtaining the 

flame temperature from the overall fuel-air ratio and an 

assumption of the combustion efficiency is probably too crude. 

The best procedure .at present seems to be the use of 

experimentally determined values using, for example, an 

aspirated probe. Again such data is scarce and generally of 
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a restricted nature. Even if such data were available, the 

problem still remains as to the radial station at which the 

gas temperature should be measured. It. would be reasonable to 

expect that since the layer near the wall is transparent to 

radiation, the flame temperature used in the radiation term 

of equation 6.6.1 should correspond to the core of the flame 

tube, whereas the gas temperature for the convection term 

should correspond to the temperature at the4edge of the 

boundary layer (i.e. the film). 

A sample calculation was conducted corresponding to a 

practical combustion chamber with a wiggle strip geometry. 

The adiabatic-wall effectiveness and the heat transfer 

coefficient were computed using the prediction procedure 

mentioned earlier in the chapter. The slot height was taken 

equal to the maximum opening of the wiggle strip gap, and the 

lip thickness equal to that of the wiggle strip material. 

The predicted wall temperatures were some 300°C lower than the 

thermal paint results of Rolls Royce Ltd. (54). This is not 

surprising, as the predicted values of effectiveness corres-

pond to'unobstructed slots, whereas wiggle strips are known 

to yield much lower values of effectiveness. Further, the 

flame temperatures were calculated on the basis of overall 

fuel-air ratio and assumed combustion efficiency. These could 

be significantly-in error: no direct measurements of the 

flame temperature were available. 

6.7 Suggestions for future research in film cooling  

The example above serves to stress the point that 

there is still a big gap before the prediction of•mean wall 

temperatures of a film-cooled surface,such as the flame tube 

of a combustion chamber, can be achieved with any degree of 

confidence. The two main regions o: uncertainty are (a) the 

effectiveness of practical slot geometries under operating-

engine conditions, and (b) the gas conditions existing 

inside the combustion chamber. Future research should be 

mainly directed towards the, examination of these two aspects. 

The present state of knowledge with two-dimensional slots in 

laboratory conditions is a useful starting point for the 

above goal, but is not the end in itself. 

The two items mentioned above will now be discussed in 

turn. First, the question of the adiabatic-wall effectiveness 
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for practical geometries. Fig. 6.6.1 indicates that there is 

considerable incentive for achieving high values of effective- 

ness, as the Rail temperature varies almost linearly with 

effectiveness. The problem here is not so much the 

acquisition of experimental data (although even this is hard 

to come by) but to devise a method of predicting the perform- 

ance of practical devices. This can be done from first 

principles only when a solution procedure for time-dependent 

elliptic equations in three dimensions becomes available. 

Until such time,-one would need to use considerable 

empiricism in any prediction procedure. In chapter 6.2 it was 

shown that it is possible to allow for one geometrical 

variable viz. the slot lip thickness to height ratio within 

the framework of the present prediction procedure for two- 

dimensional flows. It may be possible to extend this procedure 

to practical geometries.by introducing the concept of an 

equivalent two-dimensional slot. Thus, for a given practical 

slot geometry, a value of y and t/yc  corresponding to a two-  __- 
dimensional slot of similar performance would have to be found. 

The effectiveness for the two-dimensional slot with a finite 

lip thickness can be found using, for example, the procedure 

outlined in chapter 6.2. 

There is some similarity between the performance of 

practical slots and two-dimensional slots with thick lips 

(t/yC  > 0.5). For example, neither show a decrease in 

effectiveness for velocity ratios greater than unity. It is 

probably worth investigating this similarity further by 

comparing the performance of a specific practical slot and 

2-D slots with varying lip thickness ratio. A design change 

in the practical device would be reflected in a change in the 

values of the 'equivalent clean slot' but the extent of the 

change cannot be predicted without experience. For example, 

if the pitch of a wiggle strip is altered, fresh data for the 

new design would be needed to determine the new value of the 

equivalent clean slot. The only advantage of this concept 

would be that relatively few parameters would be sufficient 

(two'if equation 6.6.2 is used, or only one if a value'of 	in  

equation 6.2.1 for a given geometry, is chosen directly) to 

characterise the performance of a practical cooling strip over 

a range of velocity and density ratios. This is an attractive 
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proposition and should, in the author's opinion, be explored 

further. Plots of the type shown in Fig. 6.5.1(d) (i.e. 

effectiveness plotted against t/yc  for constant values of 

x/yc) would aid in the determination of the equivalent t/yc. 

It should be a relatively straightforward procedure to check 

if the- value of 	(equation 6.2.1) chosen is satisfactory for 

the desired range of velocity and density ratios, provided 

reliable experimental data for the practical geometry are 

available. 

The other aspect of the effectiveness of film cooling 

which needs investigation is the observation (by personnel of 

the Rolls Royce Ltd., Derby and Bristol) that the effective-

ness of cooling strips under 'engine conditions' is different 

(worse) than in rig tests. It would be worthwhile to perform 

cold tests with a modified practical combustion chamber to 

determine the causes of this discrepancy. In particular, 

realistic density gradients could be achieved for the cold 

test by foreign gas injection in the secondary stream (the 

flow split•ter at the inlet to the combustion chamber would 

have to be blanked off to permit independent control of the 

primary and secondary streams) and the impervious-wall 

effectiveness of the cooling strips determined by gas samples 

drawn through static-pressure holes drilled in the wall of the 

flame tube. Further, such cold tests would permit a better 

estimation of the flow pattern within the chamber and, in 

particular, the velocity ratio prevailing at the cooling strip 

could be measured accurately. Such a test will provide the 

much-needed information about the performance of cooling 

strips under realistic conditions and in the absence of 

radiation. it would then be possible to assess the effects due 

to the radiation term independently: at present one of the 

major difficulties is to determine the proportion of 'the 
discrepancy between measured and predicted wall temperatures 

which is due to error in the prediction of effectiveness and 

that due to incorrect gas temperatures and emissivities. 

Another item which needs further investigation is the 

determination of the flow properties inside the combustion 

chamber. In particular, more accurate methods for measuring 

the gas temperatures and gas emissivity need to be devised and 

the spatial variations of these quantities within the chamber 
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need to be measured. It also seems worthwhile to attempt to use 

the solution procedure of reference (19) to determine the 

temperature and velocity field on an analytical basis. This 

would probably be more accurate than the current practice of 

obtaining the gas temperatures from the overall fuel-air ratio 

and an assumed combustion efficiency. 

The task of predicting the wall temperatures of a 

practical film-cooled surface should become more hopeful when 

the distributions of the gas temperature, velocity and 

emissivity within the chamber are known more accurately, and 

the science of predicting the effectiveness of practical 

devices, perhaps on the lines indicated here, is more advanced. 
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NOMENCLATURE.  
SYMBOL MEANING 	 UNITS 

A 	calibration coefficient of heat-flux 
q 	meter. (Eq. A.2.1) 	 W/m2-deg C 

c 	mass-fraction of injected fluid 

cf 	skin-friction coefficient C2TW  /put 
Cp 	specific heat at constant pressure 	J/kg-deg C 

E constant in the law of the wall 

h specific (total) enthalpy 	kcal/kg 

h' 	non-dimensional enthalpy Ch-hG/hw-hG] 

h
f 	

convective heat transfer coefficient 
in the presence of film cooling 	W/m2-deg C 

hi_ 	convective heat transfer coefficient 
at inner surface of flame tube 	W/m2-deg C 

h2 	heat transfer coefficient at outer 
surface of flame tube 	 W/m2-feg C 

H shape factor; displacement to momentum 
thickness ratio 

H32 	shape factor; kinetic energy to momentum 
- thickness ratio 

Jh 	diffusive enthalpy flux . 	w/m2 

kinetic energy per unit mass of fluid 
associated with turbulent motion 

K constant in the law of the wall 

Kp 	pressure gradient parameter C V/u-duG/dx] 

mixing length 

characterisitc length of the wake 

m 	slot to main-stream mass velocity ratio 

E ( Pc'aC)  / (pGuG) 3 

111" 	mass flux 	 kg/s-m2  

M 	molecular weight 

Ma 	Mach number 

NuC 	Nusselt number hfYc/xc  3 

p 	static pressure 	 N/m2  

Po 	stagnation pressure 	 N/m2  

heat flux through th.e wall 	W/m2  

7TH 	heat flux generated 	 W/m2  'I gen 

R2 	momentum-thickness Reynolds number [6uGA)] 

R3 	kinetic-energy thickness Reynolds number 

C5  /Y 3uG 
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SYMBOL MEANING  

RC 	slot-Reynolds number [ iiicyc/V-  3 

Rx 	Reynolds number [ xu.G/v 

R. 	rate of generation of species j 

R 	universal gas law constant 

S 	shear work integral 

r5(T/pu8 ).(1.1/y)-dy 
o' 

Stanton number (eq. A.2.2) 

UNITS 

• kg/ft2-s 

m2/s2-deg C 

t 	slot-lip thickness 	 m 

T 	absolute temperature 	 oK  

u 	mean velocity in x-direction 	m/s 

u' 	fluctuating component of velocity 
in the x-direction 	 m/s 

uw 	characterisitc velocity of the wake 	m/s 
"Se 

UC 	mean velocity at slot exit 1/yciu.dy 	m/s 
o 

uG 	free stream velocity 	 m/s 

u X 	velocity maximum 	 m/s MA 

v  mean velocity in the y-direction 	m/s 

v' 	fluctuating componentof velocity in 
the y-direction 	 m/s 

x 	distance from the slot exit 

X 	correlating parameter, eqns. (2.2.1) 
and (2.2.2) 

y 	distance normal to the wall 

HALF distance from the wall where (u-uG) has half its maximum value 

MAX 	distance from the wall to the location 
where u is a maximum 	 m 

yc 	slot height 	 , m 

YG 	velocity-boundary layer thickness 	m 

Yt 	
characteristic width of boundary layer 	m 

ro 	effective diffusivity (Fig.6.2.1) 	kg/m-s 

17add 	additive diffusivity (Eq. 6.2.1) 	kg/m-s 
A 

6
1 	displacement thickness 1(1- pu/pGuG)-dy 	m 

Y 	'1)  
62 	

fq(pu) 

u  G) 	u• 

d  (1, _ u 	.y  
momentum thicknessE 

c
—
PG 
 , ' — 	m 

o -G 
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A p  

€G. 

€0 

Tw 

MEANING 
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UNITS  

y 	m pu 

PG u  P 
kinetic energy thickness 1*(--- 

0 
pressure gradient parameter 

-K -
P
(c
f 
 /2)-31(2  3 

emissivity of the flame 

emissivity of the combustion-chamber 
casing 

emissivity of flame-tube wall 

x 
A 
A 

!Jeff .  

p 
ce 

B 

4, 

effectiveness based upon the general 
conserved property cp 

impervious-wall effectiveness 

thermal conductivity 

mixing length constant 

a measure of deviation 

a mean value of .21 

laminar viscosity 

effective viscosity 

kinematic viscosity 

coefficient in eq. 6.2.1 

fluid density 

laminar Schmidt number 

Stefan-Boltzman constant 

shear-stress in fluid 

a conserved property 

dissipation function (eq. 3.2.4) 

stream function(defined by eq.3.4.3) 

non-dimensional stream function (eq.3.4.4) 

(eq. 5.1.1) 

(eq. 5.2.1) 

(eq. 5.2.2) 
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a714 
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- E 
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D 
eff 
t 

pertaining to the wall 
pertaining to the free stream 
pertaining to the slot exit 

'pertaining to an adiabatic wall 
inner edge 
external edge 
upstream station 
downstream station; pertaining to pipe diameter 
effective (ie. laminar 	turbulent) 
turbulent 
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Fig. 4.1.7 The Traverse Gear. 
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TEST SerTION OF REFERENCE (37 ) . 
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Fig.A.1.2 	Bank of Sample Bottles. 
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APPENDIX A.1  

A.1 	Details of some auxiliary apparatus  

A.1-1 A gas-sampling system  

The gas sampling system shown in Fig. A.1-1 was 

designed and developed to obtain concentration profiles across 

the boundary layer at any desired streamwise location. It 

enabled gas samples 

sample bottles from 

across the boundary 

The sampling 

sampling probe 'A', 

to be rapidly withdrawn and collected in 

successive locations of the sampling probe 

layer. 

system comprised (see Fig. A.1-1) a 

a hand-pump 'B' and a bank of sample 

bottles 'Ca. A photograph of the hand-pump appears in Fig. 

4.1.7,-while that of the bank of sample bottles in Fig. A.1-2. 

The probe 'A' was connected to one of the non-return 

valves by means of a 2 mm-bore neoprene tube 'C' about 30 cm 

long. A similar neoprene tube 'd' connected the other non-return 

valve to the inlet of the bank of sample-bottles. 

The bank of sample bottles 'C' comprised eighteen 

sample bottles 'e', a pivoted disc 'f', a perspex dish 'h' 

and a discharge spout 'g'.. Each sample bottle was a length of 

pyrex tube, 10.5 mm inside diameter and 79 mm long, with a 

serum cap plugged in its upper end. The sample bottles were 

mounted on the periphery of the disc 	which could be 

rotated manually and was indexed to click at 36 preferred 

positions. The discharge spout 'g' was a bent hypodermic tube, 

1.6 mm I.D., and was arranged to be either vertically below or 

in. between two sample tubes, as the disc 'f' was rotated 

through successive indexed positions. The perspex dish 'h' was 

filled with mercury so that the lower ends of the sample 

bottles were always immersed.- 

Operation: The operation of the system is. best explained by 

describing the sequence of obtaining a concentration profile 

across the boundary layer. First, the sample bottles 'e' were 

completely filled with mercury, by withdrawing the air in the 

bottles with a hypodermic needle,coupled to a vacuum pump, 

and pierced through the serum caps. Next, the plate 'f' was 

rotated so that the spout 'g' was in between two sample 

bottles. The sampling probe was placed in its first desired 

position and the tubes 'c' and 'd' and the syringe 'a' flushed 
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by the operation of the plunger. Next, the plate 'f' was 

indexed to its next preferred position, so that one of the 

sample bottles was vertically over the discharge spout. The 

sample was then collected in the sample bottle by activation 

of the plunger. The sampling probe was then moved to its next 

position in the boundary layer and the tube-bank advanced to 

its next preferred position for which the spout was in between.  

a pair of sample bottles. The procedure of flushing the line, 

collecting the sample and advancing the sampling probe was 

repeated until the traverse was completed. The samples were 

later withdrawn in turn through the self-sealing serum caps by 

means of a 1 ml gas-tight syringe and injected into a gas 

chromatograph. A single stroke of the syringe was sufficient 

to fill a sample bottle of about 7 ml capacity. Further, the 

volumes of the connecting tubes 'c' and 'd' were kept to a 

minimum to reduce the dead space which had to be flushed. The 

time required for a traverse with eighteen points was approx-

imately two and a half minutes. 

A.1-2 A rotary pressure switch. 

A rotary pressure switch was designed by the author to 

enable successive pairs of static-pressure holes in a wind 

tunnel to be conveniently connected to a differential micro-

manometer. Mercury was used as a seal between the moving parts 

and the device was suitable for gauge pressures up to -100 mm 

of water. The design and dimensions of the device implied that 

no great precision was required in the manufacture of any of 

its components. 

Construction: Fig. A.1-4 shows a cross-section and plan view of 

the rotary pressure switch. A photograph of the same appears in 

Fig. A.1-3. It comprised a base 'a', an arbor 'b', a compression 
spring 'c', a sliding perspex dish 'd', a stationary perspex 

disc 'e' and a lock nut 'f'. 

The dish 'd' had a central bore which permitted it to 

slide and rotate freely on the arbor 'b'. It carried along one 

of its radii, two hypodermic tubes 'g' and 'h' of 1.6 mm 0.D. 

and a locating pin 	1.6 mm 0.D. The tubes 'g' and 'h! 

protruded 21 mm over the inner surface of the dish 'd' and the 

locating pin 23 mm. The stationary disc 'e' carried 18 pairs of 
hypodermic tubes (such as 'j' and 'k'), each 1.6 mm 0.D., at 
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• 20-degree intervals; the radial location of each pair corres-

ponded to that of the tubes 'g' and 'h' on the sliding dish 'd' 

The disc 'e' also had 18 holes (such as '1'), each of 2.4 mm 

diameter along a radius corresponding to the locating pin 'i' 

and along angular positions corresponding to the tubes 'g' and 

'h'. The stationary disc 'e' was fixed to the arbor 'b' by the 

lock-nut 'f'. 

The dish 'd' contained mercury to a depth of approx-

imately 10 mm, when the dish was at its highest position on 

the arbor 'b'. 

Operation: The pairs of tubes 'j' and 'k' were connected to 

the static-pnsuneholes in the test section of the wind tunnel 

through neoprene tubing, 2 mm I.D.; the tubes 'g' and th' were 

connected to a differential micromanometer through similar 

tubing. 

To connect the micromanometer to the desired pair of 

static-pressure holes, the dish 'd' was lowered and rotated 

until the tubes 'g' and 'h' were directly below the. desired..,.  
pair of 'k' - '1' tubes. The dish was then released, which 

caused it to be raised due to the compression spring 'c'. The 

'chamfer at entry and an easy clearance between the hole '1' and 

the locating pin 	as well as a fiducial on the outside of 

the dish, ensured that the process of aligning the dish against 

the required tube pair was a simple matter. 

The use of mercury,  ensured reliable sealing and also 

that the tube pairs not connected to the manometer were sealed.  

from the atmosphere. The range of the device could be altered 

to some extent by changing the amount of mercury in the dish 

'd'. For instance, if all the static pressures were sub- 

atmoshperic, ,a lower level of the mercury would permit a 

larger range of operating pressures. The design for a larger 

range of pressure-. can of course be obtained by increasing the 

vertical dimensions of the device. 
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APPENDIX A-2 .  

A.2 	Experiments withapparatus B- Test section of ref (39).  

The test section reported in (39) has been briefly 

described in chapter 4.2.2. In the present section, the 

experimental procedure and results for the adiabatic-wall 

effectiveness and the heat transfer coefficient, are 

discussed. 

Experimental procedure. The desired velocities and tempera-

tures of the main and secondary streams were set in the 

tunnel, as described in section 4.3.3. 

The value of the heat-flux through each of the 

forty seven heat- flux meters (see Fig,4.2.4) could be 

altered by changing the temperature of the water flowing 

through the jacket enclosing the lower set of copper 

studs. For each flow condition, the steady-state temperatures 

of all the copper studs, corresponding to three different 

values of the water temperature in the jacket, were 

recorded. This permitted the evaluation of the adiabatic-

wall effectiveness and heat-tranfer coefficient as described 

below. 

Evaluation of the adiabatic-wall effectiveness and  the 

heat-transer coefficient.  

The steady-state, heat flux through each of the 

heat-flux meters could be infereed from the following 

equation: 

4/  = Aq  (Tw- TB) 	A.2-1 

where Aq  is a calibration coefficient of the heat flux 

meter, Tw  is the temperatUre of the upper copper stud, 

assumed to be equal to the local wall temperature, and 

TB is the temperature of the lower copper stud. Since the 

wall-temperatures corresponding to three values of ew  
were measured, the adiabatic-wall temperature and the 

heat-tranfer coefficient was obtained•by a linear fit 

between the q"w's and Tw's for each of the heat-flux 

meters - a least'squares procedure was used for this 

purpose. 

If the heat-transfer coefficient was completely 

independent of the boundary conditions, and the contact 

between the copper studs and the polypropylene sheet 

of each heat-flux meter was perfect, the value of the 
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coefficient Aq  should equal (&/Ax), where is the 

thermal conductivity of the polypropylene sheet and Ax 

its thickness. However, values of the heat-tranfer coefficient 

obtained o n this basis were found to be higher than 

expected, by a factor of about seven; the reasons for 

this discrepancy are outlined in chapter 4.2.2. Consequently 

an 'in situ' calibration was arranged - the drum assembly 

upstream of the test section was replaced by a 3.6 m 

length of 73 mm inside diameter Dural pipe section, so that 

a fully developed pipe flow was established at the test 

section, for which the teat tranfer coefficient could 

be obtained from the well known Colburn relation (26): 

St 	0.023 RD
-0.2 Pr-2/3 	A.2.2 

The calibration coefficient Aq  for each heat-flux 

meter was obtained by equating the heat flux through the 

meter (as given by eq. A.2.1) to the product of the 

pipe-flow value of the heat tranfer coefficient (eq. A.2.2) 

and the local wall-to-mainstream temperature difference. 

It was found that values of the coefficent Aq  determined 

in this manner were a function of the pipe-Reynolds number, 

RD. In the range of the experiments; a power-law relat n 

of the type 

A = C RDm  
q 

was found to be appropriate to describe this relationship. 

Consequently, C and m were obtained by a least-squares 

linear fit between log Aq  and RD  for each of the heat-flux 

meters. Values of A corresponding to two values of - RD 
(RD = 10

4and 105) are shown in Fig. A.2.1. It is evident 

that values of Aq  are much below (3(- /Ax), thcralue corresponding 

to the 'ideal' case; the large scatter in the values of 

A for the different heat-flux meters is indicative 

of their variable characteristics. 

Results and discussion.  

Values of the adiabatic-wall effectiveness and 

the heat transfer coefficient obtained in conjunction with 

the A 's obtained with the above calibration procedure 

are shown in Fig. A.2.2 (a) and (b) respectively, for three 

values of x/yc, plotted against the mass-velocity ratio. 

The symbols represent the data in question, and the lines 

are mean curves through corresponding data obtained 
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with the electrically heated test section, presented in 

chapter 4.4.1. 

It is evident from Fig. A.2.2 (a) that values of the 

adiabatic-wall effectiveness measured with the two test- 

sections are in good agreement (within 5 percent of unity) 

with one another. This was to be expected, since the same 

slot assembly was used for both the test sections. 

Values of the heat tranfer coefficients, Fig. A.2.2 

(b) obtained with the two test sections are in good qualita- 

tive agreement with one another. Discrepancies of upto 

18 percent are noticeable for large values of m. The 

agreement between the two sets of data may be considered 

to be satisfactory, in view of the differences in the boundary 

conditions, experimental uncertainties and the limited 

validity of the calibration procedure for the heat-flux 

meters. 

The present experience with the test-section 

of reference (39) indicates that an 'in situ' calibration 

of the heat flux meters is essential. However, the fact 

that the calibration coefficients are a function of the 

Reynolds number, makes its application problematic, since 

Reynolds number, based on a bulk-velocity may not be 

appropriate to a film cooling problem. Further, the use 

of an adiabatic wall with intermittent heat sinks or 

sources does not appear to be a desirable boundary 

condition for the measurement of the heat-transfer 

coefficient. 
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	5&.2  	

-.=.- 

e  mom., .1.•...-••• • 	.1 z t-re 
oeb Lio67 .22 0.590 

70...==ma, 

•2z 	0. r21 0.22 0•828 .0.22 0.9(0 

•41 Vo/JU. 0.34 0.723 0.28 	0.771 0.28 0.8 /2 0,28 0.981 
i4 • z ez a — I _0 

.53 Uot-59 0•41 0•821 0.41 	0.838 U.-34 0.894 0,41 0.992 

•b6 U. T/3 0.59 0.860 0.53 	0.866 0.47 0.911 0,59 U•998 
t—.. 

./8 0.782 0.72 0- 879 0.66 	0.887 0.59 0,936 0684 0.999 
I 	.. -4,72 	0---_•139- 

•9 0.789 0.84 0,907 0.18 	0.903 Ue72 0.946 1.09 1.000 
1PCW.2 * 

i•ee 
	/MC 

v•bib 
WV 

1.03 0.926 0691 	0.91( 0.84 0.95, 	***** 
limmezzs=moc. 

***** 

= }is 

• • 41; 	I. • '• 4  • 

 

—0 
1 • • * • V • • • --0-4-95- 

I e 	 53  —11.9 

.1,11.:4;Qt .===WiC 

- 	(LI&B 	 ZOSA 

99 	
OSP 

	—7a  



A/ Y(, 9.7 
	I)  

Y/YL, -U/U(, 

8.3 

• • 

44.0 

	Y/YC 	U/UG 	 

150.0 

• V 

92.5 

• • 

s/3LE 3.2-1U RUN So UC/UG= 2.213 RC= 3470.o PG3. AIR INJECTION 

	-410=4- -6:: 0 	4. -4 0 	er-se O * 	 

   

ext 	

 

• • 

 

    

• 10 1.421 0.10 	1.140 0.10 0.89  U • 10--  0•5135 	0,10 0• 8 
	a1 3 	Ft 9-Es------Q.13-4-=•--ab 	 -6038 	0 	

 

O.16  1.314 	0.1 

      

20 • 1.6 	1.9(8 • $ • • 

 

0 • 
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etzree 
•22 2.082 	0.22 1.489 0.22 1.249 0.22 0.913 0.22 0.9,8 

0.28 	0.9 /8- 
41=0:"===0..%el.. 

• 1 	2.266 	 • 1 1.702 	0.41 1.35 	• 3 	• 	0.41 1.003 

• b3 	2.253 0.53 1.758 0.53 	1.398 0* 7 1.aots 0.53 1.011 

  

42.9=i 

    

e_ 

 

        

a V • 	 • • • e • 	 • 	 • 

• 8 	1.4 • 	 • • g. 
6- 

*97 	. 1 .980 	0.971.777 	. 0.97--1W446 • • 	• 

• • 6 • • • .• 

• 	•  
• • 	• 
n 	34  1.7 7 ----Tr-or-3;1- 

1.4 	
=•=5Q=1=a*O EF9= ,64 5----AlU El &bE  
1.4 ! 1•j14 	1.4!1.619 	• 	  • • 	.1 •• 

Tom.  II  
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.3.84 0.999 	3.84. 1.059 	4•4 1.052 	 2.84 1.00..3 
=,a074.• 	 ids 	- - - 

4.84 	•999 	4 .134 1 • 	• 4 -7..)-06-4**** 	#*lE4* 	3.59 1.000 
.1=.1.W000mre 	 2  9  ; 

  

 

rug •v• 
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.84 	.0,,709 	0,84 0 • b-63 	0.84 	0.606 	0.84 	0,599 	0•9i 0.568 	 

TABLE 3.2-11 RUN 2. UC/UG= 0.553 RC= 1970•• PG4* AIR INJECTION 

X/YC 	24.0 	3 	68.5 	93.5 	12.3•0 
Car  

QG 	YZYC—U7L7(.1 	Y/YC. U/UG 

  

:-..ezerm=pres* 

     

erweleammeirifiait 

  

ir•siti• -•Tr.trir• 

 

    

• • 9 	• 

     

.10 	0.230 0.10 0.349 0.10 0...3115 0.10 0.338 0.10 0.312 
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tr•TzT--er,-.Z•ar 

1,7e 0.6f, 	0• 2 0.632 	0912 0.5 	r3 	0.72 0.584 	0.84 u•55i 

Ow  
• 	 1.16 	0.5'#1 
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TABLE 3.2-12 RUN 	1. UC/UG= 1.853 RC = 6330.0 PG4. AIR INJECTION 

X/YC 24.0 43.3 68.5 9.3•5 123.0 
PTA  	

Y/Yc U/UG Y/YC U/UG Y/YC--U/UG Y/YC U/UG Y/YC U/UG 
-0 .Tiacfp arja e a .4,1012"re,  • *  • O .1! 

•10 1 .435 0.10 1 . 1 (1 0 • PD 1-4-163 0.10 0.920 0.10 0.922 
• _mt 1-.425 - 
•I5 1.789 0.16 1.494 0.16 1.329 0.16 1•16.3 0.22 1.185 
	6-1  Aro- - - 

• 22 i •85 0.22 
., 

1.553 0.28 1 • 424 U. 
 	4w.2; 

1.268 0e.34 
==.117• 

1.262 
2-8 

AID • • • 
41 

• 
1-*-38-.. -33bO 

• 

• 7 I •9 T3 0.47 1.122 0.53 1.556 0.41 1.409 04,59 I • 363 

•59 1.955 0.59 I • 148 0.66 1.594 0.59 1.451 0.72 1.40 

•78 1.88* • •72 1,762 0.78 
OW= 

1.614 	0 .12 
-="cr*,.====ez.=m 

1 • 98 0.114 1 .432 

1. 	.3 1•761 .84 1.151 0 • r41------1 • 5.30 0•84 I • 	et) 1.03 • 1.468 

	1.28 1.593 1.09 1 .704 1.03 1.636 0•97 1.549 1.28 1.504 

1.53 1.424 1.34 1.6,.33  1.28 1.614 	 1 • Z2 
• 

1.568 1.53 	1.512 
.....=="4.1"11= 

1.18 1.293 1..9 1.553 
g 

1.53 1.6Li5 1.47 1.565 1.18 14,0! 
2•.• 

2.28 1.059 1.91 1.417 1.91 
ra 

1.518 
;TO 

1.84 1.544 2.03 I •500 
==lzen, 

2.78 1.000 2.47 1.240 2.41 1.413 2.34 1.418 2.41 I • 478 
Lsw=-S.T 

3.28 1.000 2.91 1.089 2.91 1.304 2.84 1.402 2.91 1.426 

.3.18 1 	0 .3•4 1 1 • 01. 1.152 3.9 1.e9 • 1 1.382 
Ars  



	AiT3•3--C-01sICEFITRATI-Olcr-PROF I 	L 

	TABLE RUN UL/UG RC 	PRESSURE 
—GRAD E 

INJELIED PAGE 

slcagnm 111:LEM2,101.111s. 	 ale 

4 04,f00 2b20. PGO AiR A33 3 
A 

4 10 1.850 6330. PGU AIR 443 5 

6 6 14,645 142b0. PGO ARCTON-1e A33 8 

8 b 2.210 34/041 PG2 AIR 

10 1 1.83 6330. PG4 AIR 43-312 

A 	3300 
	

232 



C 	S SUIMMOMe. 
*'*---44*** 4-**** 4.59 0.029 

TABLE 3.3- 1 RUN 9. UC/UG= 0.55, RC= 1970.• PG0, AIR INJECTION 

X/YC 10.0 20.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 

Y/YC 	C/CS Y/YC 	C/CS Y/YC 	C/CS YIYC C/CS Y/YC 	C/CS 
_elf= 4.7-Vh4=====FAtile elrweelEEEEnrete .4 	etc 1:-.-7.ez es-r.exo=rx-r.cte-o 

.10 	0.995 0.16 0.985 0.10 0.971 0.16 0.990 U.10 0.965 
.J1==mez-atIla. 
.47 U•915 0.47.  0.833 0.34 

59 
0.956 	0.59 	U.926 

le=rizrore".-  ..-4-T4,ZSZTO 
U.47 	0.977 
famitEMSePre/ml. 

.98 0.505 1022 0,340 0084 0.724 0.84 0.863 0,97 0.901 
WW. Una. -0 

1.48 • i72 	0.2t/7 
e96217MERPUU 

1.b9 0.360 
o 	 

1ae2 041(18 1.34 0.81U 

1.80 0603f 2.10 0.115 2.22 0.216 1.84 0.464 1.59 0.730 
, • 4111  SISSe A 	 -24E12,- -- Ems. - 

***** ***** 	3.10 
SCC•.S=MM. 

0.000 
1F*-*,* 

3.22 0.041 2.84 0.199 2.09 	0.567 
4.F9 	 el41;• 4=78 

***** **r.** ***** ***** 44,22 0.000 
AFIF4F-44_ 

0.04e e4184 0.319 

***** ***** ***** ***** **** ***** 3.59 041-69 



iABLE 3.3- 1 RUN 9. UCAJG- 0.55,-RC- 19/04,  PG0* AIR INJECTION 

1.75•0 	200•0 	 
0-121 Oir&O 

YTYC-C7CS  	Y/Yt. C/CS 
arriatza IMMO 211 arii•afria===aria a -.COO 	  ;A .A./ ;Li 

• 
0-. X95-- - *-47 - - I 

.72 0.1885 0./2 0.912 0./2 0.930 0./2 0.896 
4- 

1.22  
•  

4,811 1.22 0.859 1.2e 0.85! 1.22 0.864 

1.41 06 /61 
==n1.00_IC 

1.59 0./56 1.59 04/52 
0 

14184 0.160 

1.84 
a :s 

0.660 
• 

1.84 0.721 2.34 	0.613 2.59 0.5,4 
Z,5,7 "Mr=4:11.-$7.19 

2.34 0.488 2.09 0.600 2.84 0.512 3.09 0.4 /2 
is • 

3.09 0.330 3.09 0.411 3.59 0.349 4.35 0.263 
	fa-in 

44109 	0.108 4.59 0.095 5.09 04-079 5.60 0.-048 
55:ait,===4T-4.4z2S - -5a 60s3f+#3 
5.35 0.000 5.35 0,000 5.35 0.000 6.60 0.000 

	END 	 



TABLE 3.3- 2 RUN 4. UC/UG= 0.76. RC= 2620.41 PGO. AIR INJECTION 

X/YC 20.0 75,0 150.0 
',a 	 5  

Y/YC C/CS Y/YC C/CS Y/YC C/CS 

.06 1 •000 0.06 1.000 0.06 1.000 

1.06 0,470 1.11 0.840 1.43 	0.860 
=41-4142-==p3E74-0  

1065 0.19 2.24 0..370 2•bb 0.5(0 
30 	 

2.24 
- 

4:14,040 
e- .erhe 

2.67 	0.240 
s-1====mrlmLes 

3.90 0.210 
.40  	0-.1-40 
• 5 0.0 	 

  

fr  

 

65===0-30 
6.30 0.000 ****4 	*4*** 4.67 0.000 

END 	 
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TABLE 3,3- 4 RUN 10, UC/UG= 1.85, RC= 6330.. PGO,  AIR INJECTION 

X/YC 	10.0 20.0 40.0 60•0 80.0 
.-78 	 eWi= stir 

Y/YC 	C/Cb Y/YC C7CS 	Y/YC 	C/CS 	Y/YC 	C/Cb Y/YC C/CS 
e1-5-01=-Zore- 	a .1.1"-tz-zosom---wortlo 

.10 	1.003 0.10 1.000 0.10 	1.000 0.10 	0.945 0.10 1.000 
• 9 • 0-w 	 2. 	-04,979  	es-= •-e_ 	- e- --= • 

.53 	0.880 

	

 	0.28 
- 

0,936 0,34 	0.907 
-.-4- 

0.22 	1.000 0.34 0.965 

1.09 	0.5 e 0.5..5 0.861 0.59 	.0.856 0•41 	0.944 0.66 0.901 
• aL.  

0,J9f 
	=-1,* 

0.91 0,682 0.84 	0.146 
. _ 	 Rim; 

0.59 	0.896 1.03 0.814 
ware-rupss. 

1.97O•13i  I.e8 0.558 1.28 	0.643 0.84 	0.811 1041 0.686 
r-- 	r. r, = e 	 0.{) 72 -62 

2.47 	0,000 1.18 0.320 1.18 	0.464 1.09 	U•  /41 2.09 0.555 
Ja WS!. AMA? 

Zt=i 0.103 2.53 	0.2(9 1.34 	0.693 3.09 0.369 

###*# 	.**4-#* 2.91 0.000 3 280.059 2.09 	0.543 4.09 0.164 
, 4_1 

****# 	*IC*** *4-4 ** *--***# 5.00 0.000 
At=C2,311 2T.,W!==!MM 	 

ENO 



TABLE .3.3- 4 RUN 10, 	1.85, RC= 6330.. 	PLIO• AIR INJLCTION 

	

X/YC 	100.0 	 

	

C 	 

• 22--e-1111-99.1 

	4=E1,24). 	 
• 2 0.91 

1.9! 060 4 
_0-*  

24,b9 0.471 
• 

3.59 0.352 

4.b9 0.173 
6O OO45 	 

6.50 0.000 



TABLE 3.3- 5 RUN 2. UC/UG= 0.575 RC= 5150.v PGO. ARCTON -12 

X/YC 10.0 40.0 100.0 
0 f4 	 

Y/YC C/Cb Y/YC C/CS Y/YC C/CS 
j-DC-r-gq300 

.10 0.995 0.10 1.000 0.10 1.000 
rei  1111 tirm 0422-04977 

.22 1.000 0.22 	0.995 0.35 	0.985 
2,15EIVEM[a 	4- 

.47 1.000 0.47 0.950 0.85 0.935 
d. 	 

.72 0.970 0.85 	0.807 1.35 0.840 
=4=1rib S' _343- 

1.10 0.6b0 
• re-.  • 

1.35 0.652 1.85 0.7-35 

1.60 0* 80 1.85 .394 
vr.v.• 

2.-55 0.588 

I 	II 141 • 
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1 	TABLE 3.3— 7 RUN It UC/UG= 0.583 RC= 965.,  PG2. AIR INJECTION 

X/YC 	14.4 	44.0 
	

92i-5 
	

144.0  

C C C Y 	c/cs 	 Y/ C C/CS 

    

0  

 

  

az-_._=-=,..= a gas 

  

     

   

• 

  

 

icacittek- 

 

ie .. 0i-T28--10-44-964 	0.28 	0.902 
...7.....=-01rr.z.s. 	 876  	0.441 

 

• • • - 

• Z 
Wee Or:. • 

• : 

ElfwAmmr=.6.32,- 
14134 0.213 1.03 0.501 1.34 0.b30 1.34 0.611 
WY.  ismu laW a- 
1.8 	 0.065 1.4 0 4 57.  1.84 0.40 1.134 0.433 

— 
•  	•000 1.91 0.2 

IPT'..M4 4 	 

2.34 0.222  2.72 0.148 

40096 30/2 0.000 

	***** *****. ***** ***if* J.47 04.0.5"/ 
=========== 

END 	 
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TABLE 3.3- 9 RUN 2. UC/UG= 0.553 RC= 1970.0 PG4.0 AIR INJECTION 

X/YC 24.0 	43.3 
	

68.5 	93.5 
0.35- 

Y/YC C/CS 
	

Y/YC C/CS 
	

Y/YC C/CS 
	

Y/YC C/CS 
.0 010 0-0 07‘-.0:.=" 

.10 1.001 0.10 0.999 0.10 	1.000 0.10 	0.944 
W1--' 0o 1-6-,__:.074-794 -=•=00r-14E---0.1•-9433 

.22 0.9(0 0.28 0.927 0.28 	0.956 0.28 	1.008 
0- 	 =044.4----=0*930 

.47 0.812 0.5.5 	0.870 0.53 	0.888 
-C 

0.53 	0.890 
aff-0,4-411MML-L0L,  

4172 0.674 0.78 0.768 0.78 	0.858 
 	it 	-"Iv 	tn".:3011. 

0.78. 0.893 
-a-5-7z 7 

1.09 0.459 1.09 0.6.30 	1.22 	0.770 	1.09 	0.840 
00,00.-ME1=21.. 7700v724-===134==ew812 

• • 1-64-1---1-i0-517-0110788 . 

9 .087 4,22-7- 76 2.2 	0.41 1 2.09 	0.664 

209 	0.018 
drE=L----z=1EVI.11; 

.3.22 0.025 
t 

J.22.--04-T70-  
+.=.0 

3.09 	0.40,3 

* ** 	*** * *** * 4-.12 	0.005 5.09 	.042 
0I.=.2 T. 31i .0 = = 	= C C.C..1!S = i C 31011110101C C 	 C 	3=100111111110.170.011f_ 	emreimrs 	

	 243_ 
END 



TABLE J.3-10 	RUN 	Io VC/UG= 1.853 RC.= 6.3301,t PG4. 	AIR 

X/YC 	24.0 4393 613•5 
04,84 	 

93.5 

1971-Y-C-C7*CS 
tr-Lts 	et* t Itr-z a it= =-assess 
• 1 • 

tr-a szt==samitze .,===t • *=""12...=10,=. 01110  

022 	0.959 
	642-==G-942 

• 2 	0.96 .28 	0.990 	 0.28 	0.999 

.34 	0.899 0.47 	0.936 0.53 	0.935 0.53 	0.9(1 
• -• ••.-3,nt 

•53 	0.629 0.12 	0.820 0.15 	0.867 
tty.Srm 

0.(8--046898 

.76 	0.105 0.91 	0.6e5 1.03 	0.781 14109 	0.845 

1.03 	0.629 1.34 	0.628 1.41 	0.701 1.b9 	0. 122 
=S7101=4 erwirr,--• mini * mi.r= 	 

1.28 	0.544 1.97 	0.479 1.91 	0.574 2.09 	041625 

7M- 	 su 	41.=. Sils 

1.78 	0.340 2.97 	0.1(3 2.91 	0.383 3.09 	0.463 

513 3.66 =fl- 139 - 
2.53 	0,016 3.91 	0.017 4.66 	0.064 4.59 	0.261 

IN.-18(.710N 
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TABLE 3.4 (CONTD) WALL SHEAR STRESS 

PG3 	PG3 	PG4 	PG4 

uc/UG 0.583. 2.21 0.55 1.85 

UTAU CF/2 UTAU CF72 UTWO----ZP/2 UTAU CF/2 

12.5 0.368 1.19 1.08 11.40 0.482 0.58 1.60 6.74 
-ea-mt e 	 

52.5  	0.700 2.59 1.10 7.11 0.615 	1.19 1.72 10.20 
.61= 

92.5 1.03 2./.5 1.20 4.00 	0.580 1.30 1 •25 6.61 
- 	- --0_• S' I le 6 

132.5  	1 • (3 2.47 1.82 2.98 	0.462 0.96 1.06 5.70 
	 240b 

CF 	e=CF/2410**3 	 

A 34.3 	 24/ 
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s 	 APPENDIX A. 5. 

Computer programme for the prediction of the adiabatic-wall  

effectiveness and the heat-transfer coefficient downstream  

of a . .(d) dimensional film cooling slot.  

A listing of the computer programme referred to in chapter 

6 is provided in this section, along with a listing of the 

source programme and specimen inputs and outputs. 

The present programme is a version of the computer programme 

of reference (49)., modified on the lines described in 

chapter 6, to predict the flow development, adiabatic- or 

impervious- wall effectiveness and the heat-transfer 

coefficient downstream of a film cooling slot. 

A list of the subroutines in the present programme 

and brief particulars of the modifications in each subroutine 

are given below. 

List of Subroutines.  

1. MAIN 13. POLYFT 

2. BEGINI 14. PRE 

3. BEGIN2 15. RAD 

4. CHOP -16. READY 

5. COEFF 17. SLIP 

6. CONST 18. SOLVE 

7. DENSTY 19. SOURCE 

8. ENTRN 20. VEFF 

9. FBC 21. VISCO 

10. LENGTH 22. WALL 

11. MASS 23. WF1 

12. OUTPUT WF2.  

Brief particulars' of subroutines.  

1. MAIN.  

a. Step Length is selected as explained in chapter 6 (p.98). 

b. The wall value of the conserved property(/' is computed 

from a new expression for the slip coefficients, which is 

based on the integrated. form of the partial differential 

equation and satisfies the .integral conservation equations.(69). 
c. The free stream velocity is computed from a. modified 

formulation which ensures compatibility of the pressure 
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gradient term at the outer edge of the layer and the 

adjacent grid points. 

d. The termination condition. Integration is normally 

stopped after 151 integrations and the next set of data 

is then processed. 	Integration can be stopped at any 

intermediate stage, by setting the index KSTOP to 1 (for 

instance if the velocity should become negative). 

e. Subroutines START and ENPLOT are of' relevance only 

when the output is to be plotted on a CALCOMP plotter. If 

such a facility is not available, dummy subroutines of the 

above names should be introduced. 

2. BEGINI.  

a. Input options. 	Three options are provided, depending 

- on the value of the index KSP (=..0,1,2). The implications 

of these options are as follows: 

KSP= 0 This signifies that (i) the mass fraction of the 

slot fluid is taken as the conserved property cp , and that the 
flow is isothermal; (ii) the velocity profile at the slot exit 

is composed of three power-law profiles, as sketched in Fig.6.1.1; 

the (dimensional) values of the velocities are computed from the 

value of the velocity ratio, the slot Reynolds number 

and the slot-height. 

KSP=1. signifies that the velocity profile at slot 

exit is selected from a set of experimental profiles which 

is stored within the subroutine, in an array named VSCK; 

the values of the variable KVR determines the profile -which 

is used for the calculation. 

KSP=2. signifies that (i) the temperature is taken as 

the conserved property (ie. the specific heat C is assumed 

to be constant and equal to 0.24 kcal/kg deg K; (ii) the heat 

flux at the wall is to be specified: if zero, an adiabatic wall 

is assumed; and (iii) if the heat flux at the wall is not equal 

to zero, the values of the Nusselt number (NUC) are printed out; 

a 'data set specifying a non-zero heat flux must be preceded 

by a data set with identical initial conditions and an adiabatic 

wall, so that adiabatic wall temperatures on which the Nusselt 

number is based , may be calulated and stored. 

The conserved-property profile at slot exit is 
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assumed to be of a top-hat shape (ie. unity in the slot and 

zero outside it.) 

,Typical inputs corresponding to the three values-of 

KSP are listed at the end of the computer programme. 

- -b. Lip thickness ratio, t/yc  •(TYC) is read in 

and a values of the coefficient (eq. 6.2.1) is calculated 

on the basis of equation 6.2.2. 

c. MU. This index controls the nature of the eddy 

viscosity and diffusivity. When MU is set to 0, the eddy 

viscosity and diffusivity are computed from the Prandtimixing-

length hypothesis (eq.5.0.1). If MU is given a value of 1, the 

eddy diffusivity is bridged across the zero-diffusivity 

region(s) by a straight lines) (see Fig.5.2.2) and if MU 

is set to 2, both the eddy viscosity and diffusivity are 

bridged. 

d. Experimental data such as profiles of velocity 

and mass fraction and effectiveness, for comparison can be 

read into the programme. These may later be plotted (as 

described in OUTPUT subroutine), along with the predictions. 

3. BEGIN2. This is a portion of the subroutine BEGIN 

of reference (49), in which the td-values at grid points and 

slip-values for the initial profiles are computed. 

4. CHOP.• This subroutine is used only in connection with 

ithe plotting of profiles on a CALCOMP plotter. Its function is 

to select data points which lie within the limits TMAX -and TMIN, 

which are arguments of this subroutine. 

5. COEFF. 	This subroutine has been modified for the 

bridging of the eddy viscosity and diffusivity profiles and 

for augmenting the eddy diffusivity as a function of the 

lip thickness ratio (seeFig.6.2.1). 

6. CONST. The requisite constants are set in this subroutine. . 	, 
The laminar viscosity and density of air are computed at 

25°C and 30 in. of mercury. 

7. DENSTY. 	For a binary gas mixture, the density is 

calculated assuming ideal gas relations. When temperature is 

the conserved property, the density is taken to be inversely 
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• proportional to the temperature (KSP. 2). 

8. -ENTRN. 	This subroutine is unaltered from the version 

in reference (49). 

9. FBC. 	The appropriate heat flux at the wall is set in 

this subroutine: for an impervibus or adiabatic wall, AJFS 

is set to O. For a non-zero (constant) heat-flux, AJFS is 

set to correspond to the value of Q. 

10. LENGTH. 	This subroutine has been re-written to 

perform the following operations: (i) to classify the 

velocity profile being calculated; and (ii) to select the 

characteristic lengths and velocity, as indicated in the 

sketch below. 

KASE.1 
	

2 
	3 
	

4 

11. MASS. 	The mass flux through the wall is set to zero. 

12. OUTPUT . This subroutine prepares the quantities 

which are printed out,such as profiles of velocity, mass fraction, 

integral quantities, effeftiveness, Nusselt number etc. 

It also prepares profile data for plotting on a CALCOMP 

plotter. 

a. Profiles of velocity and conserved property 

are printed out, if the the index KP. ROF is set to 1, at the 

values of x/yc  correponding to the experimental profiles, or 

those stored in the array named ZX. 

b. Other information is stored after every ten-

integrations and printed out after completion of the desired 

number•of integrations (151 in this case). 

c. Plotting predicted and experimental profiles. 

This involves the use of a CALCOMP plotter and related subroutines 

are used only when the index KDRAW is set to 1. If the 

compiler does not have provision for such a plotter, the 
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following dummy subroutines should be inroduced, which 

merely return control to the calling subroutines: 

PLOT, SCALE, AXIS, LINE,- NUMBER, SYMBOL, START and ENPLOT. 

d. The subroutine OUTPUT has an argument ISEP, which 

causes a print out if ISEP assumes a value of 1. ISEP can 

be set to 1 for example, if separation occurs (TAUI = 0.). 

13. 	POLYFT. 	This subroutine is for fitting least-squares 

polynomials through a set of-points. In the lisitng, a dummy 

subroutine is shown, since the example illustrated does 

not require the use of this subroutine. 

14. PRE. 	The presSure gradient DPDX is computed, corresponding 

to the value of K , which is-  read in as input. 

15. RAD. 	The present examples are for a plane two-

"dimenSional case(KRAD.0)"and R1 is'set to unity. 

16. - READY. 	The expression used for calculating normal 

distances is slightly different (and more accurate) from 

that in the book. The resulting difference in the values 

of y is small. 

17. SLIP. 	The slip value at a-wall, for the conserved 

property and velocity is now obtained by a new formulation, 

which involves the partial defferential equations. The original 

version used a one-dimensional solution near the wall. 

18. SOLVE. 	This subroutine remains unaltered. 

19:- SOURCE. 	The source term for the conserved property 

(mass frction ) is set to zero, since the substances are 

chemically inert. 

20. VEFF.  
- 	• 

This subroutine is unaltered. 

 

21. VISCO, 	The -laminar viscosity is determined through 

the 'square root' formula for binary mixtures and a power law 

in the case of the non-isothermal case. 
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22. 	WALL.  

a. Provision is made to stop integration if the 

velocity near the wall goes negative, for instance in 

adverse pressure gradients. 

b. Two additional quantities are computed in, this 

subroutine: BVI and PCI. The former is a non-dimensional 

eddy viscosoty and the latter is a non-dimensional 

stream function, at W 2.5. These quantities are needed 

in the computation of slip values of velocity and 

conserved property. 

c. The computation of BETA has been deleted. 

	

-23. 	WF1. 	For large positive pressure gradients, TERM can 

go negative and since a negative number cannot be raised 

to a power, TERM is set to a small positive value)  when 

this occurs. 

	

22. 	WF2. 'This Subrbutine is unaltered. 

A list and explanations of the FORTRAN symbols 

used in the input and output sections of the programme 

are given below. 

EXPLANATION OF NAMES USED IN THE INPUT AND OUTPUT.  

INPUT.  

NAME 	MEANING 	 -UNITS  

KDRAW 	Plotting subroutines are called if KDRAW =1, 
but not if KDRAW = 0. 

NSETS 	Number of sets of data to be processed. 

TITLE 	Title in alpha-numeric form: one card. 

KSP • 	Values of KSP specify the input options. 
(See example at the end of the programme-
lisitng). 

UCG 	Slot to mainstream velocity ratio. 

RC 	Slot Reynolds number. 

YC 	Slot height. 	 mm. 

TYC 	Lip-thickness to slot height ratio. 

WT 	Molecular weight of secondary gas. 

FPG 	Pressure gradient parameter, K x 106. 
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NAME 	MEANING 	 UNITS  

KPROF 	KPROF of 1 produces a print out of computed 
profiles; while no profiles are printed for 
KPROF of 0. 

KVR 	The value of this index selects the velocity 
profile stored in subroutine BEGINI (for KSP.1). 

TCG 	Slot to mainstream temperature' ratio. 

TC 	Temperature of coolant at slot exit. 	°C. 

Q 	Heat flux at the wall. 	 W/m2. 

F 	Mass fraction (or temperature), normalised 
with the wall-value. 

NVEL Number of experimental velocity profiles to be 
read in. 

NPHI 	Number of experimental conserved-property 
profiles to be read in. 

NETA 	Non-zero value implies effectiveness data 
(experimental) to be read in. 

-XV 	Value of x/yc  for an experimental velocity profile. 

XFI 	Value of x/yc  for an experimentalio profile. 

IN 	Number of data-points in an experimental. profile. 

- NRUN 	Run designation. 

NEF 	Number of data points for effectiveness. 

PAT(1,I) Value of x/yc  

PAT(21 I) Valueof,experimental effectiveness corresponding 

to PAT(1,I). 

OUTPUT.  

KCOUNT Data-set number. 

XYC 	x/yc, the non dimensional distance from the slot. 
INTG 	number of integrations performed. 

-U/UG 	non-dimensional velocity. 

Y/YC 	y-values, normalised with the slot height. 

FI/FIW conserved-property profiles, normalised with 
the wall values..  

ETA 	effectiveness, or non-dimensional wall temperature. 

R2 	momentum-thickness Reynolds number. 

RPHI2 

. SS*E3 	Wall-shear stress coefficient, multiplied by 500. 

H12 	Shape factor of the velocity profile (H). 

UMAX 	maximum velocity 	 m/s 

YMAX 	value of y at which velocity is a maximum, 
normalised with the slot height. 

UHALF 	(UMAX + UG) / 2 	 m/s 

YHALF 	Value of y at which .0 = UHALF. 

UG 	Free stream velocity 	 m/s 
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• NAME 	MEANING 	 -UNITS  

NUC 	Nusselt number NuC  fOr KSP=2 and 
Q 0. 

AMG 	Entrainment rate, rilg/fG  uG  ( for KSP = 

0,1, and 2 (Q=0)). 

UTAU 	Friction velocity /L4,577:1 	m/s. 
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